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ABSTRACT

Reap, Hargaret Casey. "Job Tasks of the Beg-inning Account-
ing and Bookkeeping Worker Compared with the Content
of the High School Accounting anti Bookkeeping
Caxriculum." 0.

- 3.

The problem. The,pfesent accounting.and bOokkeeping curric-

ulum does.not adequately prepare the studnt for'employment

as a beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker. The

.

nroblem in this study was to identify the discrepancy be-
,-

tween work and training programs in this area. To solve

the problems three qüestions were asked:
,

I.; What identified job tasiks àr being performed

by Lheareginning accounting and bookkeeping worker?

2. What job tasks are included in the.conventional

high school accounting and bookkeeping curriculUm?

3. To what extent does the conventional high ,

school accounting and booldiceping curriculum include and

priorilze these identified job tasks?

An assumption was made that the conve- .cnq...1 high

school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum determined
.\

by.the textboos used in classr The definition ilsed fOr

the Cbnventiónal high school actountirg and bookkeeping

curriculum included courses in accounting, bookkeeping,
,N

'recordkeeping, data processing and/or. computers.. 'The

purpose of the study was to provide either verification of
a ,

Cr,
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the current clirr.4.culumfpr need-9d direction.for change. The

study was kso intendted to provide a review of the resarch

done in the'cOtent area 'q.high school accounting and book7,

'keeping from,1963-1975.

Research procedures. 'me' procedutes were divided kao, tbree

areas to coincide with the three questions asked in_the

problem.
-0

To determine the job 'tasks ,--rmed by the begin-

ning accounting and,bookkeeptng worker, a comprehensive

search of Ithe 11:terature.WRS made for eight years 1968-1975.
- C

b. total of:a studieS pertaining to the content area of high 4
IC

school accountinc, and bOOkkedping wo-.:..e identified; of theee,.
,

16 studies conta'ined specific information a8ou't the job.tasks

4,

of thd beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker. After
4 y ..

.
,

a spries-of unsuccessful attempts to combine the lg sEndies .

.

. .

0

into a compostte ninked-list'of the :-;ob tasks performed 1:117''

.
.

.

.

the begimning accounting and boAckeeping worker, one study,.

NOBELS stlidy, Wan selected as Containino resentative-
- ,

information-about th '15ob tasks pf the national population
,

. ..

of the beginning accounting and bookkeeping iiorker.,...A list

of 150 job taskawas drawn'from NOBELS datd and ran3sed by

-luencyof representation.

To determine the job'tashs i49luded in.the con-, .

-6ntional high school; accpuiltin: and bo-pkkeeping curriculum,
. *)

-
7t

the textbooks most commonly'uSed in the cuculum were

identified\and analyzed. Berelson's and.tolsti's methods

vi
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of conterre.analysis were used tn. compile A Irst of job taSks

included in each text. The job tsk'lists from the two

South-Western textbOoks selected as repreSentative of the-
.

curriculum were synthesized into One list and ranked by

the total volume of space occupied by each job task in the

. -textbooks;
s-v10

.To deteimine the extent to which the high school.

curriculum *includes and prioritizes the job tasks of the

beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker, rank correla-

.

tjon Statistics andcoomparisons weke applied, to 'the two

lists, oni list representingthe job .Easks-performed by the

workeir, tbe other listlepresenting the curriculum.

CurviliAcar'relationships were alsc,examined through the -

use of a scatter digram.

Findings. No significant relationship Fas found-at any

1eIM1. of significance when statistical applications were

applied to the two lists .grouped by generalized accounting

categories. Nor was significant relationShip found-.%at.any

-level, when,statitical applications were appled tio the
. .

two lists grouped by speciftc job tasks common to 'both lists.

. Of the 150 job tasks on the.list represen ting real

work, only 36 of these could be found in the textbooks:,

reipresenting the.high school curriculunr.
f

ISixty-six peräent of textbook volume was specific

'only to the'extent-that confent could be idpntifidd as'

fitting into 'a genbtalized accountgin category,/ Fifty-two
A
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,

percent'of textbook-volume contained'none of,the j8b tasks

r taken from the list representing real wotk. The two

generalized accounting categories-ranked l and 2 (Geneial

JOurnal and,General Ledger, and Financial Statements) on the

curriculum'list-were the'two-categories ranRed,lowest,' 9 and

8, on the real work aist.

Cénclusions.
.

rr
Theljob tasks of the beginning accounting and

bookkeeping worker require little or no understanding of.

t14e,principies of debit and °credit.' A

2. The job tasks .of the beginni,ng accounting and

bookkeeping worker did not include recording in a sales
40

journal,.purchases journal, or a-general ledger., Manual
,

preparation di 'Payroll tax returns was also missing,from

the list.

3. Job tasks in the electronic data.processing

category were the most frequently performed,of all.the job_

tasks of the beginning, worker.'

4,- The jb tasks of the beginning asdounting and

bookkeeping:worker were..more onCerned with segmen'ts,of

e accountirig cycle than with'taski requiring understand-
)

ing of the whole cycle. Few of the job tasks required

,

--,

understanding of those Jteps in the cyele past thevtrial

\ .
: r

S. 'The job tasks of the beginning worker dealt-
t. .

.

belande.

with a great variety of financial operationsiliusiness.

viii
7
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papers, and forms. These tasks dealt with the preparation

and handling of original business documents, rather `than with

the accounting entries for these documents.

6. The tas4 covered in the conventional high

-schoa-accountir:g-'and buukkeeping curriculum have no signifi

cant relationship to the job tasks necessary for employmen,

ih.beginning accounting.and bookkeeping occupations. The

.

tasks moqt-extepsi ly covered in tile curriculum are those

most,rarely perfo ed by"the beginning worker.

7. Both textbool;s selected as representatiVe of

the high school accounting and-bookkeeping curriculum are

.nonfunctiotal for thePurpose of preparing students for

ocdupational employment as beginning accounting and book-
,

'keeping rkers.

.
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Chapter 1

'INTRODUCTION

\

A mainstream of revolttion in the way inancial

1

records are kept in industry has been going on n the United'
, 4

States since.the early 1950s.' Manual technique to record

financial informatItl'have been increasinglY're!. acia by

electronic, electro-mechanical, and mech processing.

The tremendous growth of informat handled within offices
0

has been paralleled by the rowth of wOrkers employed in,

clerical,positionr T rcentage of clarical and kindred

workers.grew from 1 .2 percent of,all the econdm±cally

active ciVilian pop laticn.in 1950 to 17.4 percent by1970

and is projected to r e to 19.4 percent by,1985.1 The new'

skills and concepts req ired central Lo these changes are

numerous and complicated.

The changes made n offices to handle -this growth

have not been matched by c anges 'the conventional high

school-accounting arid bookkeeping curriculum. Ausineps

educators have become increasingly concerned that the

conventional accounting and bookkeeping courses taught in

1U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Handbook of Labor

Stitistics (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1973) Ta?le 6, pp. 19 and 39.

,

4
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'high school-do not quately meet aebe-requirements of

business. West spoke o

and the world of work.

change made in the hig

an "iron curtain between educators
,

Tonne commented on the lack of

school accounting and book,....eping

curriculum when he sal "We engage inttinketing Nith small
'

additions heie, a miniiization of some subject matter there,

but basically. it is'the same coutse we taught 75 years ago" -,

With a veneer .of modernizatiOn.",'

A major goal in business educatibn is to prepare

students fOr employment in business. The above comments in-
. .

.dicate haiigh school accounting and bookkeeping.coUrSes

are losing their,occupational orientation, and the-4.nits of

insttuction,tatight in these cpurses may have little rela-
.

1
,tionshiii to-job tasks necessary -for gainful employment in
1

,

.

beginning adcounting and bookkeeping odbupations.-
l

7

What, however,'is the nature oZ.this discrepancy'

between work-and training programs? What wotk does the

-,
../ . -P ,

beginning accounting and ,boqkkeeping worker currently...per-
t

,

tiorm? Are,high school business ptograms training for cur-

rent job performance? Is the beginningbookkeeper still

vp.

2Leonard J. West, Survey of Entry-Level BoOkkeeping
Activities in Relation-to the High School Bookkedping
Curriculum, Research Report 73-1 .(New Yorkic,--City University

.
of New Yotk, Institute for Research and Evaluation in Oc-
cupational Education, 1974) p. 199.

4
*

'Herbert Tonne, "A Critique of Bdokkeeping Instruc-
tional Change," Journal of Business Education, De* cember

1970, p. 108.: .

h

18
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a

701-
3'

clearly distinguishab1e froM the^general clerical workex?

The present study was intended!to investigate the degree of

a .
.

congruency existing.beteeen.the preva4ing curriculum in

high school accounting and bookkeeping and the actual job

tasks performed by the beginnirig accounting and bookkeepang

worker: '

The

.descrepandy

bookkeeping

STATEMENT:OF THE PROBLEM

immediate.research probleM is-to identify this

existing between the high school acCountingd

curriculum and the actual job tisks of employed

accounting and bookkeeping workers./
To be able-to, solve the

the following questions mUst be

1. What identified job

i9mediate research problem, ,

anSwered:

tasks are being performed

by the beginning accounting and-bookkeepinq worker?

are included in the .conventionil2. What job tasks

high school accounting and bookkeeping cUrriculurn?

To What ktept does the conventiona1 high school

accounting and-boo edping curriculum include and Prioritize

these Identified

4

b tasks?

I.

19



-ASSUMPTION .

For the purposes of this study, tie assumpiion

-was made that the conventional high school accounting and

bookkgeping curriqulum is determined by the textbooks lased
-

in class.4

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

,

Thelpurpose of this study wasto compare the actual
,

c- - ,

job tasks of beginning accounting and book%eeping workers .

with the job tasks included in high-school accounting and
-

bookkeeping textbooks- The'cOmpaiison sliould provide

either verification of the current high school accounting

and bookkeeping currIculEM or_needed direetion for'change.

If change'is indicated, the study should proidde a ranked

list of fob task components that need ta be included. in
:'

, J

high.school,training for beginning Accounting and bookkeep-

(

0 it

\ ihg workers.

The study .should also provide a review of the re-. 1

seatch.done in the contept area of high school accounting
^

and bOokkeeping for the past eight years. -

4West, p. 132; see also Ruth Woolsch1ager, "High
School 400kkeeping As It Was, So Shall'ItAlways Be? A.

Fable," Business Education Forum, ',larch 1964, pp. 19-20;
see a1Sd Padmakar Sapre and Roscoe Pgrr#t, "A Historical
DeVelopment JfAccounting and Data Processing," Business
Education Yesterdpy, Today, and TomorroW, ed., Ruth
Woolschlager and:13. Harris (Reston, ViT4inia: National
Business Education Association,. 1946) p. 11.

20



In order to realize this purpose, the following

steps were taken:.

1. A comprehensive search of the literature-was'

made to obtain a ranked list of4he job tasks of beginning

'accounting_anal_bookkeeping workers.

2. An analysis. of high school abcountipg and book-

keeping-textbooks was made to obtain a ranked 'list of 'job

tasks taught in the conventional high'school accounting

and bookkeeping curriculum.

3. The actpal job tasks.performed by the beginning

aecounting and bookkeeping worker were compared with the

' job tasks taught in hiqh school accounting and bookkeetbing

courses.

.DELIMITATIONS

1. The's,tudyl w;;-'not concerned with the'specific.

study of the objectives of the high school curriculumin

accounting and bookkeeping.

2. The'study was not concerned with the specific

study of the processes of the high school curriculum in

accounting and bookkeeping.

, 3. The study was not concerned with the.specific

study of the training time of the high school curriculum

in 'accounting.and bookkeeping.

4. The study was not concerned with the specific

Study of evaluation components of the high school cUrriculum

in accounting and bookkeeping.

21
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BAtKGROUND OF THE STUDY AND RELATED LITERATURE

The dhan4ing.nature of bookkeeping occupations has
v

brouqht with it much discussion about appropriate objectives
,

..

fek the accounting and pookkeeping curriculum in high
.

.

schoolJ The ori4inal,objective of accounting and bookkeep-
.

L.

n
ing education was purely vocational. -In the business

esta41ishments of the 1800's and early,1900's, the'book-'
.

.keeper Was frequently the only person with any business

.training. The owner of the business depended on the book7

keeper to manage his records gq,Mls office., The bookkeeper

needed to know everything about bookkeeping, from the

opening to the closing entry. ,The training of. bookkeepers

necessitated a thorough study pf the double-entry-account-

ing cycle systems.and of buSiness procedures.
<

The-occupational changes that took place in the

field Of financial reberdkeeping in;_the 1930's and the

1940's Lrought changes in the expressed objectives of

bookkeeping education. As professional accounting moved

more definitively .into the college level and fewer'book-

keepers.performed the complete 4uties included 4i1 the

accounting cycle, bookkeeping instruction at the high school

.level started to reflect objectives of personal and social

use as well as the vocational preparation,of bookkeepers.
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In his study'of the objectives of high,school

elementary bookkeeping sin4e the 1930's, Olson5 found little

change in the variety of objectives claimed for bookkeeping

instruction since 1930. Vocational objectives'and personal

social'Use objectives were usually combined dUring training.

Olson found that when bookkeeping jobs decreased; the

emphasis on training shifted from the vocational to the

personal social use objectives. When job opportunitiles

,increase, the consensus returned to emphasizing vocational

objectives.

The:illeaning of the term "bookkeeper" has been chang-
,

ing rapidly since data aUtomaition arrived.on the scene.. A

modern worker may still be categorized as a'bookkeeper even
,

.

though he' performs boxle of the taSks performed by a boof:-

keeper in the traditional meanin4 of performing the dut 1es

of the double-entry accounting cycle. The term "book)cepper"

is currently being extended to include any type of record-
..

keeping as well as the recording'of data on coding sheets

for computer analysis.

- ',laxly authorities in business education have indi-

,

,cated that current high school curricula in accounting and

bookkeeping appear to-be nonfuftction example, the

'Lester Olson, "A Historical Study of Objectives ,in
Bigh.school Elementary Bookkeeping Since 1930 Woctoral
dissertation,-University of North Dakota, 1970).
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NOBELS8 tudY found that the job duties of beginning.book-

'keepers requiring "application of principles4of accOunting

as taught in schools or double entry bookkeeping" were

minimal, (NOBELS, P; Similar,conclusions were draWn

by Luxnei, "the studi of two,years,of manual-bookkeeping:-

in high sChool, in and of itself,imeets neither job require-
,

ments for accounting clerks nor for accountants."7 A
CI

tudy made by the Battelle Memorial Institute8 coMmented

that bookkeeping in the high schoof "is not occupationally

oriented. Rather it is .taught to familiarize students with

the language of the b siness world,' (Battelle, p. 44).

While the objectiv teaching the language of business

is legitimate, the Battelle report went on to say, this

objective can be reached more effectively and efficiently

by methods other than teaching one to two years of tradi-

tional bookkeeping.

6.Frank Lanham,et al., Development of Task Perfor-
maripe Statements for, a New Office and Business.Education
Learnings System (NOBELS), Revised Final Project Report
(Columbus: Center for_Research and Leadership Development
in Vocational and Technical Education, Ohio State University,
197) ED 068 728.

7Lois
imxner, "Factors Affecting the EmplOy.;.bility

of VoCational Bookkeeping Students" (Dodtoral dissertation,
University of PittSburgh,,1970) p. 146."

8Battelle Memorial Institute, An Exploratory Study
to Analyze New Skill Content in Selected Occupations in-

Michigan and the Metilanism for its Translation into Voca-
tional Education_Curricula: Sebtion Report 'on C1eiR7T5Tht,
Stenographer, Bookkeeper;_And Salesperson (Columbus:
Columbus LaboratorieA, 1972) p". 44 ED 085 54..
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.f

Statistics and projections made by the United States9

Department of Labor show a continuing need .in industry for

accounting and bookkeeping workers. A growth rate of 19.5

percent has been projected for bookkeeping jobs between

-1972 and 1985.9

kecognition of the contir...ng need for, bookkeepers

coupled with the suspicion of an out-of-date curriculum in

accounting and bookkeeping hai generated much research to

deal with the questions (1) what is a bookkeeper? (2) wl:lat

wopk does a bookkeeper perform? (3) what (if any) training

should the high scfiobl provide for prospective bookkeepers?

The business educator must continuously look to.the

cOmmunity tat) see what the student needs to know when he

goes to work. Tyler spoke Of the value of utilizing data

obtained from stUdies of contemporary life"as one source

for deciding what educational objectives the school should

provide." When writing about the peed for accountability

in education, Lessinger stated that schools should be certi-

fying that students are able to perform specific tasks.

9U. S. Bureau of Labor StatiStics, Occupational
Manpower and Training Needs: Information for Vocational
Counseling ana Planning for Occvational Training, Bulletin
I82W-(174a"shington: Government Pfinting Office, revised
1974) p. 80.

10P.alph W. Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum
arid Instruction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1950) p. 13.
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Lessinger said also that planning for educationa: re-

development "should be based on research-and deveidPment to

facilitate constant updating of specifications to meet these

needs."4

The focus of 61iirent research in acCounting and

bookkeepingas well as clerical occupations, has been in

task analysis. The success of tha United States Air Forc

occupational research.projects, through CODAP,12 has teen

the major influence in this trend. The Center for Vocationd,

and Technical Education at Ohio State University has(applied

many UniteeStates Air Force task inventory concepts in

developing a system for acquiring and using occupational

information'in revising and designing curriculum..13

Occupational analysis of the job tasks of beginnifig account- ,

ing and bookkeeping workers can be found in studies that

apply to .the whole field of clerical work, as well as in

studies limited to accounting and bookkeeping.

11Leon Lessinger, "Accounting for Results: A Basib
Challenge for American Schools," Accountability in Educa-
tion, Leon lessinger and Ralph Tyler (Worthington, Ohio:
Charles Jones, 1971) p. 9.

12United States Air Force Comprehensive Occupational
Data Analysis Programs (CODAP)..

13Wi1liam H. Melchingtaand Sidney D. Borchert Pro'-'
cedures for Constructing and Using Task Inventories,
Research and Development Serie No. 91 (Columbus: The
Center for Vocational and-Technical Education, Ohio State
University, 1973) p. 3.



An attempt to generate evidence of the actual

tasks performed'bli office workers was made in 1968 by
4

Perkins, Byrd, and Rolqy. 14 The study produced a 1is of

599 tasks performed in offices., of which 90 tasks appliled

to bookkeeping. Of particular interest was the extent to

which office employees, regardless of job titles, engaged

in activities outside their job tities.

Information about-the actual tasks performed by

office workers was provided by the New Office and Business

Education Learnings System project (NOBELS). N1BELS was

the first cooperative nationaL reearch done in business

- education that involved teachers Josinessmen, publishers,

professional societies, and federal funds. Started in

1968 and reported in final form in 1973 the major,product

of NOBhLS was the development of an inventory of 373

"educational specifications in behavioral terms, drawn from

a list of 4,1564 basic tasks perforffied by beginning_office

workers. To eliminate the overlap inherent in a .classifi-

cation and analysis of workers by job title, information was_

grouped into functional areas of work, Of the 373 task

performance'statements, 150 applied to bookkeeping.

The evidence produced by NOBELSfrom the analysis

of tasks performed does not support double-entry bookkeeping

14E. A
. Perkins, F. R.

Clusters of Tasks Associated-w
A Types of Office Work (Pullman:

1968) ED 018 60:

Byrd, and D. E, Roley,
Performance of Major

Washington.State Uraversity,
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as taught in the high school: Most of the numerical

'recordkeeping tasks dealt w*th the handling of original

tdocuments rather than with Ile accounting entries generated

by, those documents. The mechanization of accounting
*

chronicled in the study makes the form of the accounting

entry in actual practide far removed from the w'ay the

accounting entry is taught in classrooms.

A survey of 597 bookkeepers in the state of New

York was done by West in 1973. Bookkeepers in firms of all

sizes were asked to indicate whether or not they performed

the 131 bookkeeping job activities that West determined

made up the high School accounting and bookkeeping curricu-

lum: They were also asked to indicate whether training
V

was received for that activity in school cr on ttle job. In

agrcment with NOBELS, West found very little justification

for much of the instruction ordinarily given in high school

-accounting and bookkeeping courses. West concluded that '

school instruction had littlertransfer value for job per-.

formance as a bookkeeper. West raised an interesting issue

din bookkeeping research when he,suggested that attempts to

define entry-level positions as those held by young people

might not be valid. West had originally anticipated that

re:spondents to his survey of entry-level bookkeeping posi-

tionS'would be concentrated in the 18-24 age range', but he

'found that job duties mandated a definition of "entrp-level"

rather than chronological. age (West, p. 27).

28



Some studies of a local nature have looked for

relationships between the bookkeeping taught in school and

,the bookkeeping perforined:on the job. Spanswic0-5 in-

, Chicago, and Stelter16 in Minnesota both found that on7the-

job training Idas more valuable than school training for the

thajority of bookkeeping job tasks.. Honaker's study in

Russell County,,Virginia; Henderson's study in Edwardsville,'

Michigan; Yirsa's study in Marquette, Michigan, all revealed
0 e-

that school training lacks relevance to actual.bookkeepin§

activities.17

15Ralph S. Spanswick, "An Investigation to Determine
the Qualifications and Skills Desired, Accepted, and Actually
Used in Manual Bookkeeping Jobs which Were Listed in Chicago
and New York City Newspapers liuring the Months of MayLand
August,.1966" (Doctoral dissertation, Northern Illinois
University,41967).

16Gayle A. Stelter, "A.Study of the Bookkeeping and
Accounting Duties Performed and AutomatiC Equipment Used By
Bookkeeping and Accounting Employees in Rural Minnesota
Businesses" (Doctoral dissertation, liorthern Illinois '

University, 1968)%

17Evelyn Honaker, "A Comparison of Bookkeepers in
RussellCounty, Virginia and job Actiqties Provided by In--
structional Materials Used in'Russell County, Virginia
Bookkeeping Classes" (Master's thesis, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, 1968); see also Patricia Henderson, "A Study to
Determine the Relationship Between Content Emphasis in High
School Bookkeeping and the-Activities of Those -r_o CoMpleted
the Bookkeeping-Course" (Master's thesis, Sohthern Illinois
University, 8); see also John Yirsa, "A Study to Deter-
mine the E ent to Which Bookkeepers of Marquette, Michigan
are Engag d in a 1 of the Steps Encompassedvin the Book-

0-eepin ycle" (Master's thesis, University of Wisconsin,
1

29
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iThe argumerkt over the role and appropriate nclusion

of dat'arprOessing and'pomputer training for the.entry-level

bookkeeper is still raging as fiercely in the 1970's as it

was in the 1950's. Bangs and Hillestad, in a 1968 national ,
. _

survey of data processing,18 found that data processing is

appropriate on the high school level. their study revealed

that many beginning jobs in computer inst'allations are
\

available to high school graduatese, particularly jri the

majority of operator and clerical.classifications. The tie

between activities of bookkeepers and data processors was

vividly illustrated in West's study when analysis was made

of the top ten.job activities performed by the lower-level

bookkeeping respondents. The first eight of the top ten

job activities,most frequently performed dealt with .khe

examination, coding,_correction, or preparat1on of data

processing materials (West pp. 204-206).

The list of the duties and tasks tast Commionly

performed by data processing workers accofding,to Bangs and

Hillestad (pp. 26-28) was'considerably expanded by the

research of Borcher and Joyner in 1973.19 BO±Cher and

18F. Kendrick Bangs and Mildred Hillestad, Curri-
cular Implications of Automated Data Processing For Educa-
tional Institutions, United States Office of Education Re-'
search Study, Project No. TR5-0144 (Boulder: University
Of Colorado, 1968).

19Sidney D. Borbher, and John W. Joyner., Busindss
. Data Processing Occupational Performance Survey. ,Interim

Reporf-(COlumbuS': Center for Vocational and TechniCal
Education, Ohio State UniversitY, 1973) ED 078 125.
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Joyner using a format similar to that developed by the

United States Air Force in their CODAP project, collected

taske performed in fourteen different catagories from 406

workers in 38 data processing installations across the

,country. A comparative stady made in 1969 and'1973 by

Curless in Chicagon found that high school training in

data processing was viable sinc9 many jobs in data process-

ing were open to beginning wol.kers with only a high c..chool

diploma.

The changing nature of office activities prompted

the 1970 investigation of the emergent office by Huffman21

as part of the overall NOBELS koject. The identification

= of 41 emerging office activities, gathered by questionnaire

from 668 authorities, led Huffman to conclude that the

training of the'level of office workers who.process infor-

l'ation has been neglected (Huffman, p. 1). This neglected

1r
level of wOrkers perform taSks that Involve applying,new

\\

concepts of information and the adaptation of technological

changes of hardware and _sOftware used in the processing.of

information. Huffman concluded that these emerging

(,

"Jack Curless, ".A COmpariative Analysis betwpen
1969 and 1973 of the Minimum Educational Requiremerits Ne-
cessary for Entry into Thirteen Types of Electronic Data
Processing Positions" 1Doctoral dissertation, Northern
Illinois University, 1973).

. 21.Harry Huffman,and Dald Oust, Business Edubation
fOr the Emerent Office, InterimImport7Columbusl Center

.for Vocational and'Technica1-Eaucation, Ohio State.
University,. 1970) ED 043 754. ,.
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actiyities must pe incorporated by educators into curriculum.

'A small study by SChweisthal2,2 imChicago showed that the

training for workékg below the level of programmer should

concentrate more on the'handling of equipment than on the

., understanding of double-entry concepts aS currently taught
,

on the high sphool level.
. .

,

tf 'The textbook ih,high school accounting.and book-

keeping courseb largely deterMines the content of the .

r

curriculum:, Tonne said; "bookkeeping is a textbook course, \

and the nature Cf the specific material taught depends

largely on the tet used."23 West used this assumption of

-the textbook as determinant of the content of the curticu-

lum by designing his questionnaire in conformance with an

examination Of high school textbooks in accounting and,

bookkeeping. The examination madely West revealed the

Q
tendency oA. .c textbooks to be encyclopedic, to cover all

possible acdounting concepts, to begeneral rather than

specific (West,./DA 13).

Honaker also used the textbook as indicator of the

high scho.01 accOunting and bookkeeping curriculum. This

basic assumption made in her study was,"that theDjob

225ster Mary Schweisthal, "An. Analysi's of-the In-

.
formation Flow in Autom'ated Accounting Systems of Selected
Chicago Fii;ms with Implications for Revision of Bookkeeping
InstructioK" (Master's thesis, Catholic University of

1960).
4

23Herbert-Tonne, Estelle Popham, and VL,. Herbert -
Freeman,.Methods of Teaching-Business Subjects",(New.York:
McGraw-Hill, 1959) p. 217.
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-

activities provided for the students in the bookkeeping

claSses were those which'appeared in the teXtbook,and

practice set." (Honaker, p. 4). ,

A federally funded curriculum research project in

Iowa commented in the'foreword to their report:

Office education curriculum frequently is based
pn'units of instruatibri determined in many cases
by textbook authors Or subjective judgments of
instructors. The units of instruction may have
li,ttle relationship to job tasks necessary for
gainful employment in office occupations.24

The influence of textbooks wai also recognized by

,Spanswick When he said:
./

The textbook used in a high school bookke'eping
course usually serves as the .basic guide for the
course . Teachers Who follow the origanization
of these teXtbooks page by page with little change
are in effect emphasizing the preparation of full-
charge bbokkeepers (Spanswick, p. i).

Several researchers have analyzes high)school '

accounting and bookkeeping textbooks in attempts to identify

the curritulum being taught in these high school classes,

Fi'rth and Celluci analyzed content,25 while Fischer an41

24Jack C. Reed, Identification,of Tgsks in Office .

Occupations, Final Report of Workshop June 1973 (Cedar
Falls, Iowa: Iowa State Department of Public Insti(iutionS,
Divrsion of Career Education, State University of Iowa,

c'1973) Eli 107 873.

25. Firth, "An Analysis of Bookkeeping liext

Material," Journal of ommunication in Education, LVI
(December, 1927), 256; see also Rosemarie Celluci, "A Com-
parative Analysis of the Content of Six Selected Textbooks -
in Elementary Bookkeeping " (Master's thesis, Boston
University, 1961).
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Gazaway did frequency studies of words in high school

IA accounting and bookkeeping textbooks.26 Hill, Wagoner,

and Smiley analyzed textbooks to identiy appicIptsiate con-

cepts for,high school accounting and bookkeeping.27

rancher28 looked for new trends in aceounting and bookkeep-

ing that were reflectedAn high 'schoCi textbooks. An

experimental study to assess the influence of textbooks on

student_achievement was conducted by HUmbarger, while

Va,

26Roy Fischer, "Word Frequency Study" (Mastgr's
thesis, University of North Dakota, 1959); see-also Ronald
T. Gazaway, "A Frequency Study of Selected Words and Phrases
'in Secondary School Bookkeeping and Accounting Textbooks"
(Master's thesis, Kansas State College; 1972).

27Martha Hill, "A Comparative Study of Bookkeeping
Principles.and Activities Used on the Job as Presented in
Textbooks and by Teachers" (Doctoral dissertation, Uni-
.versity of Kentucky, 1954); see also Winifred Wagoner, "A
Study of Course Content and Teaching Methods of Bookkeeping
in Secondary Schools" (Doctoral dissertation, State Uni-
versity of Iowa, 1954); see also James Smiley, "The Identi-
fication and Comparison.of Accounting Concepts that Should
Be and Are Inc,luded in the Course Content of the First-Year
High, School and Post-Secondary Accounting urses" (Doc-
toral dissertation, Ohio State University, 1 72).

28Katherine Fancher, "Recent Trends n Accounting
and the Extent to which They are Reflected 'in Current
High School Textbooks' (Master's thesis, Unive sity of
Tennessee, 1966).
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_Bydalek compared high school accounting and bookkeeping

texts with elementary,college accounting texts to determine

curricxdum commonality and emphasis.29

4

Summary

The findings from the studies reViewed in this

section are in general agreement' that the high school ac-

counting and bookkeeping curriculum is not fulfilling the

vocational objective of preparing a student for jcib entry

as a bookkeeper. The next section,will concentrate on the

need for a study that reviews, synthesizes, and compares

the job tasks of beginning accounting and bookkeeping

workers with the job.tasks taught in the high school

curriculum.

NEED FOR THE STUDY AND RELATED LITERATURE:

A definite need exists to synthesize and analyze

reSearch findings about the job tasks of bookkeepers in a

format beneficial to the business education profession.

29George L. Humbarger, "The Influence of Teaching
Methods and Textbooks on Student Rate and Quality of
Achievement in Bookkeeping" (Doctoral dissertation, Indiana
University, 1968)'; see also David A. Bydalek, "A Comparative
Analysisoof Two High School Elementary Scokkeeping Textbooks

and Two College Elementary Accounting Textbooks to Determine
Commonality and Emphasis of Selected Topics" (Master'r thesis,

Northern Illinois University, 1960.
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Whiae much research has been done that deals, with defining

'the bookkeeper's work, this research ngeds to be synthesized

and analyzed so that realistic and useful curricula in

'accounting and bookkeeping on the high school level can be
-

constructed,'using research as the basis. A strong possi-

.bility exists that solutions to the problem of matching

s-z
-

curriculum content with the actual job tasks Of beginning

accounting and,bookkeeping 'workers have already been found

but not recognized.
;

The format that would appear to be most beneficial

to the business education professiOn would be a format that

synthesizes and compares actual job tasks performed by the

beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker with the job ,

tasks taught%in the high school accounting and bookkeeping

curriculum. The attempts that have already been kade in

this direction have either been incomplete or too general.

'The chronicle of attemits includes.the work of

Lanham and Tryttenn who'reviewed and synthesized business

education research, including bookkeeping, for the years

1964-1966. The emphasis of their study was on trends.

30Frank W. Lanham, and John M. Trytten, Review and
Synthesis of Research in Business and Office Education
(Columbus: Center for Research and Leadership Development
in Vocational and Technical Education, Ohio State University,
1966) ED 011 566.
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Price and Hopkins31 continued in the same vein by reviewing

and synthesizing business education research for the years ,

1966-1968. Devine confined hisstudy to analzing and .

classifying research in the bookkeeping area for the years

1950-1960, and Gallien followed in a similar fashion for

1961-1969.32

Olson and Hulett researched the objectives of high

school accounting and bookkeeping instruction, while

Stirewalt,.Bentley, and Worthington dealt with current

issues in the same area.33

31Ray, G. Price, and Charles R. Hopkins, Review and
Synthesis of Research in Business and Office-Education
(Columbus: Center tor Vocational and Technical Education,
Ohio State University1970) ED 038 520.

'
2John W. Devine, "A Comprehensive Afialysis, Classi-

fication, and Synthesis of Research Findings and Thought on
the Teaching of Bookkeeping and Accounting, 1950-1960 "
iwoctoral dissertation, Indiana University, 1962); see alSd
Anna L. Gallien, "A Survey, Analysis, ClassifiCation, and.
Synthesis of Research Findings Pertaining to High School
Bookkeeping, 1961-1969 " (Master-4-s thesis, Northwest:State'
University of Louisiana, 1971).

- 33L. Olson, "A Histordcal Study of Objectives in,
High School Elementary BookkeePing Sihce I930.",(Doctoral
dissertation, University of North Dakota, 1910); see alSo
Dan Hulett, "A Review bf the Objectives of Bookkeeping."
.(Master's thesis, University of ksconsin, 1970); see also
Bruce E. Stirewalt, "OpiniOns'on Issues in Teaching Bbok-
keeping at the Secondary Level " (Doctoral dissertation,
Georgia State University,.1970); see also Kenneth Bentley,
"The Pros and Cons of Including Bookkeeping in the Business
Education. Curriculum .of the Secondary School ' (Master's
,tnesis, Northern Illinois UniverSity,,1971); see also J.
Kaxl Worthington, "Identification ahd Analysis of Issues
and Evolution of Trends in Selected Areas of Business Edu-
cation in the Public Secondary Schools " (Doctoral disserta-
tion, State Universay of Iowa, 1975).
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A study to identify a comprehensive course in high school

accounting and bookkeeping was conducted i,-17 Linnans.34

Lightner's natibnal survey compared perceptions of teachers,

businessmen, education leaders; and students about high

school recordkeeping.35 The first volume of a directory of

task inventories was published by the Center 'for Vocational

and Technical Education at Ohio State University in 1914,

with the second volume due to be released in the near

future.36

No synthesis of research that compares the actual

job tasks of beginning accounting and bookkeeping worke's

with the activities being taught in high school accounting

and bookkeeping courses exists. .West in his-1973 ,study

surveyed New York state only, and his determinant of

currigulum was limited to the inclusion of bookkeeping'.

activities in the textbooks rather than to)a precise

content analysis of textbooks.. The present study was in-

tended to fill that'gap by identifying, synthesizing, and

34Vernon Linnans, "Guidelines for a COMprehensive
High School Bookkeeping and Accounting Course" (Doctoral
,dissertation, UnivAisity of Nebraska, 1966).

35Ardyce S. Lightner, "An Ahalysis and Evaluation
of the Courses in Recordkeeping in the Business Curriculum
of Public Secondary Schools of the United States" (Doctoral
dissertation, Colorado State Colllege, 1966).

° 36Directory of Task InventorieS, Vol.. i (Colnpbus:.
; Center for...Vocational_and TechnicaI'Education,.._Eureau of.

Occupataons and Adult Education, Ohio State UniVersity,
.1974) ED,106 33.
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comparing the actual job tasks performed by the beginning

accounting and bookkeeping worker with the prevailing text-

books in high schOcl accounting and bookkeeping.

Job Task

,DEFINITIONS

A discrete unit of work performed by an individual;

that is,.the unit usually haS a definite-beginning and

ending. (Thecrieader should be aware that while job analysis

experts employ terms such ab task,.function, responsibility,

duty, eic.,as though the distinctions among them were both

obvious and fixed, this simply is not true. Attempts to

place these terms into a commonly accepted hierarchy have

not been successful. .Melchingand Borcher, p. 3).

Conventional High'School Accounting and Bookkeeping Curri-
culum

A progrui that combines the vocational objectives

of training bookieepers with the personal objectives of

interpreting, preparing, and/or using business information

and records, and includes one or more of the following

courses:
A.

AccountialaRhkeming - emphasizes the principl9s
of double-entry .bookkeeping and mastery of the steips
of the accounting cycle, prepares students to analyze ,

transactions, record in journals,post'to ledgers and
prepare and interpret statements.

RecordketEing - emphasizes keeping records for personal
use and busIness use, sometimes includes the complete'.
accou-Lting cycle.
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Data Processing and/or Computers - concerns the

mechanical and/or conceptual processing of paper work
as applied to business, either a separate course or
incorporated into existing courses.

Beginning Accounting and Bookkeeping Worker

A person employed in a position-dealing with the

maintenance of financial records that does not require

training above the high school leve). These positions fit

into ttose.clerical groups in accounting suggested by a

United States Office of Education classifieation system

that,includes:37

Accounting Clerk .:- performs one or more'accounting
clerical tasks such as posting to registers'and
1:edgers; reconciling bank accounts; verifyihg the
internk consistency, completeness, and mathematical ,

accuracy of accounting documents;,assigning prescribed
accounting codes; examining and verifying for accuracy
various reports,,lists, calculations, etc; preparing ,

simple journal-vouchers; or other work relating to the
clerical processing and recording of transactions and
accounting information.'

Bookkee er (clerical)full char e bookkee.er, general
b.9kkeeper - eeps'srecords ot ipancial transactions ,

of establishment; verifies and enters details of tranp-
actions in_accounts and journals; stmmarizes details
on ledgersi transfers to general,ledger; balances books

37q. S. Office of Education, Vocationai Education
and.Occupations, O-80061 (Washington: Government Pririting

Office, 197-0)7-
!The definition,for accounting clerk came from U. S.

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
National Survey of Professional'Administrativ- Techni-

c!:1, and.Clerical Pay, Bulletin 1742 (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1972), pp...AO-41. The
definitions for bookkeeper and related accounting'
occupations came:from U, S. Department of. Labor,

Dictionary_of Occupational-Titles, Vol.,.1, Definitions
'of Titles,: 3d ed. (Washington: Government Printing.
Office, 1966) p.,66.
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and compiles reports; calculates payrolls, may prepare
tax reports on payroll; may compute and type customers
'statements; may cotplete books to or through trial
balance; may operate Calculating and bookkeeping ma-
chines.

Related Accounting Occupations - Computing and account-
rpcording occupations; includes cashiers, tellers, data
processing operators, operators of billing machines,
bookkeeping machines, computing machines, and account-
recording machines.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

Rationale for selecting design

The study itselfAwas based on a scientific strategy

-J
of multiple operations that sought convergence of findings .

derived from different research methods. -The study sought

to determine whether a composite of the.tasks performed,by

beginning ar_counting and bookkeeping workers could be made

from the findinsgs of sundry related studies. Recognizing

that variance in reliability and validity would vary from

study to study,.a research design waS needed which searched

for criteria to weight eachz&dentified study in making a

composite of all the studies identified.

Authorities like,Dunnette, Hoggatt, and Mosier had

indicated that composite weighting of avariety ofrresearch

measures was possible.38 Wang and Stanley also thought

composite weighting was possible:

38Marvin Dunnette, and.Austin Hoggatt, "Deriving a
(Co4osite Score from Several Measures of the Same Attribute,"
Educational and Psychological Measurement, XVII.(1957),
21-2-3-434; see also Charles Mosier, -IfOn theReliability of a

Weighted Composite," Psychometrika, VIII (September, 1943),

423-434.
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When measures are to be combined to form a composite
measure, the question of differential weighting of
the component measure arises. It is unlikely that
the components will be equally reliable, have equal
variance, be equally intercorrelated with one another.
However, since each of these characteristics of the
component measues will be reflected in the composite
measure, it is to be-expected, on purely logical grounds,
that differential weighting would be effective."'

This study attempted to investigate whether the

grouping of_91ose studies-lhat.focused on the same problems

vould yield a core of valid findings that were elated.

Although grouping turned out to be impossible, the attempt

to group related studies wasyconsidered worthy of investi-

.gation in fulfilling the purpose of this study.

The review of literature to identify the research

studies pertaining to the job tasks of beginning accounting

.and bookkeepiny workers covered the period January 1, 1968

to December 31, 1975. The year of 1968 was chosen to

continue the research synthesis of Lanham and Trytten for

1964-1966 and that of Price and Hopkins for 1966-1968f.' The

extrd year was allowed to consider the possibilities of any

research completed in 1968 not considered by Price and

Ho6kins. The cutoff year of 1975 was an attempt to make this

study as inclusive as possible. The addition of research

sources.frequently outsidt the scope of business education

research, such as government documents, businessi and

"Marilyn Wang, and Julian Stanley,, "Differential
Weighting: A Review of Methods and Empirical Studies,"
Review of Educational Research, XL (December 1970), 663-706.
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accounting research, was included to strengthen the colle8-

tiOn base of the data assembled for this study.

The job tasks of beginning:accounting and bookkeep-

ing workers wore collected and ranked by frequency of job

task representation to coincide with the logic expressed

by the NOBELS team (NOBELS, p. 54). The NOBELS team con-

stantly modified,,as warranted by pilot studies.and trial

runs, each step/ of the process design. Other possible tank-

ings of job tasks were considered by NOBELS such as "conse-

quenceS of an employee's failure to perform specified tasks,"

"time spent on tasks," ane"ranking tasks by-difficulty."

The "frequency of job'task representation" was sele,ctpd in

the final analysis of the NOBELS study, as this method of

ranking was believed to-be the one that had the most fidel-

ity to the tasks performed as reported by the interviewers.

Examination of the most commonly used textbooks in

the high school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum by

the techniques of content analysis presented a systematic

method for determining the conteft of the conventional high

school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum. Content,

analysis allows for the convergence of materials from

different classes of data, in this evente a variety of text-
,-

It

books. Content analysis may be related to job task analysis

in two different ways according to,Gagnc:

(1) It may be'used-to identify .the probably intonded
outcomes of existing content (suO1 as a. text-chapter);
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and (2) It may be employed to design.effective in§truc-

tion and thus to determine instructional content."' .

Identified job tasks collected and ranked by fre-

quency of representation may be reliably compared with job

tasks collected and ranked by content analysis. Pool states:

The a,ssumption that the frequency.of statements
provides a good index of intensity of attitude is
,probably reasonable for a large class of cases- By
attitude here, of course, we mean the'attitude ex-
pressed in the body of the text, not the'covert feel-
ings of the author. Even with this limitation, the .

assumption baldly spelled out sounds absurd, because
it is perfectly clear that frequency is only one of a

variety of devices by which feeling is expressed..

But the experience of more than one analyst who has
tried refinements in measuring intensity has been that

nothing much is added by other measures than the

frequency one.41

The,quantification to be gained from content analysis

proceeded in terms of the broad dimensions of bookkeeping

practices. The%road dimensions of bookkeeping practices

were fUrther redUced by quantification within the categories°

of the job tasks of beginning accounting and bookkeeping

workers identified in the review of,the literature: The

freiuency of representation of job tasks Was quantified by

"Robert M. Gagne, "Task Analysis--Its Relation to

Content AnalyFis" (paper presented at the annual meeting of

the American Educational Research Association, Chicago,

1974) p. 15, ED 092 588.

41Ithiel de Sola Pool, "Trends in Content Analysis,

A Summary," Trends in Content Anitlysis, ed. I. de S. Pool

(Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1959)

p. 33.
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the,volume of space each job task used in each textbook

analy2ed. Volume of space, the measuring unit, was deter-

mined by uSing a printer's ruler.

The anaaysis of the relationships between the job

tasks identified by research and job tasks identified by

the major high school accounting and bookkeeping textbooks

leiaS' made through the use of rank-correlation coefficipt

methods.42 Ranking was chosen to coincide with the frequency

Measure used in the task and content analysis techniques.

The ranking of ordinal data gathered by frequency represen-

, tation and volume of space in_this study does not carry

with it any implications of equality,of differences between

0

'ranks. While there is some disagreement among researchers

whether frequency measures provide acomplete index of

intensity or emphasis, Pool tells us that those who compare

frequencies with other measures have often concluded that

the former'are quite satisfactory 41). 93).

The amount of time needed to learn job tasks varies

according to task difficulty and learner ability. No re-,

search has.been done, however, that estaikishes how much

WI
tiMe is necessarif to learn various bookkeep'ng tasks Nor

have publishers,-such as,Gregg an,1 South- 6stern, leaders in .

ivzGene Glass,and Julian Stanley, Statistical Methods

in Education and Pucholo5y (EngleWood Cliffs, New Jersey:

Prentice-1111ITITIO) pp. 172-174.
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the high school accounting and bookkeeping textbookfieid,

considered the learning time issue in any terms more ,

specific than suggesting that time schedules'f r learning

bookkeeb.ing tasks be flexible and suited to the needs of

the learner. puggested time schedules in their textboók

teaching manuals show no recognition of differences in

learning times for different job tasks. The,study, there-7

ffore,drew no inferences th"at the amount of space devoted

to a particular bookkeeping job task in a textbook was An

indication of learning eace or difficulty.

Procedures used in the study

The procedures used in this study have been separated

into three areas to coincide with the three questions asked

in the statement of the problem.

1. What identifiep job tasks are being performed .

by the beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker?

A. Identification of the research s uclies pertain-
ing to the job tagks of beginnin accounting
and bookkeeping workers wag made through a re-
view of the literature for a period of eight
years, from January 1, 1968 to December 31, 1975.
The following sources were used in the review

.
of the literature; complete documentation for
thége sources is found in the bibliOgraphy.

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
Review of Rëearch
Research' Bulletins' of the,Nafional EducatiOn
Association

Abstractsof-Instructibnal Mate'rlals.in Voca-
tional &Id Technical Educati-611-7.71TO

Abstracts.of Research.and Related Material in
Vocationi11-571B Technical EUTEETion TERmy---
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-
Dissertation Abstracts International
Index to Doctoral Dissertations in Business
Education

Masters' Theses in Education
t,

Business Education Index 4

Business Education Forum
Journal of Business Education
Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE)

4

Monthl Catalog of U. S. Government Publications
lerican Statistical In .ex

National Center for Educational Statistics .

Bibliographies of the Occupational Research
Division, U. S. Air Force Human Resources
Laboratories ,

-
.

Work-Related Abstracts
Accountants' Index
The-Conference Board Cumulative Index
Source Directory of Predieasts Inc.
Encyclopedia of Business Information Sources
Index of Selected Publications of the Rana
Corporation

A broad group of approximately fifty descriptors
was used in searching the sources listed above. ,

B. The job tasks of beginning accounting and book-
keeping workers as identified in each research
study were listed and ranked by frequency of
represatItation in the study.

C. A search for criteria and/or a rating index to
assign weight to eaqh identified job task list
was madr through literature review of reE;earch
authorit_us.

D. A synthes'..s of the identified job task lists
into on ist of the job tasks of beginning
accour+ ng,and bookkeeping wqrkers ranked by
fr( y of represantation Vas attempted.

h list of the job'tasks of beginning accounting
and bookkeeping workers ranked by frequency of
representation was,established.

2. What job tasks are included in the conventional

-high school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum?
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A. Identification was.made of the textbooks in the

ohigh school accounting and bookkeeping.curriculum
that were most commonly used.

B. Iaentified textbooks were analyzed by a method ,

of content analysis, using volume of space as

the measuring. unit. The job tasks elicited

from research provided the'categories to be

used in the content analysis.

C. Criteria to assign weight to each textbook job

task listing were established through corre-

spondence with publishers and the application

of enrollment figures to that correspondence

information.

D. A synthesis of the identified textbook,job task

lists into one list of all.the job tasks being

included in the conventional high school
accounting and bookkeeping curriculum was made.

3. To what extent does the conventional high school

accounting and bookkeep g curriculum include and prioritize

these identified job tasks?

A. Rank-correlation coefficient methods were used

to compare and analyze relationships between

, the research-identified job task list and the

textbook-identified job task list.

B. The analysis c* data was presented, interpreted,

and discussed.

C. The findings of the study were used to answei

'Question 3.

D. Conclusions were drawn and redommendations made

for high school accounting and bookkeeping.
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Chapter

WHAT'.JOB TASKS ARE BEING PERFORMED BY THE BEGINNING
ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING WORKER?

Chapter 2 discusses the methods and procedures used

to answer the question posed in its title. The chapter

identifies research studies pertaining to the joh tasks of

beginning accounting and bookkeeping workers and synthe-

sizes the identified job task lists into one list.

'STUDIES PERTAINING TO THEJOB TASKS OF THE. BEGINNING
ACCOUNT:NG AND BOOKKEEPING WORKER,

Methods of identification

The identification of research studies pertaining

to the Sob task's of begihning accounting and bbokkeeping

workers ws made through a review of the literature for a

period of eight years, from January 1, 1968 to'December 31,

1975. Sources selected for review from the area,of educa-

tion were:

Educational Resources Informa:Lon Cente7 (ERIC)
Current Index to Journals in Education L-IJE)
Dissertation Abstracts International
Masters'. Thqpes in,Educatjon
Review of Educational REsearch (AERA)
'learch Bulletlns ofThe-R=onal Edution
Association

SouresV selected for review from the specific i;riy

business and vocational education were:

32
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BuSiness-Education Index
Index to Doctoral Dissertations in.Business

Education
Abstracts of Instructional. Materials in Vocational

and Technical Education wall
Abstracts of Research in Vocational and Technical

Education (AW
Business Education Forum
Journal of Businbss'Education

Sources selected for review from the specific areas of

business'and accounting research were:

Work-Related Abstracts
Accountants' Index
The Conference Board Cumulative Index
Source Directory of Predicasts, Inc.
Encyclopedia of Business Information Sources

Government documents selected for review were:

American Statistics Index
Nonthly Catalog of U. S. Government PublicatienS
National Center forEducational Statistics
BibliograPhieS of the Occupational Research

Division, United States Air Force Humail.
. Resources Laboratories

Index cf-Selected Publications of the Rand
Corporation

'The desciiptors used in searching the literature

were detTermined in conjunction with the thesaurus or key

word index used in each.of the sources listed. The

descriptors,.approximately 50 in number, ranged from terms

as broad as accounting, bookkeeping, textbooks, and occu-
r

1

pational analysis to.terms as specific as electronic data

processing occupations, Office of Education, statistical

weighting measures, and business skills.

e)

'follows:

The identification of job task studies proceeded as
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1. All studies.located in the search thr,ough both'

broad and specific descriptors were read in abstract.

2. Al; studies relating to the content area of

accounting and bookkeeping were identified by reading

abstracts or the original texts.

3. All studies whose abstracts related to job task.

analysis were read in, the original texts.

4. The accounting and bookkeeping were divided

into two groups:

a. studies specifically pertaining to the job

tasks of beginning accounting and bookkeeping

workers. These 16 studies are identified and

reviewed in detail in this chapter.

b. studies relating to the content area of

beginning accounting and bookkeeping, but con-

taining no specific information about the job

tasks of beginning accounting and boOkke4ing
1

workers. These 48 studies are identified and

.listed in Appendix A.

The 16 studies specifically_perteining to the job tasks of
beginning'accounting and,bookkeeping workers

The 16 research studies containing specific infor-

mation about the job tasks of beginning accounting and
I

bookkeeping workers were identified through the review of

literature. The studies are listed here by year pf publica-
.

tivn, then reviewed. iThe two united States Air Force
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studies, those of English and Morsh, and-Garza have been

combined'for review, as have the two allied health studies,

that of Gosman.and of Henrich.

1967

'John R. Burton; and otherss; A Study of the Oppor-
tunities for, Re uirementi of, and Knowled es,
Abilities,'and Related Characteristics Needed by
Beginning Office Workers'-in the State of Connecti-
cut, with Implications for Business and Office
Workers (Hartford: Connecticut State Department of
Education,'Hartford, Division of Vocational Educa-
tion; University of Connecticut, Storrs,'School of
-Education, 1967) ED 022 864.

Ralph R. Spanswick, "An Investigation to Determine
the Qualifications and Skills Besired, Accepted;
and Actually Usedjm Manual Bookkeeping Jobs which
were Listed in Chicago and New Yok. City Newspapers
During the Months of May and August, 1966" (Doctoral
dissertation, Northern Illinois University, ,1967).

1968

Galile A. Stelter, "A Study of the Bookkeeping and
Accounting Duties Performed and Automatic Equipment
.Used by Bookkeeping and Accounting Employees in
Rural Minnesota Businesses" (Doctoral dissertation,
Northern Illinois University, 1968).

E. A. Perkins,'F. R. Byrd, and D. E. Roley,
Clusters of Tasks.Associated with Performance ef
1112LlypeS of Office Work (Pullman: Washington
State University, 1968) ED 018 665.

,

F. Kendrick Bangs ,tad Mildred Hillestad, Curricular
InIplications of Automated Data Processing for
Edv,cational Institutions, United States Office of
Education Research Study, Project Nb. BR5-0144
(Boulder: University of Colorado, 1968).

Kenneth Arthur Ertel, Clusters of Tasks Performed
by Merchandising Emplbyees Working in Three Stan-
dard Inductrial C1as61fications of: Rei=7Pstab-
lishments, Final Report, No. 20, United States
Mice of Education Study,.Grant 0EG-4-7-0700.31
(Olympia: Washington State University, 1968)
ED 023 911.
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Jacgueline,English apd Joseph E. Morsh, Occupa-
tional Survey of the Accounting and Finance

Career Field 671X1,671X3, 67170, 67290 (Lackland.
Air Force Base, Texad;' Personnel Research Labora-
tory, Aerospace Medical Division, Air Force Systems
Command, PRL-TR-68-2-(1, 11, 111) 1968).

Evelyn Honaker, "A Comparison of Boolikeepers in
Ruste11 County, Virginia and Job Activities Provided

by Instructional Materials Osed in Russell County,

Virginia Bookkeeping Classes" (Master's thesis, '

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1968).

1970

Minna L. Gosman;.and othert, Occupational:Analysis
of Tasks ferformed in a redical Record,Department.
Interim Report (Los Angeles: California University,
Division of Vocatienal Education, 1970) ,ED 041'148.

Robert R. Henrich; and oilers, A Study Of Purohas-,

ing Occupations in Health Care Facilitiez. ,Interim

Report (Los Angeles: CalifFaia University,
DiVision ,of Vocational Education, 1970) ED 041 146.

0

.1972

Frank Lanham, et al., Development of Task Performance
Statements'for a New Office and Business Education
Learnings System (NOEELS), Revised Final Project

Report (Columbus: Center for Research and Leader-

ship Development in Vocational and Technical
Education, Ohio State University, 1973) ED 068 728.

Terry Frame, "The Relationship Between Tasks Per-

formed by Office Employees and by Office Education

Students" (Doctoral dissertation, Northern Illinois

University, 1971).

AridreW.T. Garza, Occupational Survey of Seven
Accounting and Finance Civil Service Series (Lack-

land Air Force Base, Texas:. Personnel Research
Division, Air Forte Systems Command, Brooks Air

Force Base, Texas,,AD-6-54967, AFHRL-TR-72, 1972).

Battelle Memorial Institute:, An Exploratory Study to

Analyze.New Skill Content in Selecte& OccupationFIE
Michigan and.the Mechanism for its Translation into

Vocational Education Curricula: Section Report on

Clerg.rypist, Steno9rapher, Bookkeeper, and Sales-

person (Columbus: Columbus Laboratgries, 1972)

ED 085 511.
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1973

Sidney D. Borcher and John W. Joyner, Business
I Data"Processing Occupational Performance Survey,

Interim Report (Columbus: Center for Vocational
and Technical Education., Ohio State University,
1973) ED 078 125.

37

Leonard J. West, Survey of Entry-Level Bookkeeping
Activities in Relation to the-High School Bookkeep-
ing Curriculum, Research Report.73-1 (NewHYork:=
City Univer'sity of New Yor)ç, Instituta Eor Research
and Evaluation in Occupational Edudation, 1973)
p. 199, ED 086 873.

The Burton study. The purpose of this study was )11ect

data about the qualifications and-needs of young people

seeking office employment in Connecticut. Questionnaires

were mailed to every fifth COnnecticut company noted in

the Dun and Bradstreet reference book, as well as to other

nonlisted Connecticut businesses.whose names were supplied

by the Connecticut State Employment Service.

Of the 1,224 firms contacted, 824 responded and

provided data which formea the base of 522 interviews

conducted with beginning office workers and their 353

supervisors. Workers and supervisors Were employed in 130
t

firms.having at least 5 beginning workers. Burton collected

information about 140 duties performed by office workrs,

along with the skills and knowledge necessary for office

work. Of the 140 duties, 33 could be' specifically applied

to accounting and bookkeePing; Of the 522 officd workers,

45 were identified by the title of bookkeeper. The account-
-

ing and bookkeeping job tasks identified were very generali-

zed, e. g., ".Caloulates rates or paymentS," (p. 193).
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Burton's findings noted that most of the major

employers of office worker's were located in metropolitan

areas of the state. Burton also noted that, for many firms,

the high schools provided the major source of office

employees, that nearly-all beginning office workers were

high s(-ca graduates, and that of these empLloyees, only one

in any training beyond high'school.

The 4unswick study. ;This small but carefully executed study

,was designed to identify and examine the activities per-

formed in manual bookkeeping jobs available to employe,,s

whose formal t.L.,:.i-Ang was limited to a one-year high

.

school course'in bookkeeping. The manual bookkeeping jobs

available ware identified by examining the Help Wantea ads

in Chicago and New York city newspapers. A group of 80

respondents who satisfied the qualifications were found in

Chicago and NewJYork.

'The nature of the activities performed in manual

bookkeeping jobs and the reactions of employers and

emploYees to the ',,a]ve of a one-year high school course in

bookkeeping as preparation for thosejobs Were determined

.by using two,questionnaires sent to the 80 employees and

their eMployers. The questionnaires weie prepared from ;

the activities covered in three high, school,accounting and

bookkeeping textbooks. The questionnaire, refined through

a pilot study, gathered information on the activities,

npture, and frequency of-73 bookkeeping a,..itivities pel-formee

5 5-
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by employees classified as bookkeepers. Chi-square

analysis was used to confirm the similarity of the job

..activities reported in Chicago and New York.

Spanswick found that most firms advertising book-

keeping jobs were not willing to hire inexperienced workers.

loth employtJrs.and employees studied in this survey reported

that bookkr-eping job experience, rather than high school

bookkeeping courses, prepared them for their jobs.

'Y-The Stelter study.. Stelter's study sought to deter. ne,the

qualificatiulas of and duties performed:by bookkeepers and,

accountants Ll...xural businesses. The.suley also gathered,/

data about the typesof equipment used by bookkeepers and

accountants, as well as prOjections Of future equipment

needs -.of ofV.ces.

Two field-tested questionnaires Were mailed to a

carefully drawn sample of 229 firms in Minnesota, one to

employers and one to their employees. Usable resporisq.

came from 111 employers and 154 bookkeeping employees.. The

firms represented six Standard Industrial Classifications

4SIC's), and w.,..ce all located in cities over 50 miles

from a population center in Minnesota having 50,000 persons

or more. Stelter attempted, through this formula, to get

a truly representative sample of rural bookkeepers, Besides

the Cata collected by questionnaare,-34 interviews were

conducted. Chi-square analysis revealed that questionnaire

and interview data were substantially the same. Of the"80

-S
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traditional bookkeeping and accounting duties listed on his

questionnaire, Stelter found thA. 46 of these duties were

not performed at all by three;'fourths of his respondents.

He also fOund that formal education, while helpful, was not

'necessary to perform most of the duties of a boo):keeper in

rural Minnesota, but that employment as an accountant re-

quired educational training beyond high school.

Tbe Perlans, 15yrd and Roley study. ThiS study was designed

to identify capabilities required for modern offie work.

Specifically, the stud identified clusters of tasks per-.

formed by a sample of 663 office employees working in

various sizes of offices,in twelVe Standard Industrial Classi-

fications in the state of Washington, The sample was based

on a model developed at Washington St4te. University in 1966.1

Of the 295 firms in the private enterprise.sector and the,

28 government agencies surveyed, 80.3 Percent of private

firms, and -96.8 percent of the government agencies responded.

Perkins used' a\,field-tested questionnaire of 599

office tasks, which had been validated hiS7 interview with a

sample of office workers and supervisors, as well as a jury

of expei.ts: The 599 office tasks were clustered within 13

1Edward Perkins, and F. Ross Boyd, A Research Model-
,

for.Idontifieation of Task and Knowledge'Clusters AssociatTi'd

. with Performance of Major Types.of Offile Employees' 'Pork,
Project L1D:23-7-65 (Pullman: Washington State University,
1966). :
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major categories of tasks--typewriting, office machines

and equipment 'dictating and transcribing, mailing, filing,

te/ephoning and communicating, clerical; securing data,

mathematics, financial and recerdkeeping, editorial, meeting

and working with people. Clusters of tasks were also pre-

pared for each,of six broad job classifications--supervision,

secretarial-stenographic, clerical, bookkeeping7accounting,

'business machine operators, and data processing.

Chi-square'anelysis of data supported two hypotheses

tested: (1) signifiCant differences existed in tasks per-

fored by office workers in various industrial classifica-

tions, and (2) sigk2ificant differenees existed in tasks
4.

performed by office workers in small and large offices. Of

the 663 respondents, 131 were Classified in bookkeeping-

accounting, and 20 were classified in data processing. Of

the 699 office tasks, approximately 140 were financial and
*

recordkeeping tasks. CI the 140 financial a d kecordkeeping

tasks, only 32 were performed by at least 40 percent of the

employc.;:s respoliding.

The Bangs and Hillestad study. The purpose of this large-

scale national study was to provide guidance for the

evaluation of existing programs and the establishment of

new 1.rograths in data processing on the high school and

junior college,level. Information for'the studK was com-

- piled from businesses using data processing -equipment and

from institutions teaching data procesting.
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A preliminary census of data processing offerings

was obtained by sending 10,278 questionnaires to all .

secondary and junior colleges in the United States. Over

94'percent of the institutions surveyed responded, resulting

in a compilation of the characteristics of existing, data

processing programs throughout the United States. A random

sample of 353 businesses in 39 states was interviewee'. to

determine the knowledge needed for data processing job

entry, the patterns of advancement for data processing jobs,

and projections of new hardware and software with attendant

implications for\future job opportunities and training

programs. A total of 176 school systems, high schools and
,

junior colleges, located in the same cities as the 'sampled-

businesses, were studied through interview and by. question-

naire to give information about existing data processing

programs, equipment, teachers, and students.

Bangs and Hillestad study was.designed to

comprehensively cover almost all aspects of data processing

training and employment requirements. Along with.this
C

large collection of data, the job duties most commonly per-

formed by 1,517 data processing employees were also collected.

.(Bangs and HilleStad, pp. 26-28). The data processing job

categories most frequently open to high school graduates

were: keypunch operator, tape librarian, unit record'

c lipment operator, and computer operator. The verifier

0 operator's job was also studied, but those duties so
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closely paralleled the keypunch'operator's duties that

detailed analysis of the verifier operator's job was not

presented. The job categories of programMer, data process-

ing supervisor, and systems analyst were most frequently

available to workers with post higeh school training ,in,data

proceSsing.

The researchers concluded that future data proCess-
-

ing jobs will-beCome more complex rather than more abundant

and that many of these same joi:s will e)dst ye'ars into the

future. Expanded oPportunAies were also forecast for

persons trained in new developments in software. The con-

clusion was alSo dtawn that educational institutions were

not training enough data processing personnel for the needs

of business.

The Ertel studi. This'study collected'current 'data about

.

major 'tasks performed by merchandising.employees in three

Standard Industrial Classifications of retail stores. A
I.

stratified random sample of 609 employees was drawn from

department,stores (SIC 531), general merchandise stores

(SIC 539), and variety stores (SIC 533) in King and Pierce

counties in Washington. Percentages of stores and employees

in each stratum of the popUlation closely matched the

national population in terms of percentages of stores and

employees in each of the three SIC's selected.

Separate quest:ionnaires were prepared for non-

supervisors and supervisors so that performances of the 225
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job tasks could be Compared on two leyels. Among the 225

job tasks on the questionnaire, 60 applied to the area of

the conventional high school accounting and bookkeeping

curriculum.

Analysis of the findings showed limited opportunity

for noncollege bound youth to advance into supervisory

positions. Data also shoed limited opportunity for early

advancement of women into supervisory positions.

The Honaker study. This small study compared job activities

of 32 bookkeepers in RussellCounty, Virginia with job

activities contained in textbooks and practice sets used

in Russell County, Virginia bookkeeping classes.

A checklist of 52 job activities was developed'

through interview with bookkeepers. The 32 bookkeepers

(nonrandomly selected) were interviewed and asked whether

they performed the activities on the c' 7klist. 'They Were

also asked to add any additional bookkeeping activities per- I

formed that were not on the checklist.

The job activities taught in bookkeeping clasies

were compiled by an examination of the textbooks used in

Russell County bookkeeping classes. The researcher devised

a judgmental counting and difficulty weighting system as a

base to relate the job activities of bookkeepers to job

activities taught by the textbook in high school"bookkeeping

- classes. Analysis reVealed considerable differekices between

bookkeeping activities on the job and in school.

61.
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The Gosman and Henrich studies. Both the Gosman and the,

Henrich Studies were part of a national allied health

project2 designed to determine 'appropriate content for health

occupations curricula. A sel'ected national sample of 48

hospitals and extended care facilities had been drawn as

part of the overall project. Questionnaires constructed

through literature review and the expert help of national

technical advisory Committees were used to analyze tasks

performed.by medical personnel.

the Gosman study collected data about 249 tasks:

performed within the medical records departments of the.48
\

h'ealth institutions in the national sample. Tasks were

grouped by 17 functions and by 6 occupational titles of

which medical records clerk most closely resembled a book-

keeper or accounting workcr. Analysis,of the data having

implications for accounting and bookkeeping training

revealed that the tasks of the medical records clerk were

'clearly clerical and did not require specific training in,

accounting and bookkeeping. General data analysis revealed

. that 25 percent of the respondents had no previous training

before employment in medical record departments. Implica-
.

tions for curriculum development in the medical records

2Allied Health.Profcssions Projects, USOE Grant
C-8-080627 (Los Angeles: University of California,

. Di,;)sion of Vocational Education, 3.69) ED 037 350.



fi ld were that task training LAvLt

1

using a group of educational catr-c..:7*- Jeveloped a

progression of clerical skills al:A kne:Jedge that provided

personnel mobility.

- The Henrich study focused On medical facility

purchasing. A questionnaire concerning 208 task elements

in general purchasing practices was completed by 126

persons in 29 of the original 48 institutipns. Data were

analyzed by 6 occupational categories of which accountant

was.one. Data were reported in three ways: (1) percehtage

of respondents who performed the task (this waS considered

to'be the most important aspect of performance); 2) modal

frequency of performance; and (3) difficulty level. The

study found that medical purchasing agent is not a clearly

defined profession for which specific qualifications exist,

and that the diversity of procedures and.practices within

this occupation calls.for flexible training programs.

Henrich classified only 4 of the 126 respondents as'

accountants, finding like Gosman, no specific implications

for accounting and bookkeeping.

The NOBELS study (Lanham). Planning and instrumentation

for the New Office and Business Education Learnin System

.(NOBELS), began July 1, 1968. Responding to the n'ed for

business education curricula renewal and a changing market

for office job preparation, WOBELS was spawned by the

actions of the Research Foundation, "the National Business
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Education Association, and Delta Pi Epsilon. The project

was sponsored tbrough federal grants, publishing grants

from Southwestern and Gregg,, and developed by a consortiuM

of four institutions of higher learning representing New

York, Georgia and Tennessee, Minn6sota and Wisconsin, and

California. The National Association of State Supervisors

for Business and Office Education acted a reactors to and

disseminators of progress during the study. The NOBELS

project was the most comprehensive research done to date in

the field of business-education.

The overall purpose of NOBELS-was to assess and

modify business education curriculum. The data in this

study were drawn by interviev! from employed office Workers,

and while many educational implications were and remain to

' be drawn from these data, no statistical data about what

was actually being taught in schools were reported in

NOBELS. The major product of NOBELS was the development

of an inventory of educational specifications in behavioral

terms that represented baqc tasks-actually performed by
)-

office workers.. Analysis Of the 373 educational specifica-

tions or task statements was pointed toward office-educa-

tiOn curriculum renewal.

The NOBELS study was,baSed on an analog systems

model. The development of the =del has been reported by
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Lanham in a feasibility study3 for NOBELS. The model was

consistently tested, modified, and retested. Thirty-five

different interview Protocols were made prior to pilot

testing, each one representing modifications from field

testing. Pilot testing took place in Cal;fornia and

Georgia from January to May, 1969. Principal data collec-
'

tions took place from June to October, 196:). Data were

collected by interview fzom 1,232 office employees aLd their

supervisors in four major areas of the United States, New

York, Georgia and Tennessee, Minnesota and WiscOnsin, and

California. The 1,232 interviews yielded 4,564 basic' job

-tasks performed in offices, with the identification of

32,447 steps involved in tIce-se job taSk. The 4564 basic

job tasks were refined into 373 task performance statements.-

The 373 task performance statements included a variety ol

detail about the steps involved in the performance of each

task, illustrative flowcharts of the steps in he task,

hardware and software used in the performance of the task, A. ,

educational cues applicable to the tabk, and criteria for

evaluation of task performance.

3Frank Lanham et al.,.A Plannipg StOdy to Determine
the Feasibility of Develo in a New Busines and CMce
Education Curriculum, Moorrslot--an Ofrinc'cupation
Curriculum, Final Report, Project No. 7-1223 (Columbus,

Ohio: Center for Research and Leadership pevelopment in
Vocational and Technical Education, 1968) ED 023 894.
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)

The office jobs.examined closely approximatOd the

existing office employmeni situation; a judgmental sampling

design was used to yield data in proportion to the demographic

location of office workers found in census informatiOn.

Interviewers typically certified business teachers having

,
office ekperiende and currently enro9ed in, master's programs

attached to the collection areas were' carefully trained

through a planned training program. The interview form

included employer and employee background information and
b

space to list the six major job tasks performed on the job.

Employees were interviewed, ana supervisors were also

interviewed to check the validity of employee information.

Additional information was o;)tained about job tasks such

as difficulty, frequency of performance, time percentage;

prospects of tasks changing in the future,'and consequences

of4failure of performance. Data were also collected about

software and hardware used in task performance criteria

for successful performance, required skills, cues that

initiated performance, and critical incidents that occuried

in task per4ormance. The collection of 780 critical

incidents allowed fo analysis of the social context of

office work.

The analysis of data required some adjustments of

the original model; these adjustments are in line with the

original NOBELS philosophy of assessment and modification

where necessary to strengthen output. The final report
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a

groups the 373 task performance statements into 12 func-

tional classifications. The task statements were listed

by the frequency of task sheets represented.

Of the 1,232 office employees,interviewed, 514 or 41

percent were identified as performing numerircal recording

and data processing tasks. When classified by job title,

251 were accounting clerkg, 128 were data processing

operators, and 135 were general clerks (NOBELS, p. 311).

Of the 4,564 task sheets collected, 1,851 applied to

.accounting and bookkeeping job tasks; og the 1,851 task

sheets, 980 were from the classification NumerLcal Clerical

Records, 398,frem Flectronic-Data-iprocessing, 198 from

Client Related Services, 79 from Sales,.63.from Inventory,

Shipping_and Receiving,. 94 from Purchasing, and 39 from

Production.

The final products of NOE=S are: 373 Task Per-

formance Statements (NOBELS, pr. 66-87); the Taxonomy of

Office Activities;4 data collection repotts from Calhoun,5

4Harry Buffman, Mary M. Brady, et al, A Taxonomy
of Office Activities for Business and Office Education
(Columbus: Center for Research and Devlopment.in Vocational

, and Technical Education,'Ohio State University, 1968).

5Calfrey C. Calhoun,et al., Development'of Perfor-
mance. Goals fox a.New Office .and Business Etwcation Learn-
inaL_Lystem, Final Report, Project 914-Iiiihens, Georgia:
Georgia University, 1970) ED 073 256, Note that Calhoun's
report also includes an analysis of hardware Used by offie
workers and an analysis-of social interaction critical
incidents. .
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Erickson,6 Price and Hopkins,7 and Tonne;14 Huffman's.report

on the emergent office;9 a concordance of verbs and objects .

(NOBELS, pp. 300-307); and a talent inventory. 10

The Frame study. The purpose of Frame's study was to

detprmine what relationships existe 7. betWeen office tasks

performed by first and second year office-employees and the

difice tasks performed by senior high school students en-

rolled in vocational office education courses,

Using a questionnaire listing 600 office tasks (a

modification of the Perkins, Byrd, and Roley instrument),

Frame studied tasks-performed by 166 office employees and

those performed by 448 Arizona public high school seniors

currently (nrolled in Vocationed office education. Tile 166

6Lawrence W. Erickson, Nbw Office and Business Edu-
.

cation Learnia_g_ri_Sxsttras, Final Report,.Projc!ct 91-D (Los
Angeles: University of-California Gfaduate School, 1969).

7Ray G. Price, and Charles R. Hopkins, New Office.
and Business Education Learnings System, Final Report,
Project 91-F (Minneapolis: Univerilty of Minnesota, 1970).

8H rb6rtli. Tonne, New Office and Bifsiness Education
Learning System, Final Report, Project 91-G (Albany:
Research Foundation of the State of New York, 1969).

9Harry /Rittman, and Dale D. .Gust, Business Education.
for the Emergent Office, Interint Report (Caaibus: Center
for Vocational and TiEEnical Education, Ohio State University,
1970) ED 043 754.

1°Fred S. Cook,,i. W. Lanham, and R, Schwartz,
Talent Inventory for New Office and Bul3iness Education
Learnin9sliystem, final Report, ProjecE-91-B (Detroit:
Department oi Business and Distributive Education, Wayne
3tate.Univer,sity, 1970).
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office employees had less than two years of work experience,

and all of them had been eolled in Arizona public high

school vocational office education programs. Of the 600

taSks Iisted'on the*questionnaire, 144 applied to financial

and recordkeeping tasks. Of the 166 employees surveyed, 22

were classified-job titlewise as bookkeepers, and 4 as data

processors.

Study ,of the collected data reveA.eci significant

differences between thu tasks performed by office employees

and those performed' by high sehool stuc:ents. The high

school studdnts perfoimed considerably motassthan did

the office workers.

The-United States Air Force studies, (English and Morsh,

and Garza). The United States Air Force'Occupational

Research Project started in 1959 and has operated continu-

ously ever since. The purpose of the Project is to expand

and improve Air Force methods for; job analysis, job,

evaluation; job structure; job requirements with emphasis

on aptitude and training; career,development; personnel

utilization; and job satisfaction, particularly relating to

personnel retention.

Information for job analysis in the Air Force'is

collected through a job task inventory system. Each job

inventory is composed of background questions whieh gathet

.
task-rolated information; task statements for which the job

incumbent indicates performance or nonperformance; and 'task

6 9
t
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attribute scales on which individual task-s may be rated.

The Air Force inventories have been carefully polished

through a series of pilot tests, modifications, and expert

reviews. The samples used for data collection frequently

represt..11t an entire population or large percentage of a

populat:Hn. Analysis of data is made.through CODAP11

programs, 1,400 of which are available to provide sophisti-

cated mathemata.cal and statistical. methods for analyzing

and reporting occupational information to answer as wide a

range of management problems as possible.

The jbb inventory approach claims many advantages.

Melching and Borcher summarize thcse advantages concisely:

1. /The technique is economical. Data can
be collected from hundreds of workers in an occupa-
tional field for less than it would cost to collect
data from a few cases using professional job
analysis.

2. Ti,e information collected is quantifiab3e.
The number of people performing any given task can
be counted and their characterisics described

3. Since the data collected by task inventory
techniques are quantifiable, they can be stored,
manipulated, analyzed, and reported by conupter.

.4. The esults of the task inventory .can be
validated a;R: checked for stability using conven-
tional statistical techniques.

5. The technique yields information that is
accurate.12

11United States Air Force Comprehensive Occupational
Data Analysis Programs (CODAP).

12William A. Melching, and Sidney D. Borcher,
Procedures for Constructing and Using Task Inventories,
Research and Development Series No. 91 TC-Taumbus: The Center
for Vocational and Technical Education Ohio SA-ate Univ.rsity,

1973) p. 3.
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Dr. Raymond Christalv head of the Air Force

Occupational Research Project and a leading researcher in

job analysis, has offered evidence of the accuraPy and re-

. liability of workers who fill out job inventories.13

fOund that double7checing and filling out the

same information on separate occasions yielded split-half

reliabilities ranging from .95 to .99, that'supervisors

agreed with information received from suboidinates, and that

daily work records agreed with worker statements

(Christal, p. 6).

The Air Force has developed and ,uses a "Relative

Time Spent" rating.scale. Researchers found that while.

many workers cannot indicate an exact percentage of the

time they spend on each specific task performed, they can

confidently state that more time is spent on one task than

on another. This led to the development of a 7-point scale

on which workers report the amount of time spe.nt on each

task relative to the amount of time spent on other tasks.

,This "Relative Time Spent" rating scale allows quantification I

not possible from "Frequency of Performance" data (Christal,

13Raymond Christal, "The United States Air Force
Occupational Research Project " .(paper presented at the
State-of-the Art Symposium at the Occupational Research and
Development Center, San Diego,'California, July 10-12, 1973)
ED 094 187. Major Christal is head of the USAF Occupational/ '

Research Division, Air Forces human Resources Idboratoriesi/
Lackland AFD, Texas.
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p. '7). Work is currently being done by Mead,and Christall4

on a_ universal job difficulty index equation, as well as on

time emphasis in training for entry level

The door to using military occupLtiunal information

in general education training is opening. A study by

Smith and Callahan15 demonstrated that, with the exception

of combat operations, military and civilian occupations

be coherently compared. The Center for Vocational and

Technical Education at OhiNState University is applyi
r,

task inventory concepts to eaucational Programs.

directory of task inventories16 had already been pus ished

by the Center, with a second one scheduled for publication

in the near future.

Two Air Force studies specifically pertaining to

job task analysis in bookkeeping and accounting have been

completed. Loth of these studies, the English and Morsh

141), F. Mead, and Raymond Christal, Development of'
a Constant Standard WeiOt Ecuation for Evaluation job
Difficulty_,..AFBRL TR-70-44, Ab 720-255 /LackrIand AFT,Texas:-
Pe ._;onnol Research Lab, Aerospace- 21edical Division, Sept..
19 7)..

15Janice E. Smith, anc: W. Thomas Callahan, Coordi--,

nation and Integration of Military Education with National
Career Educati-011, Phe..se 2: Fin;a Iceport, TecIrj.cal Report
C90-(111ver Spriny, Maryland: Operations Research Inc.,
1975) ED 105 250.

16Directory of Task Inventories, Vol. 1 (Columbus:
The Center for Vocation-1 and Technicar-Education, Bureau
of Occupations and Adult Educatln, Ohio State University,
1974) ED 106 332.
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study, and the Garza study, were performed under Project

7734, Development of Methods for Describing, Evaluating, and

Structuring Air Force Occupations; Task 773401, Development

of Methods for Collecting, Analyzing, and Reporting Informa-

tion Describing Air Force Specialties.

The guidelines for Project 7734 were established as

a result of research done by Clyde Mayo, Project Director.

Mayo17 constructed, administered, and prepared for analysis

19 job inventories covering 28 enlisted career ladders.

Job inventory construction started from a review of litera-

ture, then proceeded through field interviews with 150

technical advisors in each of the 19 career fields. Tech-

nical advisors came from the four major skill areas:

apprentice, journeyman, techician, and superintendent.

Modifications and further refinements of the inventories

were made by post-field interviews and conferences. Field

review added an average of 54 new ta ks to each inventory,

representing an average increase of 15 percent to the tasks

already in the inventories.

A variety of background variables were included in

the background section of each job inventory booklet.
-

These variables included experience, education, rank,

equipment, types of paperwork processed, job interest, job

.

17Clyde Mayo, Survey of Twenty-Eight,Air Force
Career Ladders w3th Nineteen job Inventories, AFII1U-TR-68-
109 (Lackland ArB, Texas: Personnel Research Division, Air
Force Human Reources La5oratory, Air Force Systems Commandr
July 1968i.
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satisfaction, and special skill requirements. Subjects

were asked to rank tasks on 7 point "Relative Time Spent"

rating scales, which were used on all inventories as the

primary rating factor. Some of the secondary rating factors

used were: training required, importance, where*training

was acquired, time required to learn job, and work experience

on tasks.

Job inventories were mailed to Air Force installz-

tions all over the world. If the career ladder being

surveyed. had 3,000 members or less, 100 percent sampling

was attempted. For career ladders having over 3;000,

random sampling was used. Sample size per inventory ranged

from 407 to 1,715 with a mean of 1,119. A post-sampling

questionnaire was mailed to the Test Coritrol Officers, who

had administered the inventories, to learn whether admin.:-

strative instructions were clear. Results f2" that over

95 percent of the Test Control Officers enmuiqq.).ed no

difficulties in adoinistration.

English and Morsh, using the guid,J,111. (ld inven-

tories established by Mayo as part of Pro:..ty.-.: 7' .4, conducted

the occupationai survey of the Air Force i , 'Jilting and

Finance Career Ladder 671X1, 671X1, 67170, a.7;(;. 6790. The

purpose of the survey was to collec., dataabout the job tasks

performed in this career ladder. The career codes are

described as follows:

7 4
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671X1-AF 67131 Apprentce General Accunting
Specialist

,AF 67133 Apprentice General Disbursements
Specialist

671X3, AF 67151 General ACcountina 1.3cialist
AF 67153 General Disbursemcnts, Specialist

67170 ACcounting. and Finance Supervisor .

67290 Accounting and Finance SupLrintendent

The survey instrument was a job inv,:ntoty consisting

.of background informatiOn and 468 task statf7ments, grouped

under 14 duty categories. The inventory ve:s' administered

to 1,543 airmen- in 18 tajor air. commands. The 1,543 airmen

represented 44.5 percent of the total population- in the

Accounting and Finance career field.

The Garza study also used the TAdolines ;;.:0:1 methods ,

established by Mayo in Project .7734. The Garza Fluidy was

designed to test the effectiveness of Aix 1%2J.,.: .job analysis

.techniques en civilian jobs as well as to coloaL_ the con-

tent. of those civilian jobs with those in the same career
k

area havincj wilitary incumbents. This j%itial effott in-

volved civil service workers at A:.r lvcce installations

grouped in'the forlOwing-AccountiX* and Finance series:

GS-501 General Accounting Clerical and
Administrative Series

GS-523 Accounts Maildenance Clerical Series
GS-525 Accounting T26,nician Series
GS-530 Cash Processj;..9 Series
GS-540 Vouchar Examiner Series
GS-544 Payroll Series
3S-545 Military Payror Series

The survey instrumeL, a job inventory of 683-task

statements <,rouped under 14 dty categories, was administered

tv the total Air Force civilian population of 6,460 persons

7 5



in tne seven Accounting and Finance series classifications.

The number of usable returns equaled 5,555 or 86 percent of

the total population. As the current computer's hierarchical

grouping capacity was slightly under 2,000 cases, a statified

subsample of 1,936 cases was extracted from the total sample

of 5,555. Analysis of etaEt was made using CODAP programs.

A comparison of 1:ae 'even series, in'terms of time

incumbents spent on tasks, revealed a significant amount

of overlap between the series, Terticularly series GS-520
t

and GS-525. Recommendationsincluded consideration of a

consolidation of series GS-520 and GS-525 with some re-

structuring also taking place among the other series. Pre-

liminary comparisons between the civilian and military

Accounting and Finance survey data indicated similar group-

ing structures at the cluster and sub-level type, but at the

job-level type fewer military job types appeared to be

comparable to civilian job types. The civilian data being

compared came from the Garza Study, while the military data

being compared came from the English and Morsh study. This

lack of identification between military and civilian job

types may possibly be due to the different and broader

coverage of the seven civil service Accounting and Finance

series compared to the narrower coverage of the six airmen

ladders, 671X1, 671X3, 67170, and 67290. More detailed

comparisons of civilian and military Accounting and Finance

occupations are in progress and are yet to be reported.

7 6
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1The application of Air Force job analysis methodol-

ogy to civilian occupations appears to be fruitful. The

research by Garza showed that the use of Air Force methods

resulted in describing civilian jobs as effectively as those,

same Air Force methods describe military jobs.

The Battelle Memorial Institute study. This section of a

Michigan.state series on Irocational educatien reported on

four occupations in busine3s: clerk typist, clerk steno-

grapher, bookkeeper, and salesperson. The Michigan series

was designed to collect information about job tasks per-

formed and.about employers' skill rc.quirements. The pur-

pose of the series was to reduce discrepancies between the

skills employers desire and the skills students acquire in

'vocational education.

To obtain information about_the_occupation oV book-

keeper, four businesses in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and four

in Columbus, Ohio, were studied by interview. Fifty account-

ing and bookkeeping tasks were compiled and divided into

five functional areas. The report, which omitted specific

information and should be considered as interim, concluded

that bookkeeping in high sChool was nonfunctional and should

be replaced by more relevant business courses.

The Boreher and Joyner study. The Borcher and Joyner study,

done under the.aspices of the Ohio State University Center

for Vocational and Technical Education, was an interiM

7 7



report on the results of a task inventory survey for data

proceSsing ocCupations. The purpose of the study Was to

design and revise curricula in one-or two-year post-

secondary data processing programs.

The influence of Air Force job analysis techniques

was evident in Borcher and Joyner's study. The 752-item

job inventory was constructed by literature review and re,

vised by expert opinion. Borcher and joyner thought that a

national survey was not necessary, as, in their opinion,

duties and tasks performed by data processing workers were

primarily related to size and type of computer installation,

rather than to geographic location. A random sample of 38

local data processing facilities was drawn from a local list

compiled by the Columbus, Ohio Chamber of Commerce. Usable

responses were obtained from 406 of a possible 500 workers.

A "Relative Time Spent" rating-scale was the primary

-analysis-facto14-but performance frequencies-, task cuMrion.,-

alities, and time.allotments were also gathered'.

Analysis of the results of this data processing

survey will be reported in detail in the major project

report of Borcher.

The WEst stud1. The West study sought to provide a basis

for updating the high school curriculum in recordkeeping

and bookkeeping. West sought answers to questions about

commonalities between high school curricula and job

activities, about the differences firm size makes, and about
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the advantage of formal school training /for advancement,in

bookkeeping employment. Two groups, bookkeeping employees

and accounting supervisors, and two methods, questionnaires

and interviews; were used in this stUdy.

Questionnaires were sent to a Sample of New York

,City bookkeepers and upstate New York/bookkeepers. Usable

questionnaires were returned'by 597 bookkeepers employed by

337 firms'of all types and sizes in New York City and by 59

bookkeepers employed in 3 small upstate New York cities--

Auburn, Batavia, and Elmira. _The qu/estionnaire collected

background information, opinions abut training, equipment

used, and the details of present job activities of book-

keepers. The list of 131 job ac'tiN4ties contained in the

questionnaire was derived from an 'examination of high school

textbooks used in high school accOunting and bookkeeping

and recordkeeping. Respondents were asked whether each of-

the 132 activities was currently /performed and to indicate
)

whether that job activity had been learned at school or on

the job. Space was provided on the questionnaire to list

additional job activities as well as to rank those activities

most frequently performed.

Interview data were collected from 16 establi hments

in 10 industries. The establishments Were selected-to cover

the range of industrial classifications and firM size and

not by any folmal sampling procedure. Interviews were con-

ducted by pr T-ssional job analysts who inquire d. into the

7 9
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hiring prerequisites of employers, job desCriptions, and

conceptual knowledge required for job performance. Inter-

viewers also examined the effects of computerization and

collected record forms for analysis.
.110.

IF

West found from analysis of the data that computeri-

zation had reduced the need to understand bookkeeping-con-

cepts, that prior school training was rarely a requirement

for an entry-level position, that job advancement relied

heavily on work experience and post-secondary tr ining, and .

that high school instruction beyond the trial balance was

unnecessary. A job-level code developed during the study
d4

(West, pp. 17-20) appears to hold better possibilities for

job analysis in accounting and bookkeeping than the code

presently available in the DictiOnary of Occupational Titles.

SYNTHESIZING THE IDENTIFIED jOB TASK LISTS INTO ONE
LIST OF THE JOB TASKS OF THE BEGIMING

ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING WORKER

Reducing the number of research studies from 16 to 12

Four of the 16 identified research studies were

eliminated from attempts to combine the job tasks of begin-

ing accounting and bookkeeping workers. Each study had

some characteristic that would prevent its finding;) from

being generEaized to the entire population of.beginning

accounting and bookkeeping wkers. The four studies and

reasons for their eliminationL were;

8 0
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1. The Honaker study - surveyed only 32 bookkeepers

on a nonrandomized basis, all from the same county in the

state of Virginia.

2. and 3. The Gosman and Henrich studies - the

}majority of job task information collected in these two

Allied'Health st9dies was clearly clerical; very few job

tasks could be specifically identified'as accounting or

bookkeeping.

4. The Battelle Memorial study - information about

the job tasks of bookkeepers was collefted from only 10

business establishments; methods of sa:Ipling were not4x-

plained in this-interim report.'

Ranking the job tasks of the beginning accounting and book-
keeping worker

/-

Job tasks in each of the'remaining 12 research
.

studies were listed and ranked by frequency of repres,enta-

tion.18 Frequency of representation was the total number of

respondents mho performed each job task. Five-of the:

studies, Eurton, Spanswick, Bangs and Hillestad, Ertel, and

West had reported both the number and percentage of workers

performing each job task. Frame reported the number-of

workeFs performing eachjob task. NOBELS reported the

number of task sheets reported by workers. Five of the

studies, Stelter; Perkins, Byrd, and Roley, English. and

Morsh, Garza, and Borcher and joyner repOrted-ohly

18Refer back to Chanter 1, p. 27,
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the percentage of workers performing each task; these

percentage's were converted to numbets, as follows:

1. Stelter had reported job tasks in two ways, as

duties performed by percentage of worker,:s in cities under

2,000 population, and in cities over 10,000 popufation:

For purposes of this study, the tasks for both large and

small cities were combined;then the percentage wa'S applied

to the total number 6f respondents, e.g., 80 percent of the
z

respondents prepare deposits for the ban%, 80 x 154 = 123.

2. Perkins had reported job tasks as a percentage

of bookkeeping workers performing financial and record-

keeping tasks. For purposes of this study, the.percentage

was applied to the total number of respondents identified as

bookkeepers, e.g., 75 percent of the respondents keepibook:s

and/or ledgers for any purpose, .75 X 131 = 98.

3. English and Morsh, Gen:a, and Boreher and Joyner all

reported job task data according to United Stzytes Air Force

methods, as percent of members performing, and as reldtive

time-spent.ratings. h-'or purposes of this study the percent

of members peraforming was applied to the total number of

respondents in the study, e.g., 83.02 percent of the respond:- .

ents operate key pu.nch machines and verifiers, -8302 x 406

337.
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The search for 'criter5.a ar,Vot a,ratinq index to assi n
weight in combining t ob task\lists

The synthesis of th,.: 12 job task lists_into one

ranked list of the.job tasks of beginning accounting'and

bookkeeping workers required a consideration of different

weighting meaSures. The.12.research studies apparently

Could be combined, even though,they would probably not be

equally.reliable, or be, equally intercorrelated.w.ith ojle

another.

The job tasks collected in the 12 research'studies

were basically nominal data. Ranking by frequency of

representation allowed the transformatiOn of this basically

nominal'data into ordinal data. Using sophisticated ,

statistical techniques to.weight and combine the studies

did'not appear to be appropriate for data below the interval

level. A search for an appropriate statistical weighting

measure and/or rating index had_been wade in the review of

literature outlined in .the,beginning Of this dhapter (pp.

33-34), but none had been located.'

An examination of the writings of research authori-

\,
ties was then undertaken in the search for weighting

criteria. The examination revealed that while authoritSes

agreed generally about validity and .reliability as criteria

for research, no.reliable quantifiable hierarchy of research
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criteria was available.19 A list of the research i....uthorities

reviewed and their suggested criteria for research follows.

Kerlinger listed the following criteria of research

design:

.glesign.research to answer research questions.
Randomize wherever possible.
Control= the independent variable so that extraneous

and unwanted sources of systematic variance have
minimal opportupity to operate.

- To whom and what can we generalize the results of

the study?20

Campbell and Stanley 21 said that intdrnal validity

is the most important criteria for reearch, bute3:terna1

validity is also necessary for the ideal research,design:

Internal validity centers around control in an experiment

and asks whether the exprimental manipulation really makes

a significant difference. External validity concerns general-

izability,.to what populations can this research_be general-

ized.

19This situation is similar to the situation exist-

ing among job analysis experts. Refer back to the defini-

tion of job task in Chapter`l, p. 23.

2OF N. Kerlinger, -Foundations of Eehavioral Re-

search (2d ed.;.NewAork: Bolt, Rinehart and tanston,

1913) pp. 322-324.

11Dona1d T. Campbell end Julian Stanleys'Experimental
and%Quasi-ENperimental Designs for Research (Skokie, Illinois:

Rand McNally, 1966) pp. 16-17.
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Engelhat22 did not identify criteria for reseAch

specifically but spoke in general terms about relevance to

the problem, validity (is the data collected valid for the

purpose implied by the problem), reliability of data and

measurement, representativeness, and dETendability of con-

clusions.

Borg23 cautioned that the following factors should

be considered in the evaluation of research: deliberate'

bias or distortion, sampling bias, observer bias, placebos,
*

liawthorne effects, and contamination. He suggested that

important variables were often overlooked in studies and

that the reader make a careful and critical evaluation of

measurement techniques.
.---

Perdew24 identified seven characiTerIttics of good

research: (1)°a definite problem carefully stated and

delimited, (2) a collection of data suitable to the problem,

(3) the proper refinement and analysis of data, ("), a

definite technique to solve the problem, (5) formulation and

testing of hypotheses, (6) conclusions and generalizations

22Max D. Engethart, Methods_of Educational Research
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1973) pp. 88-89, 472..

-23Walter.R.,Borg, Educational Research, An Intro-
duction (New York: david McLay-, 19651pp. 327-343,.

24philip W. Peidew, 'Criteria of Research in Edu-
.

cOdonal H44tory," Journal of Educational Research, XL

(1950), 217-223.
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based on data, and (7) presentation of data in a clear and

logical manner.

Gephart, in a 1965 study,25 synthesiZed and critici-

Zed research criteria generated .by research authorities.

The autho::ities used in Gephart's synthesis were: American

Institute of Research, Walter Bog, Donald Campbell,.Julian

Stanley, Frederick Cyphert, Ernest Spaights, Egon Guba,.

Fred Kerlinger, Robert TraVers, and MauriceTatsuoka. The

criteria summarized by Gephart revolve around two categories--

lacking data available regarding validity and reliability,

or having data available regarding validity and reliability.

Specific criteria offered by Gephart as his findings are:

Criteria for evaluating the problem:
does the research establish the existence of a
problem

does the reseach develop a concv4ptual framework
does the research describe specific goalsto be

achieved
does the resea7:ch state its limits

Criteria for evaluating a hypothesis:
does the hypothesis state so:L directly imply the
existence of two variables

does the hypothesis state the relationship
between the varialAes

are the variables empirically observable
is the hypothesis based on accepted theory

Criteria for research design:
does the research define the population
does the research describe sample selection
methods

F25Wil1iam U. Gephart, Criteria fox Methodological
t:Ade_guacv for Research on Educational Change,, USOE Grant

-0^0 )82 (Madis-bn: UhiVersity of W'nconsin, Director of
Research and Experimentation, 1965) ED 011 46.
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Aloes the research describe sample charac-
teristics

are controls included
are valid data collection techniques used

Criteria for analysis of data: .

are the accumulated data systematically
organized

are appropriate statistical procedures used

Criteria for conclusions drawn frrm research findings:
are the hypotheses confirmed or disconfirmed
are con4usiohs drawn from the findings
are conclusions limited,to ;the data
does report imply modifiewtions in theory
are additional research problems suggested

Atteuts to combine the 12 job task 1

A variety of' methcds were used t- icry to combine

the 12 job task lists into one list that -.JEld be a repre-

sentative ranking of the job tasks perfor.:?ee by beginning'

accounting and bookkeeping workers. As a preliminary pro-

cedure, work sheets were designed to earow foL- analysis oi

the 12 job task lists:

Fourteen categories Kere used to group the data.

The first 13 of these categories were taken from vtest's

survey'of.bookkeeping activiti,..s !West, pp. 116-120).

West's categories represented a fair ,;utline of accounting

an& bookkeeping dutie:_, ;As traditionally defined and ...7-?.re
,

geared also towards tiook,anlysis which woula be use-.

fuI in the second half of this researCh. A fourt6eth

category, computing and checking, was,added te allow:for

the accumulation of job tasks in computing and checking

activities that cut across categories. The 14 categories

were:
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1. Sales or services.rendered

2. Cash receipts

3. Accounts receivab1.,.!

4. Purchases or services received

5. Cash disbursements

6. Accounts payable

7.- Merchandise records

--, 8. Petty cash

9. payroll

10. Financial statements

11. General ledger and general journal

12. Data processing

13. Misdellaneous

14. Computing and checking

The 12 job task lists were then placed -)1.1 the work.

sheets under the appropriate categories . t7sb tPlsks from the

12 lists were combined if they clearly indicated the same

aCtivity; otherwise they were listed separately under the

appropriate category. Pinliminarv analysis slit-wed that

approximeCely 381.different job.tasks were represented in

the 12 research studip . The following attempts-to combine

'the 12 job.task lists were made:
rs

Weighting the 12 -research,studies. The nest consistent

criteria.for acceptable research revolved around rellability

and validity. The writer attempted to construct 4 sCale

that could be used to measure the weight of a research st)6y
e

-A38
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using reliability, validity, sample size, geographic range,

and refinement 9f data collection methodology. Attempts at

construction showed, however, that any constructed weighting

scale would be judgmentally based on personal opinion. As

no opportunity presented itself to test the weighting scale

at this point, the idea of weighting to equalize the combin-

ation of the 12 job task lists was rejected.

Adding job tasks at face value. The next .combination attempt

consisted of adding up the number of respondents who per-

formed each separate job task, e.g., the total number of

respondents from all 12 research studies who "prepared

sales invoices" totaled 252. An analysis of the results,

however, showed that some of the mot important studies

lost their influence in the composite result and that some

of the lesser studies showed too much inTluence in,the

composite result. The NOBELS study, a national study, had

,allowed each respendent to name only the six major tasks

which.were central to the job, while the Ertel study, a

merchandising study limited io two counties in Washington,

allowed respondents to select activities actuallY performed

from a questionnaire li\sting 225 job task. Numbers of

respondents and numbers of job tasks became the primary

factors in this method, eliminating such factors as relia-

b'ility and validity.. The idea of adding job tasks from the

12 lists at their face value was rej9cted as data collection

8 9
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bases and methods were too varied among the 12 studies to

allow for an assumption of equal reliability for all of the

12 studies.

Comparing the ten top tasks from.each 12q:t. The original

premise had been that the findings of several research

studies on the same topic could be combined even though in-

formation was obtained through a variety of methods.26 At

this point in the investigation, the premise showed signs

.of being untenable.

The' 12 job task lists were then examined to see

whether the studies were yielding consistent data. A com-

parison of the tan highet ranked job tasks from each of

the 12 .studies showed very little consistency in the data

yielded. Of the top ten job tasks on eaCh of the 12 job
tzt-

task lists, none were on all of the lists, nor were any

on even half of the lists. Three.of the tasks--prepares

payroll, prepares checks for cash disbursement, and posts

to accounts in subsidiary ledgerwera found on four of the

12 jo'b task lists. Four of the top ten d-asks--verify totals,

prepare dePosits for the bank, recard in a ca 'h receipts

journal, and punch cards--were found on tl-ree f the 12

job taFh lists. Tables 1-12 show the ten tasks ranked

highest on each of the job task tests,

26Refer back to Ch.4pter 1, pp, 25-26.
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Table 1

Ten Highest Ranked Job Tasks
The Burton Study

Rank Job' TaSk

1 Verify totals on forms
2 Punch cards from coded material
3 Record transactions
4 Calculate rates or payments
5 Cash checks
6 Receive and deposit money
7 Enter deposit in passbook
8.5 Code information for processing
8.5 Balance totals

10 Use pxoof machine

Table 2

Ten Highest Ranked Joo Tesks
The Spanswick Study

.Rank Job Task

Work with debit and credit entries
2 Prcpa-e checks for payment
3 Preparation of deposits
4 Record information in a cash receipts journal
5 Rule and balance ledger accounts
6.5 Record information in a cash payment's journal
6,5 Post items to the accounts receivable and/or

accounts payable subsidiary ledger
8 Reconcile the bank stateMent with the checkbook
9.5, Prepare schedule of accounts receivable
9.5 Check employee tipe records and calculations
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Table 3

Ten Highest Ranked Job Tasks*
The Stelter Study

Rank 'LAD Task.

2 Prepare deposits for the bank
.

2 Reconcile the bank statement with the checkbook
2. Check employee time records and calculations
5 Prove cash and reeord cash short and over
5 Prepare statements'ef customers' accounts
5 Draw payroll checks or prepare payroll envelopes

14.5 Record infOrhation in a general journal
14.5 Post items,to general ledger accounts
14.5 Recordj.nlormation in.a sales journal
14.5 Record information in a cash receipts journal

.

14.5 Record information in a cash payments journal
14.5 Post items to-the accounts reee,:vable subsidiary

ledger
14.5 Preparepchedules of accountS receiyable
14.:5 Use a wilshholding table to calculate withholding

taxes for employees
.

14.5 Prepare and record information in a payroll
.

r_egister
14.5 Prepare and record information in individual

employee's earnings records
.

14.5 Journalize salaries and withholding entries .

14.5 Journalize the emyloycr's liability for federal .

and state unemployment .taxes
14..5 Journalize entries for social security taxes
14.5 Prepare emyloyer's quarterly federal tax returns
.14.5 - Prepare withholding tax statemercts (W-2)

*The data presentation in the Stelter study was not designed
for ranking. Using ranking, job tasks 7 through 22 were

.equal candidates for rank 7.
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Table 4

Ten Highest. Ranked Job Tasks
The Perkins, Byrd, and Roley Study

Rank 'Job Task

1

.1 % Keep books and/or ledgers for any.purpose"
2 Make journal entries (any type of journal)
3 Check bills and/or invoices (verify extensions,

etc.)
4 Write checYs (for any purpose as part of your

job)
5 Make entries, in:special journals (Cash Receipts,

Sales, Cash:PayMents, Purchases, etc.)
6 Use ledger accounts with "balance" column

(balance forM)
7 Post (transfer) entries from journals'to a

ledger (group Of accountS)
8 Work with subsidiary ledger'(accounts receivable,

accounts payable, etc,)
8 Deposit checks and/or cash in bank or cashier's

office
10 Compute payrolls for etployecs

Table 5

Ten Highest Ranked Job Tasks
The BangS and Hillestad Study

Rank Job Task
frx

1 pperate computer
2 unch cards
3 IFfle*ahd register tapes
4 'Operate the sorter
a !Operate the reprodueer-
6 !Operate interpreter
7 Verify.punched cards
8, Operate accounting machines
9' 'Operate high speed printer

10 Operate collator

9 3.
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Table 6

Ten Highest Ranked Job Tasks
The Ertel -tudy

Rank 7 b Task

1 Use sales register and handle money
2 Write sales ticliets
3 Take phone orders and sell by telephone
4 Receive checks from customers
5 Process merchandise returns and exchanges.
6 Record charge sales
7 Count and, record till and ddposit money with

cashier
8 Check out recister at end of day
9 Count and record stock

10 Record cash sales

Table 7

Ten Highest Ranked Job Tasks
The English and Morsh Study

Rank Job Task

1 Answers inquiries concerning military pay or
allowrAnces.

2 Interpiets accounting and finance procedures tosub-
ordinates

\ 3 Gives informal trair2_ng to individuals
\ ir Co-ordinates acdounting .activities with data systems

for preparation of machine listings'
5 Plans workbooks or work assignments
G Establishes job priorities
7 Prepares airmen performance reports
8 Established work standards, work controls, or office

procedures
9 Writes correSpondence about militexy pay matters

10 Px.pvides courrEdr service for Military Pay. section'

9 4
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Table 8

Ten Highest Ranked Job Tasks
The Garza Study

Rank Jobb Task

1 'Performs acc.ounting and finance functions at base or
. installation level

2 Gives informal training to individuals
3 Writescommunications regarding accounting and finance

matters
4 Co-ordinates processes br problems with upper and

lower accounting and finance echelons
5 Interprets accounting and finance procedures to sub.-

ordinates
6 Plans methcds for orgaizing and filing records
7 Examines machine listings
8 Maintains library of 'manuals, directives, or publi-

cations
9 Plans workloads or wKrk assignments

10 Evaluates accuracy of account .codes

Table 9

Ten Highest Ranked Job Tasks
The NOBELS Study

Rank. Job Task

1
7
The worker punches cards from source ocuments such
as invoicer., orderst time cards, and instvuctlons

2 The worker maintains supplies and stOck invehtory
3 The worker prepares payroll

0

'4 The worker computes accounts payables from sourde
documents

5 The worker types invoices from such documents as
saJes tickets, contracts, and,receiving reports

6 The worker'records accounts receivables from such.
documents as salesmen's orders, cash receipts, and
invoices.

,

7.5 The worker records accounts payables

95
V
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Table (continued)

Ten Highest Ranked Job Tasks
The NOBELS Study

79

Rank Job Task

The worker types insurance documents
The worker codes forms such as purchase orders,
invoiCesi and applications for keypunching
.The worker checks source documents sull as orders,
invoices, punched cards, and printouts with computer
printouts/listirlgs

Table 10

Ten Highest Priked Job Tasks
The Frame Study ,

.Rank Job .Task

,

1 Write receipts
2 I Make lournal antri.0
3 Give checks to 'employer to sign
4 Deposit checks and/o cash,'
5 Cash checks
6 Write checks
7 Keep current-files of invoices or
8 ,Make entries in special journal's
9 Keep booka and/or ledgers for any

10 Take orders in pereon-or on phone
service

'?

purehase orders

purpose
for mercharOise
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,Table 11

Ten.Highest Ranked Job Tasks
The Bercher and JoYnor Study

I

Rank, Job Task

6'

1 . . Load\program and--aata cards .

2.5 .Determine cause of machine steps and malfunctions
2.5 Opeitte console
4. Operate card reader.
6 Set up computer for operation
6 Se1ectsand mount'tapes
6 Select and mount disks,

Locate tapes in storage media Cr tape library
8.5 Perform card-to-printer operation
9.5 Perform tape-to-printer operation
9.5'-' Operate magnetic tape °unit

-

Table 12

Ten Highest Ranked' Job Tasks'
The. West StudIf

\

Rank .Job Task e

1
2

3

4

Do you find balances in ac-counts (Receivables)
Do you total cash redeipts records, registers,
or journals
Do you post to aCcounts, checks 'or cash received
-(Receivables) .

Do you list or repare schedules o. end-of-month -)
balances of-accounts (Receivables).
Do.you prepare stubs and checks for cash dis-
bursements

', 6 Do you make.correction- entries iv.journals and
ledgers when mistakes are found
Do you list or total sales invpices, bills, lr

credit memos r,

8 -Do you record bank deposits in a cash .recipt..
journal

9 7
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Table 12 (continued)

Ten highest,Ranked Job Tass
The WeSt Study

Rank Job Task

).

Do you enter incoming checks in A cash receipts,

journal

10. Do 'you prepare gtatements'of accounts

If the 124research studieg had beep consistently

r'eporting t5e same job taSks fOr beginning abcounting and

bookkeeping workers, the tasks most frequently performed.
r--

on each list should have been fairly common' on all or a.61

least most of the lists. This did not turnOut to be the

case, however, since O'of a possible 120 job tasks,,taking

4

the top ten job tasks fromeach of the 12 lists,were dif-

ferent. The idea of combining the 12 job' task listSvas

then abandoned as the data were too.inconsistent from study
, ,

.

to study.. t,j

Uslng the United States Air'Force studies as moO'represeh- ,

tative of the 12 -stuair-s

The examinatiorr of the two Air Force studie's, the

English and Morsh study and the Garz41 study .had indicated
_

that these two studies had been.the most carefully designed

'ind.researched of all the.studies identified in the search

/4
-'to answer the problem. Tlie highly refined jou

C-
inventories,

-

. the world-wide colAectioni6f.data, the'large, sample size,'
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.,
-o

' 44.5 percent of the population from English and Morsh, ahd

86 percent from'Garza, as well as thejlighly sephistica'ted- '

. 0
.

analysis of data made through the copzg) programs, indicated

high reliability and Validity for these two studies. That

a combination of the job tasks in these two studies dould

betaken..as repreSentative of the job tasks performed by,.

the entire population ofbeginning accounting and book-.
. .

keeping workers .was'quite probable.

Reconsideration of.
%
the lob,tasks in the Air FOrde

stuaies,,however, Showed that this dombinttionettemPt

must also be rejected, as most of the Air Force job tasks

-revolved.around pldnning.and organizing activities, military

payrolls, and travel reimbursements. ,Althou6h sev4ral of

the job tasks .were similar to civilian job tasks, the. ,

nature of accounting and bOokkeeping,activities Air

rg
Force installations,, even if performed bTcivilians ai.in

,thejaarza.study, .centered around milltary organizational

-

struCtures and government regulations. This.military focus.

precluded the us .6. of these two studies as being representa--

tive of all bookkeeping'and accounting workers from a_

variety of industrial classifications.

'Selecting one stucW as most representative of the 12rstudies

The possibility of one of the 12 research studies

qualiying as roloresentative of accountiAg and bookkeepip4

workers was investigated next.' Of thd 12 studies, the,

NOBEL8:study, _even though a jud4enta1 rather than a random-

: '99



sampling, aplieared to be the:study most likely:to make that
( .

. /
claim.' The Air Force studies mere focused on milit-ary-.

. ,
.

.government organizatioy the Bangs and Hillestad study and

the Borcher study were specifically,data processing studies.

The Stelter study and the Spanswick study were both =tall

-scale studies; the Perkins, Byrd,.and Rolopy study, the

Frame study'? and -bie Burton study Weie paqh confined te.one

state.. The Ertel.study was basically a merchandising study

and confined to two countries. .The West study, while

clearly a contender for being represefitative, was confined

to New York and to job task data obtained by questionnaire

which West himself recognized as having "playhadk" components

(161st, p. 173). The.later balancing of that que tionnaire

bi7 interview in the West study,wae not-reglected in the job

4

task%littp, nor were West's interNiiews on a ramdom basis.

Vie NOBELS study satisfied many of the diverse

criteria that had emerged irithe review of the writings of.
,

research authorities. The sample size was large, data had

.been collected from 1,232-espOndente. A judgmental
e

samplirig

design was used to match tne demographia ohatacteristics of

Otfice workers as found in census data; Nine collection
.

centers had been originallyplanned, 61.1t the cost And un-

wieldiness of training data col;ectors and providing

uniformity of collection and checking caused the reduction
S.

.

of.collection centers from nine to four. The survey was

02..

-geographically well distributed; daiwwere ,00llected from

four regions of the United States; New York, California,
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Georgia andTennessee, andiOnnesota and Wisconsin.

These four re6ionsregresented four &divisions ti-S'ed for

classifying and colleqing U. S. Census data,. The type.of

data'collected quite closely matched the type of data sought;

in the original research design. How well the collected

data 'fit the desired formula can be seen by e comparison'of .

the ori:ginal design with the collgeted data:

Data Sought

1: a minimum of 1,000 cases

2. respondents between 16-
,

24 years of age, to
,correspond with those
most likely to benefit
,from curcAlum renewal

3. appropriate.classifica:-.
tion scheme for analysis
of datajob*title, job'
clutr, or iob task

4; 2/3 of rcsDondents
0ou1d,be from service;
public administration;
finance, insurance and-...
real estate;"and Manu-

.
factuiing °.

5. 7/9 of,respohdents-
sflould be from SMSA's of
100,000 or more

,

6. 4/5 of reelaqondents from
f±rnis, haviricj 100 or more

employees

Data ColleCted
0

1. 1,232 cases

2. mean .age oF respondents,
21.1 years

e ,

3. job task classification,
found most appropriate

9 e

4.,81 percent Of respopdents
came from_these tour. .

groups .

)

,

5. 80 percent o respohdents.
.came from SliSA's of
100,000 or more

6. 81 percent of respondents
came from -these firms.

7. a ratio,of 1-4/5 males :* 1-4/5.xatio of males-to
tO femalet to match 10. . 'feMales obtained

clerical population ,..,.

ZnterView protpcolt were'extensively tested,
:,-.

t k

modified, and retested: Data co1lector6 werb experienced,.
r

10 1

S.
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Aowledgeable, and specifically trained to conduct Inter-
,

,

view's for NOBELS. The use of the NOBELS interview protocol

allowed for a greater depth of information than was obtained

in'any-of the.other identified research studies. EaCh re:.
/e-

spondent had been asked to list a maxtmum of six basie

tasks constituting'the benIral purpose of his job: -The

basic tasks were to incude the most difficult, the most

'-time consuming, and the most responsible aspects of the job.

Interviewers.verified the validity, of those six taskS as

basic through a series of probing,queStiOns.; a collection .

jbb descriptions,cwork samples, and forms; and through

additidnal ,interviews with-the respondent's ,immediate

supervi or

Data.analygis methcids were extensively and rigor- -
,

ously applied and selected through a pro,cess of elimination.
V

The combination and'reduction og,4,564 basic tasks,into

373 task performance Statements illustrated the sophistica-

tion of -NOBELS .d'ata analysis techniques. ppcbgnii'ing the.

hierarchy_.of_job_analyis_terminolo4y,

NOBELS designers supplied a taxonomy of language and, when

fhat provedAnsaficient, a list of actiup verbs and
. .

synonyms for-Classification ute. Data analysts had the

wealth of information garnered-through interview to help
_

them decide wIiichof:the 4,564 basic"tasks could be combiried.
_

,

Analysts wee.cautioned against combining unlike tashs; the
.

.

combining of tasks was only appropriate if-tasks were part

0

" to 2
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of the same process. Clues for,the comilnation of bpsic
,

tasks were,offered in the instruc, tion's for writing the task

0 performance statemeni.s:

1. How do you-know when this task is to .ba per-
formed? ..(Cues and Source)

2. 17hat does the:employee dO in'performin%.,this,

What tobls ,(equipment),,special supplies; br_ -

reference materials are necesbary for perform-'
ing,this task?''

(Listed as your final*ep) How do'you y.now.'"
) wh'entyou have completed thd task?

5. What kinds and levels of special skills. are re-
, quired for th±s,task?

S. What.are the ptaneiards (or criteria) neoesSary
for sucCessful.pompletion:?

7. Special requirements 'for perfprmance:.' Decision
'making? (NOBELS,.p..339)

The final 373 task perfOmance statements_ in NOBELS.'

represented detailed summari es of-the componehts of office

work. -Each of tkrese summaries provided a .clear under-

-
Standing of the nature of an individual job task. Of"the

.

373 task performance statements found in NOBELS, 150 applied

. tO the job tasks oF beginnialg accounting and bookkeeping

. workers.

AdOitional weight must be given to the selection of

NObELS as representirlg the actual work performed by the

offjce worker because of its origins and, 1.ts products. The-
_

original impetustor NOBELS was the occupational. iesearch-

done by, the LiMed foices.: iloOnshot, Lanham's .feasibility
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study for NOBELS;*Perkins and Boyd's model at Washingtbn
4

State; Cook, and Lanham's' OREOS,27 Which led,,into the senior,

intensified programs (SIP) by Lanham and Cook;,28 and'Educa-

tional Systems for the '70's29 provided a foundation for

the NOBELS project. .A0BELS vms a consortium effort,

J

sponsored and directed by leaders in busineSS and education

-

an&administered through four university centers well,known?
-

fot,research in'businesseducation.' The products of NOBELS3°

were mumerous and will, nb doubt,. continue to emerge as the

original,data are reexamined.. For thete reasons, the job
.

.

. .
, .

.
.

teak list 'taken from the NOBEiS stddy wasselected ast bein
. . -
.r: . .

most representative of the jbb tasks actually performed by

the beginninrj accounting'and bookkeeping worker.

The list of,15Q job.tasks.of'the beginning account-
.

iñy and bookkeeping worker presentpd here was selected-from

the 373 generalized task statements found_in:.the NOBELS

4

27Fredi. Cooke and. 'Frank W. Lanham, 0 pportunities
and Requireirlents for. Initial Em)lovment of Sc ool Leavers
with Emphasis on Office and Retai
Research Project No. 2378 (Detroit: *Wayne State University,
1966) .

. 28Francie J. Brown, "Final_Outcome Analysis to
'Compare-the Effectiveness of'an ExPerimental Business Edu-
cation System to Prepare Students to Secure Entry Jobs-in
Office and Retail Occupations,"-SIP'follow-up IDoctoral
dissertation, Wayne State University, 1968).s'

ES '70 News (New York: E. F. Shelley and,
Company, 866 United Nations Plaza', 1968). .

30Refer to p. 51 of thi6 bhapter'.
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beginning accounting and'bookkeeping workers was presented

8 8.

study. The :03 tas4 statements were.the result of a re-
: .

duction and refinement of 4,564 task sheets-collected,by

interview fie= clerical workers. The writer selected the,

list 'in conformance-with the kinds of tasks generally in-:

cluded in the c9nventional high.school acCounting and

bookkeeping durriculum. The jobS tasks on the list were-
. .

ranked by frequency:of task sheet reprdsentation.-
The list of,150 job tasks of the bvinning account-

ing and bookkeeiping worker was taken'from the NOBELS classi-
,

fications as shown in Table l The list of theijob tasks

that are repreientative of the national population of

in,Table 14.

Table 13

.
NOBELS Classification.S From Which the 150 Job Tsks of the
Beginning Accounting and Bookkeeping Worker were Taken

Codq Nobels Classification

,

Numbv of,
Task Sheets

."

.

Number of!
Job Tasks!

01. NUMERICAL .CLAICAL UCORDS 980 ;76

04. CLIENT RELATED SERVICES 198 *22
06. ELECTRONIC DATA-PROCEING 398 , 35
08. SALES 79 5

09. INVENTORY, SHIPPING,
,

.

.
RECEIVING 63 9

10. PURCHASING 94- 1
11.. PRODUCTION 39 2

Total 1,5e1 150
,
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Table 14

Presentation of a List of the Job Tasks of'the Beginning

.
Accounting and Bookkeeping. Wdrker Ranked

by Frequency of.Representation

.NOBELS,
Rank Code .

. .

J/ob Task
,

06.01.01

10.00.01

3 01.03.01
4 01.02.01

5 01.01.-01

6 01.01.02

7.5"
7,5
9

10

01.02.02
04.01.01
06.04.01

06.02.01

1.

The worker-punChes cards from source
documents such as invoices, orders, time
'cards, and instructions.
The worker maintains supplies and stock,

inventory. e.
The worker prepares payroll.'
The workgr computes'accounts payables
from .source documents.
The worker types invoices from such'
documents as sales tickets, contracts,
and receiving reports.
The worker records accounts receivables
from such docpments as salesmen's
orders, cash receipts, and invOices.
The worker records_accounts payables.
The worker types insurance documenti.
The worker.codes forms such as purchase
orders, invoices, and applications for
keypunching.
The worker checks source document6 such

as orderS, invoices, punched tards, and;
printouts with computer printouts/

The worker prepares billings of sales. .

_The_worker_proceeses insurance inquiries.
The worker operates a verifier.
The worker operates reproducer from .
punched earth., printed lists, and ,

summary caras.
The,worker prepares payments from docu-
ments such as invoices, billb,-and
youchers.
The worker compileSunit costs of

.and Eales/productions estimates fro
e)Tense sheets and/or total sales
the worier checks the accuracy of

01.01; 03
04.01.02--
06.01.02
06.03.01

15.5. 01.02.03-

15.5 01.07.01

17.5 01.04.01

jobs

figures.
source

documents such as sales, purchasing, tax
report,s1. and forms.
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Table 14 (continued)
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Rank

20
20
20

22
23

24

25

26.5

' 26.5

28

29
30

31

32

NOBELS
Code dob Task

17.5 01.06.01

34
34

34
\.

37.5,
37.5
37.5
37.5

01.01.04
01.03.02
01.05.01

01.06,02
08.00.02

09.01.02

11.00.01

06.05.01

06102.02

.01:04.02

04.01.03
01.05.02

08.00.04

01.01.05

06.06.01
01.06.03

01.04.03

01.(5.03
01.08.01
01.03.03
04.02.02

The worker records data for financial.
Teports from schedules,,license feelorms,
and damage claims:
The worker write's delinquent.cuStomer.
-Theworker records payr011 information.
The worker prepares the bank deposit
frem cash receipts.
Thc: worker Prepares financial reports.
The worker processes requests by tele-
ihone and over th counter.
The worker processes orders from inven-
tory.
The worker processes schedules and rd-
justment-of scheduled production orders.
The worker operates unit-record equip-
ment such ag the sorter, reproducer,
collo:bar, and- interpreter.
The worker rierforms electronic data
processing tasks from sUch items as com-
puter printouts, accounting forms,
manuals, maps, and iketructions.
The worker verifies totals of cancelled
checks., computer:tapes, and tellers'
balance sheets. .

The worker processes insurance claimS.
The worker receives payments over the
couhter.
The worker types sales items from rough
drafts, proposals, lists, and other
source documents.
The yorker verifies customer's account
receivable.
The worker writes computer programs.
The worker records items such as stocks,
,bonds, deposit slips, and passbooks.
The worker verifies cash receipts for
deposit.
The worker recordS payments received.,
The Worker processes credit applications.
The worker cOmputes payroll changes.
The Worker processes membership:and loan
applications in financial institutions
such as a credit union. -
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Rank
NOBELS
.Code

41 08.00.05

41 01.05.04

41 11.00.02
44 01.01.06

44 01.03.04

44 01.04.04

46 01.06.0!

49 01.05.05

49 01.04.05

49 01.09.01

49 01.07.02

49 01.01.07
51 01.09.02

53.5 08.00.9
53.5 04.04.01
56 09.03.01
56 08.00.10

56 04.04.02

62.5 01.01.08

62.5 01.03.05
62.5 01.08.02
62.5 01.08.03
62.5 011.04.06

62.5 01.05.06

Job Task

The worker types orders, memos, and
invoices.
The worker records payments for medical
services.
The worker types production reports.
The worker completes medical charges
for insurance. reimburseent:
The worker compiles payroll reports from
payroll sheets, time sheets, job,cards,
and printouts.
The worker performs. routine Check on

7 such items as deposit slips, adding
machine tapest.and adyices.
The worker records receipts and With-
drawals in the ledger.
The worker records deposits to customer
accounts.
The worker corrects cheoks,,savings and
'withdrawal'slipS, balance sheets, and
other source documents...
The worker prepares disbursements from
customer accounts,
The worher prepares bids and costs
estimates of products and serviev,..
The-worker completes raleF;. repo::ts.
The worker, prepares disbursements of
funds.
The worker pkocesses customer orders.
The worker processes stock certificates.
The worker records inbound shipments.
The worker records .orders, printouts,
and changes. .

The worker prepares stock forms for
.buying, selling, and fransferrinCj.stock.
The worker prepeies statements from
patients' accounts and chge slips.
The worker punches payroll data.
The worker verifies customer credi't.
The worker processes credit inAo6ation...
The worker checks computations. with
proofing machine.
The worker prepares reconciliation of .

bank account.
ft
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Table 14 (continued)

Rank
_JNOBELS
Code

62-:5 04.02.03

62.f 04.08.01

62;5 ,06:01.03

62.5 09.01.83

69 E..07.03

69 ., 01.08.04
a

,

69 06.01.04
73 04.03.06

.

73 -.04.04.04

Job Task

The worker. processeS/ ..new account trans-
-fers.df OlOunts, and trust accoiintsfor
customers.'
The/worker proceSses welfare assistance
claims. ' .

Thd worker operates a keytape machine
pOilching magnetic tape.
The worker records finished-goods
inventory from production and' shipping

_data.
Ahe worker compiles yariance reports-from
'actual and standard cost figures.

.

The worker informs applicant and company
department of approved/reeected credit -

applications. .

The worker puncheL., corrections in cards.
The worker receives activity funds and
fees from stUdents.
The worker answers questions about

. , securities.
73 06.03.02 The_Workeroperates (decollates,. bursts,
_ 'binds) computer output.

.73 Q9.01.04 The wOrkercompletes physical inventory.
73 09.02.03 The'worker processes shipping and billing

' forms on'pompleted jobs.
.

.

76.5 01.08.05' The worker processes credit memorandums.
76.7 06.05.02 Thq worker,ccdes.forms.such a'S account

statements., production figures,.inventory
listings, punched,cards, wired or un--
wired boards for keypunching.

84 .c 01.01.09 The worker calls delinquent'customers.
84 (11.07.94 'The worker types cost analysis 'reports. -

i

84 01.09.03 The worker prepares disbursement of petty
caSh. funds. .

, .

84 1 04.02.05 The worker ched,ls secutities and amounts.
84 04.05.02 The worker records guest charges on room

. folios.
.

,

84 04.06.03 .The worker processes patient funds.
84 66.92.03 The worker codes payMent 'cards, dhedks,

and deposit/withdrawal slipp for key-
punching. .

84 06.03.03 The worker places magnetic tape6 on a
computer tape drive..
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NOBELS
Rank Code 'Job TaSk

84 06.03.04

84 06.03.05

84 06.05.03
4

84
84

93.5

93.5

06.06.02
09.01.05

01.07.06

01.05.07

93.5 04:02:06

93.5 06.03.03

93.5 ' 09.03.03

A106 09.03.02

106 01.01e10

106 01.01.11

106 ei.07.05

106 01.07.06

01.07.07106

10G 01.03.06

106 01.08.07

.

The workr prepares weekly payroll from
payroll tapes.
The worker verifies manually prepared.
'totals with computer detailed totals.
The worker operates opt(pal scanning
equipment to convert printed data to-
punched data.
The worker checks Computer,ptograms.
The worker maintains inventory records
on stock sent to production.
,The,worker processes credit information
request.
The worker processes money for library
books and films from Check-o.:t requests'
and late and lost book nOtibcs.
The worker processes estate settlements
for customers.
The worker writes computer programs in .

final form.,
Tne worker issues a claim or an adjust-

,ment against the carrier/sUpplier for
damaged/short/Overshipments.
The worker arranges expediting of'in-
bound shipmnts.
The worker processes changes in status of
account.
The.wOrker requests payment from delin-

_ .

quent patients. ):

.Thd worier,detdrmines cost.estimates by
observing prodUction and scanning blue-
prints.
The worker comp4es reievant statistics
and determines improvements in methods
by Submitting cost analysis of proposed
changes.
The worker processes new accrual accounts
from current cost analyses and additional
specifications.
The worker records payroll changes for
hospital employees.
The worker.answers charge account billing
inquiries.
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Table 14 (continued),

t NOBEL
9.Rank Code, Job Task .

..106

106

106

106

106

106

1

01.04.07 The worker distributes daily cash to
tellers in branch banks.

01.04.08 The worker sorts coins from the federal

.
reserve bAnk daily. -

04.02.11 The worker prooesses settlement of buy

and sell orders.
.04.02.09-0 The worker checks Claims:for transfer,

trade, or exchange.of sdcuritics.

06.01.05 The worker-operates optical scanner for

printout..' .

06.01.06 The worker performs quality corktrol
checks on the opticall-font printing
adding machine operator's tape'productiom

10'6 06.02.04 The wqgker maintains control Of. input/

output-work flow between corporate trust
department and data processing depart- .

ymmt. 7

(The worker-corccts eomputer-rejected106 06.02;05

106 06.03.07
106 06.03.08

106 06.03.09

133 01.01.12

133 01.04,07.
133 01..03.08
133 01.03...09

133 ) 01.03.10

133 01.03.11.

133 01.03.12
.133

01.04.09

01.04.10
01 04.11

debits/credits.
The worker Sorts batches of checks4.1.

The worker prepares punched cards for
computer run.
The worker determines computer malfunC-
tion by running diagnostics.
The worker processes follow-up records.
of patient!s visit...
The yorker prepares a dummy payroll.

The worker computes salesmen's commissions.
.The,worker prepares time cards.
The'worker updates vieekly payroll:time
Cards.
The worker.maintains rec6rds of time
Spent developing new products from

weekly activity tickets. -

The worker processes-status time slips.
The wolker cOmpiles an employee transfer

list from output'cards.
'The worker verifies installment loan
'balances. -"
The worker prepares night deposlts. .

The worker performs audit of. particular
functions in indiiridual departments of

the bank.
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Rank \. Codat

4. 94a

Taide 14 (continued)

Job Task

13,3 . 01.04/.12 . The worker codes tran a tion tax on
,, q-

, tickets. , .

133 .-) 01.05.08 The wo=ker.performs bookkeeping duties .

. of a small bank.
133 01.02%05 The worker records loan payment revers....

Ing entries. .'

133 01.06.06, The worker recorcls monies received for
br sgent-from internal aCcotints.

133 01.06.07 Noe worker adjusts property tax*records
, from 'transfer forms. ..

,

133 01.08.08 The Oorker updates delinquent accounX
lists.-

133 01.08.09 Tlfe wprker,determine extension of
additional c;edit.

133 01.08.10 The worker complies delinquent receips
report from a computer printout.,.amount2
of paper-sold, and ,...ash receipts. .

133 0,1.08.1i tthe worker, verifieS wire reouest.of
amount due a cnstower. 7. ,

133 04.02.17 The worker processes outgoing cash ,
letters in' foreign currenci. :71

133 04.02.12 The worker processes incoming cash
letters from foreign corresondent banks.' -

133 04.02.20 The worker prepares currency.for shi:.ping
orders. - .

133 04.92.25 The worker checks errors for large cor-
;

porations.,.

133 04.02.27 The workee processes.savings certificates
,to be redeemed:

133 04.02.28 The worker prepare:: travelers checks for'
customers. . .

133 06.01.07 The worker punches cards "coded'for school
withdrawal.

133,
.

06.02.06 The worker types cash lettersifor dilecks
dr,awn on bank but casMed elsewhere.

133 06,.03.10 . The worker determines accuracy o2.data
spee4.machine sending 'installation.

133 06.05.64 The worker adjusts errors On computer
0 input tape. .

1

133 06.06.04 The wofker adjusts present computer pro- c

grams. .
.

133 06.06.05 The-worker punches prescribed program
:chansjes for new-computer.

112
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NOULS 2" ,

'Rank Code Job Task
,

. ', -

133 06.0-6:06 .The'worker arrangestim/q'schedu1e for
,

t . , a new computer piogram.
09.03.05 The Worker processes freight bills tor

- payment.

*This final job task represents tl.e firlv, job task,in the

list 8f 150 job taskS.
1

A

SUMMARY OF THE DATA CONCEr;NING TUE.JOB TASKS OF THE
BEf3INNI1 G ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEVING WORKER

A list of 250 job tasksief bec;Irming accounting and

bookkeelpfng.idorkers was pvesented in TO:31e 14. -The list re-
, .

stilted' brom an identification and'syntheSis of the xesearch
. r

pertaining to the,job tasks of those,beginning worker's.,.

t.

Identifieat:on ofthe eseafbh studies,

. A total of 64'stud1es'which pertainii to the poritent

area of high 'School accounting and bookkeeping were identi,' .

fied rbt these 64,studies, 48.were nontaa specific. iTh46.1c
- 3..

nonspecific Studies, are listdd, in Appendix .21 anad.are 'in-

'tended, when combined with the le task sPeCific. studie
.

Allo
.

.
. .

.

.to provide a review of the pontent'area of high school

accounting and'bodkkeeping for the eight years, 1968 to.1975.

A total of 16 stgdies containing.speaffiejob task.

nforma .1.on about beginning accolinting and. bookkeeping.

113
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workers were identified. Xnformation,ifrom.the 16 studies

provided the data for the findings summarized below..

a. .Data about sample size. The data ih the sixteen studies

were collected from .22,848 respondents: 522 in ihe Burton

-study, 8'0 in the Spanswick study, 154 in'the Stelter, study,

663 in the Perkins, Byrd, and Roley study, 10,807"Ln the

Bangs and Hillestad study, 609 in the Ertel study, 1,543 in

-the English and Morsh study, 32 in,the-Honaker study, 131
. .

in the Henrich. study, 1,232 in the NOBELS study,.4.48 in the

Frame study,. 5,555 in the Garza study, 406 in, the Borcher

study,-and 666 in the West stud.y. ,ABesides this total of.
4

22,848 respondents, Gosman reported data in her interim
,

.

repOrt6TroM.48 health institutions, .and thd(Battelle

(
Memorialnstitute collected datadrom 8 businessesaccord-%

in to,its interim report. 0,
,

2. Data about the
1

geo#aphic range of the 16 studies. Two

of the studies, those of Garza and English and NOrsh,

were world-wide studies. Gar,a c011ected from tpe total

i-

Aif Force civilian population in seven acoounting and
-

.finance civil service classificatiOns. English and Morsh

collected data from airmen,in 18 major Air Force coMmands

around the world.-

.
, Four of the studies collected data gn,a national

basis. Barig's and Hillestad from 39 states; Cosman and

Henrich, both f2om a 'national sampling; and NOBELS from four

geograpnic regions in the coun&y.
,
-
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Five-ofkhe studies were state-baSed--Bukton fre.m

,Connecticut;, Perkins, Byrd,'and Raley from Washingon;

Frame from Arizona; West from New York; and Stelter from.
.

rural Minnesota.

-The
.
remaining five studies were of a moke lobal nature--

97

Borcher and Joyner collected-from Columbus Ohio;__Sattelle

Memorial from Grand Rapidl,' Michigan and Columbus, Ohio;

Spanswick from New York and Chicago; Ertel from two counties

.in Washington; and.Honaker from one.county

3. Data about collection methOds." Interviews, question:

naires, and,combinations of these methods were used in the

collection of data. The.job task, inventory concept devel-

Oped by the Air-ForCe and extended by the, Center for Voca-
,

tional and Technical Education at Ohio State wat the pre-
-

.

dominant influenge for collecting data in thg studio's.

The following studies' Used comparable collection

methods; Glrza, English and Morsh, and Borchér and-Joyner

used tlie ,orce job inventory method for'collecting and

class data: Perkins, Byrd and Rofey, Ertel, Burton,

and Frame used A job inventOry method that incorporated

many aspects of Ole Air Force method,- Govman and Henrich

used a job inveistory,method sEiecific fot health institutions.

Spanswick, Steltek, andpionaker used a type of
4

questpnnaire listing the ,traditional kinds'of -bookkeeping

'tasIts, as"did Westr. but the West survey was considerably

- more extensive and multi-faceted." The Battelle Memorial

1
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method was not clearly explained in its interim repo4

,except that interviews were *ed. NOBEL'S designed a major . .

task collection rethod. to lyield most'significant job tasks, A,

and Bangs and Hillestad used a combination of interviews

-ran-dquegtionna.-i-res- -fo- collectfrom -tousinesses , high, schools ,

and colleges.

4: Focus of the studies. The review pf literature PrOved

tha1 the search for data about_apcounting and bookkeeping
'.

must.not be limited.to studies that dpal exclusively rth ;
.

.

, accounting and bookkeeping. Onli -r
\

of the 16.studies dealt

exclusivly with accounting and-bookkeeping. West deatlt.

with'bOokke4ers Spanswick dealt with book-

. .

keepers using tanual,ethods,:and Stelter'e study waS some-

.

t what similar .p.Spanswidkr:s. in the fotup:on. rural'dobs.

Data from:Honalter and Battelle'NemOrial were extremely

'limited, and the 2 SM.r Force studies, though most extensiv

rld, valid, could.nOt be extrapolated to the natiohal popu-
*

t

latibn of beginning. accounting and bookkeeping workers.

'Both of the two data processing studies--Bbreher and

, .

Joyner and Bancjs 'and Hillestadcontained job' task informa;-

tion of value to curricultm planners in accdunting.and book-

keeping. Thp health studies of Gosman and Uenrich, ad well

as Ertel's merchandising stucbi, yielded sbme joL task nfor-

mation about accounting arid bookkeerIng workers in those .

'specificfields.
_

The four clerical office work ,surveys--Burton; Fram9;:

_Perkins, Byrd, and Roley; -and NOBELS--were all clearly
.
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relevant'for the collection,of data about beginning account-.
,r

ing and befokkeeping workers, yielding in most cases more.

\ information about those workers than the studie's t7hat dealt

exclusively Nith beginning 'accounting and bookkeeping.

I

Syntliesizinq the research studies into one list of the job

tasks of tile begihning accountth4 and bookkeeping worker

The number of research studies was reduced from 16

pp 12.' Attempts to,locate-criteria and/or a rating .index

to 66sign weight in combining the,job task lists prepared

from the 12 research studies were unsuccessful, as were a

series of attempts to combine the data,.',

. The NOBELS study was selecas representatiVe of
, 6

the job tasks performed by the national population of

beginning accounting and bookkeeping workers. !TWselection

Was,based on the origin and products' of NOBELS.

alijob task list from NOBELS. The list of 150 job tasks

of the beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker pre-Dented

in Table 14 was selected from the 37 task stat&ments per-

taining to office Workers that was one of the products of

NOBELS. The 150 job tasks were ranked by frequency of task

sheet representation. Table 13 ddentified the source in

NOBELS of the 150 abcounting and.bookkeeping job tasks.

Findings concerning the 150 job tasks of the accounting and

bookkeeping werker'included:

1. The first 18-job tasks on the list accounted.for

approximately 50'percent of the 1,851 task.sheets represented.'

The 18 tasks Consistec-lof '6 tasks from. the Electronic Data-
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Processing category, 4 from Miscellaneous Specific Tasks, 2

from Inventories, 2 from sale and Accounts Receivable, 2
-

from Purchases. and AcCounts Payable, 1 from Financial_

St empri',.s, and 1 from Payroll.

2. The first 39 job tasks son-the.lidt accounted

for approximately 75-percent of the 3c851 task sheets re-'

"presented. The 39 taskd consisted of 9 from the Electronic

Data'Processing category, 6 froM:Sales and AcCounts

Receivable, 6.fAm Miscellaneous Specific Tasks, 5 from

Cash ReceiRts and Cash Disbursements, 4 from Inventories,

frot, Payroll, 2 from Purchases and Accounts PayaVle, 2

from Financial Statements, 1 from General Journal and
-

General Ledger.

The mean age of the wOrkers reporting
b
the jop

tasks on the list wps(21.1.

3
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Chapter 3

WHAT JOB TASKS ARE' INCLUDED IN THE CONVENTIONAL HIGH
SCHOOL ACCOUNTING.AND BOOKKEEPING CURRICULUM?

An assumption

ventional high gehbol

was determid by the

discusses .1..1...2methods

question posed in Sits

was made in this study that the con-

accounting and bookkeeping curriculum

textbooks uped in class.1 Chaptq 3

Ind procedures used to answer, the

title. The chaptei identifies the:

/
textbooks most,:commonly used in the conventional account-

.,

,ing and bookkeeping curriculum, analyzesithos(etextbooks to-

find,what job tasks ate Included in them, and'synthesizes

tilejobitask lists from each-textbook into'onc list..

.TEXTBOOKS MOST COMMONLY USED IN T4E,CONVENTIONAL HIGH
SCHOOL ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING CURRICULUM

-Two textbooks puhlishd by the South=Western

Publishing,Companyi Century 21 Accunting, First-Year

Course, and Clerical Record teeping, Course 1; 3d ed.,

Were i,deritified as Tepresentative or' national instruction

or in the conventional-high school abcounting and bookkeeoing

curriculum. The identification Of those two textbooks

resulted from a three-step procedure: (1) a literature'

'Refer o.Chaptex t2 1, p. 4.

.4_01
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search, (2) compilation of a list ofAaccounting, bookkeep-

ing, and recordkeeping textb, and (I) application of sales

and enrollment figures against that list. 4

The literature search

The best-method for identifyingwnd-ranking the
;

textbooks used in the high school accounting and bookke-eping

curriculum would be aic actual count,of the kinds and numbers

of. textbooks used across the nation. Ihe review of the

literature, as outlined in Chapter'2, showed that no

research was available that could yield that count.

Comnilation of a 'list oftextboohs

An examination of publisher listings yielded a list

of eight high .school accounting, bookkeePing, and record-

keeping textbooks of three major publishers. Vie list of

eight textbooks agreed with the list of the-eight textbooks-

used in the West study,2 except for differencesA.n edition

,dates.3 The two businesses education membr..,:rs of the

4 2Leonard J. West, Survey of Entry-Level Bookkeeping
Activities in RelatiOn to the Hici.h. School Bookkeeping
Curriculum, Research Report 73-1 (New. _York: City University

of New York,-Institute for Research an'a El?aluation in Oc-
cupational Education, 1973) p. 199. N_

A

-3West appears to have. used those.editions most
currently available at the date of his research, except that
he used the 2d edition .of Clerical.Record Keeping, Course 1

dated 1965 instead of the 3d edition ditZaf571,-anaEhe
23d edition of 20th Century Bookkeeping and Accounting, First-

Year Course iniEE75.1a of the 1st edition of Centurf-171 Accbunt-

ing..,'First Year Course dated 1972.
. .
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research advisory committee, Dr. Arthur Allee and Dr.

Kenneth Brown, agreed that the list represented the text-
,.

books most commonly used.

The textbooks re:

1: Baron, H. and S. C. Steinfeld, Clerical &ccrd
Keeping, Course 1, 3d ed.- Cincinnati: Souto-
Western, 1971.

2. Baron, H. and S.,C. S'teinfeld, Clerical Record
Krping, Course 11e*Cincinnati: South-Western
1 /0.

3. Boynton, L. D., R. M. Swanson, P. A. Carlson,
and H. L. Forkner, Century 21 Accounting, First-
Year Course. Cincinnati: South-Western, 1972. .

4. Boynton, L. D., R. M. Swanson, P. A. Carlson,
and I. L. Forkrier, Century 21 Accounting, P.dvanced
Courss. 'Cincinnati: South-Western, 1974.

,5. Huffman, H., J. R.-Stewart, and E. 'Schneider,
, General .Rcoidkeeping, 6th ed. New York: Gregg
DiviTIZA., cGraw-Hill, 1971.

6. Freeman., M. H., J. M. Hanna, and.G.. Kahn,
Accounting 10/12,', 2d ed. New. York: Gregg .

Division, McGrawtHill, 1973,

7. Hanna, J. H. and G. Kahn,,GrEgq Accounttng,
AdVanced'CoUrse, 2d dd. New York: Gregg Divisionl
McGraw-Hill, 1969.

8. Janis, A. and M. Milder, Fundamentals of Modern.
Bookkeeping (First Course). New Yop: Pitman,
1965.

Separate textbooks in data processing or computers

'were not -i.ncluded on the list as the accounting texts

provided"substantial coverage in those areas.

Only the most current edition of each of the eight

textbooks was included on the list even though some older

editions mightstill be in use. Although publishers
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usually revise acqounting and.recordkeeping textboOks on a

,five-Year cycle, some schools will use a singie edition for

as long' As ten or twelve years. To determine whether some'

of'the older editions of the eight textbooks'should be

added to the list, two sets of comparisons were-made.be-

tween currentand older editions..

1. A comparisdn of .two editions of South-Western's 2irst

year accounting te?ctbook, Century 21 Accounting, First-Year

Course, and 20th Century Bookkeeping and Accounting, First-

Year Course, 23d ed. A page-by-page comparison' between the;

two editions showed that page coverage' of tdpics in:the

current edition was approximately 15 percent different than

the earlier. editiOn. Data processing coverage had'incredsed

approximately 5.5 percent, special journal treatment had

decreased approximately 6 percent, and the treatment of

miscellaneous entries had decreased approximately 3.5 per-

6ent. As those changes matched the changes taking place in

the business world, according to.tRe -NOBELS job task list,

the older South-Western edition was not added to the list.

2. A comparison of two editim2E-of Grogg's first year

aecountina t:extbooks, Accounting40/12, 2d ed., and Account-

ing 10/12.-A page-by-page comparis6n between these two .

editions showed that the current edition was approximatelY

13 percent differVt in page coverage of topics than-the

earlier edition. Payroll covcrag& had increased approxi-

mately 2 percent, cycle emphasis had increased approximately

1.2 2
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1.percent, data processing had increased approximately 3

percent, accounts receivable-increased approximately 1

percent, clo4ing activities had decreased approximately 2

percent, and the treatment of notes had decreased about

4 percent. As these changes were relatively minor, the

older Gregg edition was not added.to the list.

Application of enrollment and sales figures againstthe list

Enrollment figures showed that one year o'f. book-

keeping instruction predominated in high schools across

the,nation. Public secondary statistics for 1972-19734,

showed a total of 576,781 students enrolled in first year

bookkeeping and accounting, and 64,611"students enrolled

in bookkeeping II, III, or IV. As 90 percent of total

enrollment.was in the first-year'course, the two tetboOks

dealing with advanced course -in bookkeeping werc dropped

from the list of eight textbooks, reducin'g the total to

six.

Three major publishers were represented in 'the list

of textbooks: South-Western, Greggtivision of MeGraw-Hill,-

and Pitman, ,Sales informat4on yielded'through correspon-
,

dence indicated that South-Western sold slightly over 90

percent of the bookkeeping.textbooks and 75 percent of the

4Logan Osterndorf, -Summary cif Offerinu,and Enroll-
mentS in Public Sedondary Schools, 1972-73, Nat3r,na1 Center

for Educational Statistics, Eulletin NCES 76-15( , ;Washington:

U. S. Government Printing Office, 1975), Tab;le A, pp. 15-16.
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,

recordkeeping textbooks used,in the United States.5 This

information resulted in the.further reduction of the text-

I.book list from six textbook to three with the removal of
7 L - .

the two remaining Gregg,and the'one Pitman texts.

Cengus figures for 1972-73 showed a total of 739,625

studentg" enrolled in Accounting, BoCkkeeping I,'and Record-

. keeping. Of this tCtar, 162,844 were enrolled in Record-

keeping (Osterndorf, pp. 15-16), or a rough ratio of one
a A

recordkeeping student to every five accounting and bookkeep-

ing students./,,As South-Western claimed 75 percent of the

recordkeeping texts comprising only 20 percent of the total

textbooks impacting the curriculum, the Gregg recordkeeping,

text) General Recordkeeping, 6th ed., was eliminated from
f

1the textbook list.
ob.

To further substantiate the removal of the Gregg

textbooks from the list representing the conventional high

,school accounting and bookkeeping Curriculum, a comparison ,

was made of South-WeStern's first..year accounting textbook,

Century 21 Accounting, and Gregg's first-year.accounting

textbook, Accounting 10/12, 2d ed. A page-by-page can-

parison betC,Teen the, two books showed that South-WeS.tern

gave 11,percent, more total.page coverage to additional prob-

leths, 9 percenemore coverage to p&tnerships and corpora-

tions,-,and 6 percent more coverage to the basic elements of

5Based on personal communications with Mr. C.,F.
Templeman, Assistant Vice-President, South-Western Publish-
ing'Co., November 13, 1975 and Decembere,29, 1975.
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bookkeeping. Gregg gave 4 percent more page coverage to

special journals and 14 perce more coverage to.data pro-

cessing. Differences in tretment oi other topics were

, Minor. Order of presen ation of topics was not wnsiOered.
L_

The twO-textboOks were imilar enotgh in Content so that

removal of the Gregg textbook would,not negate the identi-

, fication of the South-Western textbook as representative

of what is being taught nationally in the conventional

high school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum.

The list of textbooks had now been reduced to

three; all published by .South-Western: Century 21 Account-

ing, First-Year Cotrse, Clerical Record Keepinfng,'Course 1,

3d ed., and Clericalcord_I222ing, Course 11. No sepa-

rate national enrollment figvres for second-year record-

keeping courses.were available; indicating that enrollment

in second-year recordkeeping courses was not substantial.

For that reason, the textb_ook.for a second course in record-:i.f

keeping was dropped from the list'of textbooks.

Of the two textbooks remaining on the list, considera-

tion was given to the possible deletion of the recordkceping
, .

text. Enrollment figures (Osterndorf, pp. 15-16) showed a'

total of 162,844 students in 1972-1973 recordkeeping courses,
.0

a ratio of one student to every five taking.accoUnting,

bookkeeping, and recordkeeping courses. To discover whether

the recordkeeping text was substantially,different from'the
0

bookkeeping text comparison was rdade between two
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South-Western textbooks,'Clerical Record Keeping, Course 1,

3d ed.) and Century'21 Accounting, First-Year Course. A

page-by-page comparison showed substantial differences.be-

tween the two texts, with only 46 percent of the total page

coverage being similar. For tiiis reason the recordkeeping

text remained on the textbook list.

Summary. Of the Initial list of eight textbooks origina'lly

compiledi only two were identifieTas representative of

national instr,uction in the conventional high school

abcountingland bookkeeping curriculum. Both textbooks were

published by South-Western, century 21'Accounting, First-

Year Course, ahd clerical Record Keeing, Course 1,-34 ed:.

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF THE TWO TEXTBOOKS MOST -COMMONLY

USED IN THE- CONVENTIONAL HIGH, SCHOOL ACCOUNTING
AND BOOKKEEPING CURRICULUM

Analysis of thb two textbooks proceeded aloit the

lines of content analysis suggested by Berelson6 and Halsti.7

Both Berelson and Holsti sdggested a four-step procedure to

use in'analyzing the content of texbooks:
,

Step 1. -Define the Universe of content to be
analyzed.

6Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communicatin:
Rescarch (Clencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1952).1,

701e ho3sti, Coni.ent Analysis for, the SoCial
Sciences and,-Humanities (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-

Wesley, 1,969). .
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Step 2.. Partition the universe intro categories.

Step 3. Select appropriate units of-analysis.

Step 4. Quantify through counting, ranking, or
rating.

.
Step 1 had be n cOmpleted.through the identification

'of the.tiab textboOks.rs rePresentative of national high

schOol .instruction. RStep 2 coneisted of preparing a list of

ten categoriesto be/used for=sbrting the job tasks. The

150 job tasks of beginning accounting and bookkeeping workers

presented,in Chapter 2 Were sorted into the ten categories.

In Step 3, the 150 job tasks were used as unitsl.or

analyzing the content of the two textbooks. The quantifi-

cation in Step 4 consisted of measuring the amount of space,

in inches assigned to each of the job tasks represented in

the textbooks. The volume Of space for each job task.waS .

Ithen accuMulated and totaled, and the list of jobtasks

was ranked l'ith the job task having the largest volume of

space in the textbookkranked as number 1 and the job task

haVing the least volume of space ranked last.

Partitioning the textbooks into categori7es

A group of ten categories was'-used to partition the

textbook content. Each of the ten)patfpries represented

the accounting and bookkeeping adivities associatedwith

the content of that category, The ten categories with-
,

descriptions of their content were:
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Category l, Sales and Accounts ReceivablA.
Includes sales journal,-accounts receivable
ledger, controlling accounts receivable, aging
accounts receivable, valliation of accounts receiv-
able, schedule" of accountt receivable, credit .

selling, SaleS i:-:voicess=statements of accounts
reCeivable, sales taxes.

diltegory 2. Purchases and Accounts'Payable.
Includes vouCher register, purchases journal,
_accounts payable ledger, contraling accounts pay-
able schedule of accounts payable, credit buying,
purchases invoices, freight, Aiscountl vouchért:

Category 3. Cash Receipts and Cash Disbursements.
Incluazscash journals, cash registers receiving or
disbursing cash or,checks, entries for discounting°
notes, checkbook, bank statement reconciliation,
petty caih, proving or controlling cash.

Category 4._ Payroll. Includes all calculations,
xccords, "tax returns, and reports relating to pay-
roll.

s.

-

Category 5.t. Inventories. InclUdes: inventory records,
inventory counts, cost records, production reporting.

Category 6. Electronic Data Processing; Includes
coding, comparing, correcting,°processsinn and °

programming.

.Category 7.. Genere.1 Journal and General Ledger.
Includesgeneral journal entries, posting, general
ledger, Adjusting, closing,:Correcting and .reveri-
ing entribs, baldncing and ruling, chart ot
accountsj and transaction analysis into'debits and
credits: '

Cate$ory 8. ,Fimincial'Statementh. Includes trial
balance, worksheet, balance shec,tt, the accounting
equation as it relates to the balance sheet, income
statement,' statement of capital, miscel;aneous.
financial ,statements and schediaes, tax returns
Othe'r than payroll and sales taxes.

Catecfory 9. MiScellaneouS Specific Tasks..-Includes
specifiC taskscnot,included elsewhere, recording
(not analyzing)-Jcombination journal entries,
calculating interest on notes, seleCting depreciation
mbthods, calculating gain or loss on sale of fixed,
asseiis, calculating partnership distributions. ,\
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Category 10. Miseellanedus Generalized Tasks.
Includes the nature of bUsiness, types of'business
organization, the accounting cycle, business terms
outside of categories 1-9.

The 150 jdip tasks of beginning accounting and book-
,

keeping workers presented 'in Chapter 2, Table 14, were

selected as appropriate units to, analyze the two textbooks.

Table-15 shows the transition of,the 150 job tasks from
,a

.
VOBEI.c1assificat2.ons into' the ten categories used for

textbook, analysis. Table 16 shows the total number of jo

tasks sorted,into each of the'ten eategbries used for text-

book analysis. Appendix B contains a list of the ten
tt.

categories used to partitiOn the textbooks, the job tasks
1

included in.each categoryf explanations to clarifY the job,

task statements, ancl the number of task sheets representing

eachjob,task.
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/ Table 15

Sorting the 150 Job'sTasks of the Beginning5Accounting
.and Bookkeeping Worker into the Ten Categories Used

for the 'i'extbook AnalySis .
NOBELS Classification

No:-

of Job
Tasks

.7...

Sorted for
Textbook Category.

Analysis
, 7

01. Numerical Clerical
Records

76 26-Category 1
2-Category 2
21-Category 3
11-Cagegory 4
8-Category-5
1-Category 6
1-Category 7
2-Category 8
4-Category 9

02. Client Related
Services 22 3-Category -1'

9-Category 3
19-,Category 9

06. Electronic Data Pro-
cessing. 33 35-Category 6

08. Sales 5 5-Category 1

09.- Inventory,7 S,hipping,
Receiving 9 1-Category 1

4-Category 2
4-Category 5

10. Purchasing
.

/ 1-Category 5,
..

11. Productioh 2 '2-Category 5

Total '150- 1 0

Cl
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Table 16

The 150 Job Tasks of the Beginning Accounting and
BookkeePing Worker Sorted into -Lle Ten Categories

Used for the Textbook Analysis

113

Category
No. No. of

of Job Task
Tasks Sheets

1.

2.

Sales and Accounts
Receivable -
Purchases and Accounts
Paliable

35

6

420

131

3. Cash Receipts and Cash
Disbursements 30 268

4. Payroll ,
11 140

,5. Inventories 15 238

6. Electronic Data Processing 36 406

7. General Journal and General
Ledger 1 18

8. Financial Statements 2 54

9. Miscellaneous Specific Tasks 14 176

10. Misgellaneous General Tasks '0 0

, Total 150 1,851

Analyzing and quantifying the content of the textbooks

The two textbooks were then analyzed page by pzge

to determine how much space had been allotted to each job

task. The analysis of both textbooks sharediAlese common

features:

1. Only numbered text page's were analyzed. The
frontispiece, table of contents, end index were
omitted. /

2. Illustrations were analyzed except where noted
otherwise.

Y. As both texts used proportional type varying
from 15.to 19 characters per linear rnch and occupy-
ing 6 lines per vertical inchl.the space require-
ments of type in both books were considered similar.
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4. The coding system used in analysis of the text-
books retained the original NOBEtS code for each
jobstask preceded by the 'textbook analysis category
number, e.g., job task 01.03.01, the worker prepares
payroll, hddbeen classified into textbook category
4-Payroll. In the textbook analysis thiS job tagk
would be.coded as 4.01.03.01.

5. The length of each textbook page in.both books
was 8 inches.

6. Much of-the textbook content lacked specificity.
Analysis of the content followed the following list
of choices in descending order

a. content covering a specific job ask
b. content covering a specific category
c, content falling into category 9--miscellaneous
specific tasks not included in other categories
d. ccntent falling intp category 10--general,
non taskspecific information

The analysis of Century 21 Accountirg, First-Year

Course had these special features:

1. A.total of 701,pages were analyzed. The book.
had a total of 736 pages, plus 10 unnumbered trans-
vision pages which contained job task information.
A total of 45 pages were not analyzed, 42 of which
referred to sets or projects, and 3 which were
,illustrations which could'not be analyzed.

2. The width of the printed line ,on each page was .

4.5 inches wide. Top and bottom margins varied
considerably from a total of .5 to*.875 inches.
Side margins varieW from 1-2 inches with many
illustrations and notes extending into the side
margins. Considering these.variations, the number .

of square inches on each page was considered to be
36 square inches (4.5 inches by 8 inci:les). The ,ptal
701 pages by 36 square inches = ,25,236 square inches
of text content minuc_212.38 square inches of un-
used space left blank at the end of chapters, or a
final total of 25;023.G2 squaresinches df space in
this textbook.

3. The textbbok was'marked _and measured for each
job task-and.accumulated by inches on worksheets.
The accumulation of inches for each job task was
totaled The accumulation of inches.for each .

category was also totaled,

4
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The analysis of Clerical Recbrd Keeping, Course 1,

3d ed., had these special features:

1.- A tota1.4of 625 pages was analyzed. The book had
a total of 626 pages, oneepage illustrAing a multi--

.

plication matrix was not analyzed.

2. The width of the printed line on each 15hge was

4.625 inches.. Top and bottom margins totaled about
1.375 of an inch. Side margins were uniform. As

the top and bottom margins were about inch more
than those in the Century 21 Accounting, First-Year
Course, the lenth of each page was considered tcOpe
775 -IFIches rather than 8. The number of square
inches on each page was considered to be 34.6875
square inches (4.625 by7.5 inches). The total 625
pages by 34.6875 square inches = 21,679.68 squake
inches of text content minus 534.53 square inches of
.unused space left blank at the end-of chapters, ora
final total of 21,145.15:square inches of space it

-this textbook.

3. The textbook was marked and measured for each
job task and ac'eumulated by fractions of pages on
worksheets. The accumulation of pages for'each job
task was totaled and converted into square inches
(number of pages by 346875). The accumulation of
inches for each.category was also totaled.

The content analysit of each textbook yielded a list

o; the amount of space given to each job'task. The job

tasks of the beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker

were then listed and ranked actording to the amount of

space allotted to each job task. Table 17 presents a ranked -*

list of the job tasks Included in Century 21, Accounting,

First-Year Course. Table 18 presents a ranked list of ,the

) job tasks included in Clerical 'Record Keeping, Course 1,

3d ed.
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Table 17

Job Task's Included in Century 21'Abcounting,
First-Year Course.

116

Rank. Code
Total
Square-
InChes*

1. 4.01.03.01 '864
2. 3.01.05.03 520.86

3. -3.01.04.02 518.03

4. 3.01.09.02 462.25

5. 3.01.05.02 433.87

6. 6.06.06.01 421.87

7. 6.06.05.03 383.50
.

ii. 1.01.01.02 375.75

9. 2.01.02.02 338,.62

10. 1.01.0143 285.75

11. 6.06.04.01 271.12

12. 3.01.05.06 262.13

13. 3.01.09.03 - 212.6

14. 3.01.02.03 193.06

15. 2.01.02.01 150.75

16. 6.06.03.06 139.5

.Job Task

The worker prepares payroll:
The worker records payments
rece, ived.
The worker verifies totals of
cancelled checks, computer
tapes, and tellers' balance
sheets.
The worker prepares disburse,-
ments of funds.
The worker receives payments
over the counter..
The vorker writes computer
programs.
The worker operates optical
scanning eguipment,to convert
printed data into punchea.data.
The worker records accounts
receivable from'such documents'
.as salesmen's orders, cash
-receipts, andlinvoices.
The worker records acciAints
payable. .

The worker prepares ,bi*ings of
Sales.
The worker codes forms such as
purchaseorders, invoices, and
applications for keypunching.
The worker prepares reconcilia-
tion of bank accounts.
The worker prePares disburse-
ment of petty cash funds.
The worker prepares paymen6
from documents such as invoices,
bills', and vouchers.
The worker computes accounts
1:eyab1efrom source documdnts.
The worker operates electronic_
computer and peripheral equip- .

ment.
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Table 17 (continued)

Rank Code
Total
Square
Inches*

Job Task

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.5

25.5

27.

23.

29.

30.
31.

6.06.05.01 132.75 Theorker operates unit-recórd
equipment such aS the sorter
reproducer, collator, and in-
terpreter.
The worker compiLes payroll
reports from payroll sheets,
time sheets, joh cards, and
printouts.
The worker punches carda from
"source documents such as in-
voices, orders, time cards, and
instructions.
Zhe worker records payroll in-
formation.
The 'w6rker issues a claim or ad-
justment against the carrier/
supplier for damaged/short/over-
shipments.
-The worker maintains suppiies
and stock inventory.
The worker processes credit
metorandums
The worker prepares the.bank
deposit from cash receipts.
The worker types invoices frOm
such.documents as sales tickets,
contracts, and receiving reports.
The worker prepares statements .

from patients' accOunts and
charge slips.
The worker operates a keytape
machine'punching magnetic tape.
The worker places magnetic tape
on a,computer tape.drive.
The worker prepares punched'
cards for computer run.
The worker pperates a verifier.
The_ worker verifies manually'
prepared totals.

-

4.01.03.04 95.62

6-.06.01.0r 93.38

4.01.03.02 85.5

2.09.03.03 76.5

.

5.10.00.01 73.5

1.01.08.05 69.75

3.01.05.01 67.5

1.01.01.01 47.25

1.01.01.08 47.25

7.66.01.03 39.38.

6.06.03.03 25.87

6.06.03.08 24.75

6.06.01.02 15.75
6.01.03.05 18
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Table 17 (continued)

Rank
Total

Code Square
Inches*,

Job Task

32. 6.06.03.04 12.38

Li--
33.5 6.06.06.02 9

33.5 3.01.04,.03 9

The worker 'prepares weekly pay-
roll from payroll tapes.
The worker checks computer pro-
grams.
The worker verifies cash re-
ceipts for deposit.

*The toral square inches covered by all 34 job tasks amounts
to-\6.1776.59 square inches.

11.

136.
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Table 18

Job TaskseIncluded in Clerical Record .

Keeping, Course-1, 3d ed.

Total
Square
Inches*

Job Task t

1. 4.01.03.01 3110.08
2. 3.01.09.02 1806.84

3. 3.01.05.03 .1464.68

4. 3.01.05.02 1123.98

5. 1.01.01.03 1083.64
.J

6. 3.01.09.03 948-36

7. 1.01.01.08 832.50

8. 5.09.01.02 731.21

9. 1.01.01:02 682.30

10. 1.01.08.05 , 621.95

11. 615.70

12.5 2.01.02.02 562.34

12.5 5.10.00.01 562.34

14. 3.01.05.06 520.35

15. 3.01.05.01 484.03

16. 3.01.Q4.02 421.80

I

The worker prepares payroll.
The worker prepares'disburse-
ment of funds.'
The worker records payments
received.
The worker.receives payments
over the counter.
The worker prepares billings
of sales:
The worker prepares dlisburse-
ments of petty cash funds.
The worker prepares statements
from patients' accounts and
charge slips.
The worker updates inventery
records from-office supply in-
v-ntory documents.
The worker records accounts
receivable from such documents
as salesmen's orders, cash
receipts, and inVoices.
The worker processes credit
memorandums.
The yorker types invoices from
such documents as sales tickets,
contracts, and receiving reports.
The worker records accounts
payables.
The worker,,maintainsrsupplies
and stec< inventory.
The worker prepares reconci-
liation of bank accounts.
The worker prepares the bank
deposit from cash receipts.
The worker verifies totals of
cancelled checks, Computer
tapes, and tellers' balance
sheets..
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Table 18 (continued)

Total

Rank Code ,SqUare
Inches*

Job.:Task

17. 4.01.03.02 335.43 The worker records payroll in-
,

formation.

18. 2.01.02.01 242.81 *The worker computes accounts
payable,lromsource documents.

19. 5.01.07402 225.47 The wbik!er prepares bids and
cost estimates of products and

services.

20. 4.01.03.04 115.86 -The worker compiles payroll
reports from payroll sheets,

time sheets, jorards, and
,printouts.

*The total square inches covered by.all 20 job tasks amounts

to 16 511.67 square inches.

SYNTHESIZING ThE JOB TASK LISTS FROM TWO TEXTBOOKS INTO

ONE.LIST OF THE JOB TASKS INCLUDED IN THE CONVENTIONAL

HIGH SCHOOL ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING CURRICULUM

'The job task lists from the two textbooks were

synthesized 'on the basis of the enrollment figures merOioned

earliei in this chapter (Osterndorf, 1975). The rough ratio

of one recordkeeping student to every five bookkeeping and

acCounting students provided the basis-7fbi;s3;nthesizing the

two job task lists. Ce total square inches for each job

task on the list fram,the ii.nalysis of Century 21 Accounting,

First-Year Course were multiplied by five ai:d then-added to
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the total square inches for each job task on the list from'

the analysis of Clerical Reco4d Keeping, Course 1.8 The

.synthesized list was then ranked according to the amount of

space allotted to each job task, with the job task occupying

the largest total amount of space ranked as 1. The presenta-

tion of the list of job tasks included in the conventional

high,school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum follows in

Table 19. .3

86,776.59 sq. in. from Centur)i 21 Accounting, First-
Year Course, multiplied by 51, and added to 16,511.67 square.
inches front Clerical,Record Keeping, Course 1, totaled
50,394.62, the weighted total of square.inches applying to
specific job tasks in the combined textbooks. 25,023.65
square inches from CentuiLy 21, Accounting, First-7Year Course,
multiplied by 5 and added to 21,145.15 square inches from
Clerical Record Keeping, Course 1,totaled 146;263.4 square
incfiZi7-tHe weighted total.applying to the total content of

the combified textbooks.
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Table 19

Job Tasks Included in the Conventional High School
Accounting and Bookkeeping Curriculum

122

Rank Code Job Task

1. 4.01.03.01
2. .0. 3.01.09.-02
3. 3.01.05.03
4. 3.01.05.02'

5. 3.01.04.02

6. 1.C1.01.02

7.
8.

9,
10.

1.01.01.03
2.C1.02.02
6.06.06.01
3.01.09.03

11. 6.06.05.03

12. 3.01.05.66

13. 6.06.04.01

14. 1.01.01.08

15.

16.
17.

2.01.02.01

1.01.08.05
3.01.02.03

18. 5.10.00.01

19. 1.01.01.01

20.
21.
22.

3.01.05.01
4.01.03.02
5.09.01.02

The worker prepares payrolls.
The worker prepares disbursement-of funds
The worker records paymen,ts received.
The worker receives payments over the
counter.
The Worker verifies totals of cancelled
checks,computer tapes, and tellers'
balance sheets.
The worker records accounts receivable
from such documents as salesmen's orders,
cash receipts, and invoices.
The worker prepares billings of sales.
The worker record:: accounts payables.
The worker writes computer programs.
The-worker prepares disbursement of petty ,

cash funds.
The worker operates optical scanning
equipment to convert-printed data to
punched data.
The worker prepares reconciliation of
bank accounts.
The worker codes forms such as purchase
orders, invoices, and applications for.
keypunching.
The worker prepares statements from
patients' accounts and chargd`glips.
The worker computes accounts payable from
source documents.
The worker groeesses credit memorandums.
The worker prepares payments from docu-
ments such as invoices, bills, and
vouchers.,..
The worker maintains supplies and stock
inventory.
The worker types invoices frbm such
documents as sales tickets; cont.:acts,
and receiving reports-.
The worker prepares the bank deposit.
The worker records payroll information.
The worker updates inventory records
from office supply inventory documents.
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'Table 19 ( ontinued)
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Rank Code

2. -6.06.03.0,6

24. 6.06.05.01

. t`

25. 4.01:03.04

Job. Task

6.

27.

28.
,

4'29.

,

6.06.01.01

2.09.03.,03
6
.,.,

5.01.07.02

6.06.01.03

30. 6.06.03.03

631.. 6.06.03.09

32. 6;01.03.05
33. -6:06.01.02
34. 6.06.03.04'

35.5 6.06.06.02-
3.5 3.01.04.93

The worker .operates electronic computer
and peripheral equipment.
The worker operates unit-record equipment
such as'the-sOrter, reproducer, collator,

and interpreter. .

The 'Worker coMpiles payroll repoiS from
payroll sheets, time sheets, job cards,

arid priritouts:
The worker punthes cards from sOurce
doCuments such as invoices, orders,-time
cards, and instructions.
The worker.issuesr,-a claim or an adjust-
ment against the carrier/supplier for

, damaged/ihort/overshipments.
the worker prepares'bids and cost
estimates of products and serVices. #

The worker oPerates a keytape machine
punching magnetic tape.
The Worker places magnetic tape on a
computer tape drive.
The worker Orepares pinched cards for

.
.

computer run.
The worker punChes payroll dat-.

,
The woiket operates a verifiers
The worker prepares w '-kly payrotl from

, .

payroll tapes.:
The worker cheeks.com uter programs..
The worker verifies ca receiptsfor
dePosit.

SUMMARY OF THE DATA ABOUT THE JOB TASKS INCLUDEDIN
THE CONVENTIONAL HIGH SCHOOL ACC iTING

-AND.BOOKKEEPING CURRICUL 1

A list of 36 job tasks included in the conventional

high school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum was pee-

senteel in Table 19. Based on the assumption that textbooks

3 141
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determine the high school accounting and bookkeeping curric-

ulum, the list.resulted from an identification, content an-

alysis, and synthesis of textbooks.

-t TWo South-Westerh Publishing Company,textbooks,.

Century 21 Accounting, Pirst-Year Courie, and Clerical

Record Keeping, Course 1, 3d, ed., were identified as repre-
,

sentative of national instruction. Sales figures, enrollment

4igures, and comparisons' made between textbooks established
0

;tha't. identification.

Content'analysis of the textbooks

The 150 job tasks of beginning accounting and book-

keeping workers were used as units to analyze the contentS

of the two selected textbooks.

The findings from the analysis of Century 21 Account-

inq, First-Year Course:

1. Table 17 presented a ranked, list of the 34

specific job tasks found in this text. Of the 150 job tasks

used as units.of analysis, 116 could not be specifically

identified in the text.

2. The total number of square inches covered by the_

34 job tasks listed in Table 17 amounted to 6,776.59 square

inches or 27 percent of the, total amount of 25,043.65 square

inches of space-analyzed.in the text. See Table 20 for the

details supporting this statement.
1
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3. The total number of square inches covered by

information specific ,only :to the extent that it'could be

identified as fitting into a category amounted, to 18,247.06

square inches or 73 percent of the tothl amount Of 25,023.65

square inches of space analyzed in the text. See Table 20

for the details supporting this statement,

4.p The first 7 job tasks on the list of 34 fob

tasks in Table 17 accounted for apProximately 50 percent

.of the-total 6,776.59 square inches covered by the 34 tasks,

Of these 7 taskS, four were in.the.Cash Receipts and Cash

Disbursements category, 2 in Electronic. Data ProceSsing; ard '

i in Payroll.

5. The first 12 job tasks on the list of 34 job'

tasks in Table 17 accounted for approximately 75 percent of 1

the total 6,776.59 square inches covered by the 34 tasks.

Of these 12 taskS, 5 were in the,Cash Receipts and Cash

Disbursements category, 3 in Electronic Data Processing, 2

in Sales and Accounts Receivable, 1 in Payro11 8,- and 1 in

Financial Statements.
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Table:20

Content Analysis of the Ten Categories Used.to Analyze
Century 21 ACcounting, First-Year Course

Category'
0

Rank

Total
Square
Inches

Total ST.
Inches for
Specific Job

Tasks
0

Total Sq.
Inches for
General

Information

* 1. 5 1,827.56 825.75 1,001.81
8 989.72 565.87 423.85

3. 3 I 3,562.11 2,680.10 . 882.01
4. 6 1,532.99 1,045.12 487.87
5. 10 81.37 73.50 7.87

. 6, 4 24539.50 1,586.25 953.25
7. 1 7,088.56 -- 7,088.56
8. 2 5,064.82 -_ 5,064.56

7 1,518.02 __ 1,518.02
10. 9 819400 -- 819.00

25,0 3.65 6,776.59 18,247.06
\

100% 27%. 73%

*Read line 1 as follows: Category 1 occupied the fifth
largest amount of space in the text. Of the total 1,827.56
square inches occupied, 825.75 square inches applied to
specific job tasks, 1,001.81 square inches can only be
identified as applying to this category.

The findings from the analysis of Clerical Record

Xeeping, Cuurse 1, 3d ed.:

1. Table 18 presented a ranked list of.the 20

specific_job tasks found in .thiS text. Of the 150 job tasks

used ct ut:, of analysis,130' could not be specifically

identified.

, 2. Thb total number of square inchet.: covered by the

20 specific job tasks in Table 18 amounted to 16,511.67

square inches dr 78 percent 'of the 21,145.15 square inches
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of space analyzed in the text. "See Table 21 for the details

supporting this statement.

3. The total number of square inches covered by

'
information specific only,to the extent that it could be

identified as fitting into a category &mounted to 4,633.48

square inches or 22 percent of the 21,145.15 square inches

of space analyzed in the text. See Table 21 for the details

supporting this statement.

4. The first 5 job tasks on the list of 20 job

tasks accounted for approximately 50 percent of the total

16,511.67 square inches covered by the 20 tasks. Of these

5 job tasks, 3 were in the Cash Receipts and Cash Disburse-

ments category, I was in Payroll, and I was in Sales and

. Accounts Receivable.

5. The Cirst 10 job tasks on thc list (4,20 job

.
tasks accounted for approxintely 75 percent of the total

.16,511.67 square inches covered by the 20 tasks. Of these

10.tasks, four were in the Cash ReceiptS and Cash Disburse-

ments category, 4 in Saleg and Accounts Receivable, 1 in

InventOries and 1 in Payroll.
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Table 21

Content Analysis of the Ten Categories Used to Analyze
Clerical Record Keepirai_SourEel, 3d ed.

Category Rank

Total
Square
Inches

Total Sq.-
Inches for

'Specific Joh
-Tasks

Total Sq.
Inches for
General

Information

* 1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

2
7

1
3

5

-
6

8

4 ,

9

4,237.15
832.49

6,963.94
3,742.19
1,529.02

--
902.50
386.77

2,31G.02
335.07

.

3,836.09
815.15

6,770.04
3,561.37
1,529.02

QOM GEM

401.06
17.34

193.90
80.82

QOM QOM

1I

902.50
386.77

2,316.02
335.07

21,145.15 16,511.67 4,63.48

100% , 78% 22%

*Read line as follows: Category 1 occupied the second
largest amount of space in the text. Of the total 4,237.15
square inches occupieg.AJ 836.09,square inches applied to
specific job tasks, IVB714-.9 square inches can only be
identified as applying to this category.

.Synthesizing the lists from the two textbooks into one list

The job task lists from the two textbooks were

synthesized into one list using 'the enrollment ratio of one

recordkeeping student for everIfiVe accounting and book-

keeping students. The total square inches'for each job task

on the list from Century 21 Lc:counting, First-Year Course

were multiplied by five and then added twthe total square

inChes for each job task on the list from Clerical Jiecord
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Keeping, Course 1, 3d ed. The findingS from the represeh-

tative list:

1. A li6t of 36 jOb tasks representing the conven-

tional hfgh school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum was

presented in Table 19, Chapter. 3. Of the,150 job tasks used

as units of analysis, 114 cduld not be speqifically identified.'

2. The total number of square inches covered by the

36 job tasks amounted to 50,394.62 weighted square inches or

<-\ 34 percent of the weighted total of the 146,263.4 square

inches of spaces analyzed in the two textbooks. See Table

22 for the details supporting this statement.

3. The total number of square inches covered by

information specific only to the extent that it could be

identified as fitting into a category amounted to 95,868.78
\

weighted square inches or 66 percent of the weighted total
\

of the 146,263.4 square inches of space-analyzed in the

two textbooks. See Table 22 for the details supporti4

this statement.

4. The 'first 7 job tasks on the list of 36 job tasks

accounted for approximately 50'percent of the weighted total

of 50,394.62 square-inches of Space coVered by the 36 ob

tasks. Of these 7 tasks, 4 were in the Cash ReceiptS And

Cash Disbursements category, 2 in Sales and Accounts.Receiv

able, and 1 in Payroll.

5. The fi.tst 13 job tasks.on the listjof 36 job

tasks accounted for approximately 75 percent of the

1 47
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total' of 50,394.6 square inches of space covered by the

36 tasks.' Of these 13 tasks, 6 were ih th'Cash Receipts

and Disbursements category, 3 in Electronrc Data Processing,

2 in Sales,and Accounts Receivable, 1 in purchases and

Accounts payable, _and 1 in Payroll.

Table 22

Content Analysis of the Ten Categoriet:_Used to Analyze
the Combined and Weighted Textbooks

Category Rank

Total
Square,
Inches

,Tota.1 Sq.
Inches fer
Specific Job

Tasks

Total Sq.
,Inches for

General
Information

* 1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

4

8

3

6

10
5

1
2

9

13,374.95
5,781.09
24,774.49
11,307.14
1,935.87
12,697.50
36,345.30
25,710.87
9,906.12
4,430.07

7,964.84
3,644.50

20,170.54
8,786:97
1,896.52
7,931.25

IN

5,410.11
2,136.59
4,603.95
2,520.17

39.35
4,766.25

36,345.30
25,710.87
9,906.12
4,430.07

146,263.40 50,394.62 95,868.78

100% 34%. 66%

*Read line as follows: Category 1 occupied the fourth
largest amount of space in the combined texts. Of the
total 13,37.4.95 square inches occupie0, 7,964.84 square
inches applied to specific job tasks, 5,410 square inches
can only be identified as app3ying to this category.

1,4 8
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Chapter 4

TO WHAT EXTENT DOES THE CONVENTIONAL HIGH squom ACCOUNTING
AND BOOKKEEIING CURRICULUM INCLUDE AND PRIORITIZE THE JOB

, TASKS OF THE BEGINNING ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING WORKER?

The extent to which the conventional high school -

curriculum includes and prioritizes the job tasks of the

beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker is examined

through the application of rank correlation statistics and

a comparison of the contents of the two lists presented in

Tables 14 and 19. For purposes 'of comparison the two lists

are referred to as the NODELS job task list and the curric-

ulum job'task list.

THE FINDINGS FROM STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS

The NOBELS job task list had been collected and

ranked by frequency of job task representation. The cur-

riCulum job task list had been collected and ranked by

volume of space used in textbooks. To describe the relation-

ship between the two lists, a product-moment correlation

coefficient was computed. The value ascribed to the

product-moment correlation coefficient ranged from -1 to -1-1

and equals 1 only'if each set "Olf.pairs had exactly the same

rank\on each.vdriable.

131
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1. ,No significant relationship was found'between

the NOBELS job task list and the curriculum job task list

when the lists were grouped by category. As no.tied ranks

appeared when the jo6 tasks were grouped by category, the

Spearman forMula for.finding a product-moment correlation

coefficient was used. A correlation coefficient of -.233

was computed, which when applied to a critical value table

showed no significance at any levei of confidence,from .01

to .10. Table 23-shows the computations supporting this

statement:

2. No significant relationship was found between

the NOBELS job task list and the curriculum job task list

grouped by the specific job tasks common to both lists. As

there were several tied ranks on both lists, the computatienal

formula for a product-moment correlation coefficient suggested

by Glass and Stanley1 was used. A correlation coefficient of

.17 was computech which when applied to a critical value

table showed no significance at any levcl of confidence from

.01 to .10. Table 24 shows the computations supporting this

statement. To substantiate the lack of relationship demon-

strated linearly by the correlation coefficient, a scatter

1Gene Glass and Julian Stanley, Statistical Methods
in Education and'Psychology (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1970) p. 175 and-p. 114.
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CO"

diagram was built and examined t determine whether a

curvilinear relationship might exist between the two lists.

Figure 1 indicates the 1ack of any significant curvilin,,ar

relationship between the two lists.

. Table 23

Illustration of Spearm,u's Rank Correlation Coefficient
Applied to the Rant ,L,,:7igned to Job Task Categories

by NOBELS hê Curriculuit Mt.
\

Categor
NOBELS Curriculum

X , y2 y2

1 . 1 4 1 16 9
2. .-,

d 8 49 64 i
,3 3 9 9 0

4. 6 6 36, 36 0
5. 4 9 16 83. 25
6. 2 5 4 25 9
7. 9 1 81 1 64
8. 8 2 64. 4 36
9. 5 7 25 49 4

Sums: .45 45
,

285 285 148

r = 1 - 6 (X-Y)?.
n (------.Cr

- 6 x 148
.9 (81-1).

= -.233

Critical value of n = 9 at .10 = .600
.- at .05.= .683

at .01 = .833

*As Cateory 10 was ranked by Y (the.curriculum job task
list) but no by X (NOBELS job.task list), it was omitted,
,from the stAistical treatment in this tab1e.
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Table 24

Illustration of the Correlation Coefficient Method Applied
to the Ranks ssigned to 36 Job Tasks CoMmon to NOBELS (X)

and to the Curriculum (Y)

Job Task

NOBELS
Rank

X

Curric-
ulum.
Rai

4.01.03.01
3.01.09.02
3.01,05.03
3.01.05.02
3.01.04.02
1.01,01.02
1.01.01.03
2.01.02.02
6.06.06.01
3.01.09.03
6.06.05.03
3.01.05.06

3

23
20
17
1C
6

9 ,

7

18.5
30.5
30.5
25

1
2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12'

9

529
400
289
2,6
36
81

' 49
342.25
930.25

m
930.25
625

1
4

9

16
25
36
49
64
81

100
121

4%144
6.06.04.01 8 13 64 169
1.01.01.08 25 14 625 196
2.01.02.01 4 15 1.6 225

1.01.08.05 27 16 729 256
3.01.02.03 11 17 121 289
5-.10.00.01 2 18 . 4 324
1.01.01.01 5 19 25 ,361

3..01.05.03 12.5 20 . 156.25 400
4.01.03.02 12.5 21 156.25 441
5.09..01.02 14 22 196 484
6.06.03.06 34.5 23 1,199.25 529

6.0r.05.01 15 24 225 576
4.01.03.04 '21 25 441 625
6.06.01.01 '1 '26 1 676
2.00.03.03 34.5 27 1,190.25 729

5:01.07.02 22 28 484 784
6.06.01.03 '25 29 625 841
.6.06.03.03 30.5 30 930.25 900

6;06.03.08 .
36 31 1,296 961

6.01.03.05 30.5 32 930.25 1,024

152

3
46
60
68
80
36
.6,3

,

166e!..',

3.05
335.5
300
104
350
60

432
187
36
95

250
262.5
308
79 35

360
525
26

21.5
725
915

1,116
976
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Table 24 (continued)

Job Task

NOBELS
Rank

X

Curric-
ulum
Rank

X2 Y2 (XY)

6.06.01.02 10 33 100 1,089 330
6;06.03.04 30.5 34 930.25 1,156 1,037
6.06.06.02 30.5 35.5 930.25 1,260.25 1,082.75
3.01.04.03 18.5 35.5 342.25 1,260.25 656.75

SuMs 666 666 16,185 16,205.50 12,979.85

= - (11X) VyY/n

,

xy 47-D7K2 - '07:0=7n r-TE

= 12,979.85 - [(666 (666)736]
71-11-67-.11T5 - (661,77-77151-11-672U .5, - (666P-/.16]

658.85 = .17
3,874.44 Critical value of n = 36

. at .10 ='.275
at .05 =',325
at .01 = .418

-
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Figure 1

Scatter Diagram of the Ranks Assigned :tO: 36 Job Tasks
Common to NOBELS (X) and the Curriculum (Y)
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;-; ( -A)

-2'4-

4.0J.0,.01 a 9 1 3

3.01.r
23'
20

2

5

4
430. 9

14.6

60

17 2239' 16 68

5 256 25 80

6 0 36 36 36

9. 7 81 49. 63

?%01.02.'? 7
8,,

49 64 '- 56

13,5 9 342.25 81 166.5
3.01.09.03 30.5 10 e 930.25 100 305
().06.05.03 11 9,311.25 121 335.5
-1.31.05.Th 25 12 625: 11.0- 300

2.).06.04.01 8 13 64 .169 f04
1.01.02.0 E2, 25 625 196 350,

4 16 225 6o
1.01N.0S.05 27 16 729 ..256 432
3.01.02.03 11 1.7 121. 289
5.10.00.01 .2 18 4 .324 36

1.01.01,01 5 19 25 361 95
3.C1.5.01 12.5 20 156.25 400: 250
4.01.03.02 12.5 .156.25. 441 262 5
5.09.01.02 22 1.96 484_ 308
6.06.03.06 34,5 23 1190.25 529 79.35

15 24 225 .576 360
4.01.03.04 21 .

25 441 525
6.06.0].01 1 26

,625
1 676 26

2.09.03.03 34.5 27 1190.25 ,729 931.5
5.0).07.02 22. 28 484 784 616
6.06.0-1:03 25 29 625 -841 725

30.5 '10 930.25 900 915
6.06.03.po 36 1296 961 1116
6.01.03.05 30.5: 32 930.25 1024 976
6.0L.01.02 10 33 100 1089 330

34 930.25 1156 1037
6.06.06.02 30.5 355 930.25 1260.25 1082.75
3.01.04.0) 342.25 126025 656.75

Sums 666 666 16185 '16205.50 12979.85

,
r

.

-xy V777777777711r777-2- (.)2tnj
= 1227_9.85:- J.666;(666)/36.
-y716185 - (666)4/36... _13205.5 -

= 658.85 =, .17 1557?4.24

Critical value of n=36
at .10=.275.
at..05=.325 I

at .Q1=.418:
(666)2/ 61



Tai-lc: 23

trL-..;; _) :?1111; ilt,10!1 CC i'.;1;;'11;
L,

NOILS Curriculum
Y. X2

1. 4 1 16 9
2. 8 49 64 1
3. 3 .9 .-, 0

6 36 36. .0
C.

(
4
2

9
5

16
4

81
?5

25
9

.7. 9 1 .81 1.' 64
-8. 8 2 64 4 36
9. 5 .7 25

.)ums 45. /15 285 , 285- 148.

r- 6 (XL-Y)2 '- Critical value'of n 9. aV.10=.600
n Hat,t. .05=.683

at .0)=.833
=

6 Y. 101 ,

9 (81.-.1)

33

As.C.,atory 10 was ranked by Y (the ourriculum job task
list)but not by-X (NOBELS job task Ai:St), it was omitted
from the statistical treatment in this table.
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Scatter Diagram of the Ranks kssigned to 36 Job Tasks
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THE FINDINGS, FROM COMPARING THE CONTENTS OF THE'TWO LISTS

To determine the extent to which the job tasks of

beginning accounting and.bookkeeping workerS were included

and prioritized in the cirriculum, the job tasks on the

NOBELS list were tallied against the job tasks on the curri-

culum list.

1. A total of 150 j.ob tasks were on the NOBELS job

task-list, but only-36,were on the curriculum job task list.

2. The 36 job tasks on the curriculum list accounted

-
for 34 percent of the textbook volume in inches. The 36

rqatching job .tasks on the NOBELS iist accounted for 51 per-

\
cent of.the total task ,sheet representation.

3. A high percentage of textbook volume, 66 percent,

was specific only to the extent that information could be

identified as fitting into a category. Of the ten categories

used to analyze the textbooks, four categories, Category 7

(General Journal and General Ledger), Category 8 (Financial

Statements) Category 9 (Miscellaneous Specific TaSks); and

Category 10 (Miscellaneous General Information) contained no

individual specific 'job tasks common to both lists. The 4

categorieg accounted for 52 'percent of the total weighted

volume of, the textbooks.

4.- The job tasks ranked 1-39 on the NOBELS list

accounted tor 75percent of the total task sheet representa-

tion. Only 21 of these job tasks, which accounted for 46

percent of the total task sheets represented were found on

the curriculum list.
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5. The two catec_ories ranked 1 .and 2 on ca17-

riculum list, Categoky 7 (General Journal and Gene.

Ledger), and Category 8 (Financial Statements) were the two

categories ranked lowest, 9 and 8, on the NOBELS list.

Categories 7 and ,8 accounted for 42 percent of the weighted

total of 146,263.4 square inches analyzed in the textbooks

apd 4 percent of the total 1,851 task sheets represented

in the NOBELS list. Table 25 presents the details support-

ing this statement.

6. The three categories ranked 1, 2, and 3 on the

NOBELS list, Category 1 (Sales and AccoUnts Aeceivable),

Category 6 (Electronic Data Processing), and Category 3

(Cash Receipts and Cash Disburisements), wereranked 4, 5,

/
and 3 on the curriculum list. Categories 1, 6, and 3

acCounted for 59 percent of the total jolt tasks represented

on the NOBELS list and'35 percent of the total.volume of

space analyzed for,the curriculum list. Table 25 preents
,

the details supporting this statement.
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Table 25

A Compaijson of"the reanks of Category Groupings in the
NOBELS al), Task List and the Curriculum 'Job Task List

CategQry ank

NOBELS List. Curriculum List

Task Sheets
Represented' Rank

. .Total
Square IncheL

.1.. 1 420 4 13,374.95
2, 7 131 8 5,781.09

3. 3 268 3 24,774.49
4, 6 140 6 11,307.14 ,'

5. 4 238 10 1,935.87
6, 2 406 5 12,697.50
-7
, 9 18 1 . 36,345.30

a . 8 54 2 25,710.87

9. 5 176 7 9,906.12

10. k
9 4,430.07

'Sums 1,851' 146,263.40



4 .Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
f

This study 'sought to identify the descrepanCy exist-
/

in§ between the high school accounting and bookkeeping
..1

,

curriculum and the actual job tasks of employed accOunting

and bookkeeping workers. The job tasks representative of
I

the.national population of beginning accounting ana book-

keeping workers were presented in Chapter 2. The Content'
i

of'the conventional., high schooa accounting and boOkkeeping

curriculum was examined in C1)4ter 3. Chapter 4 examined

the extent to which the curriculum included and pirioritized
,

4

I

those job tacks. Chapter 5 draws conclusions fr m the find-

,5

ings of the previouS chapters and makes recommendations.for
,

i

improving the content of the curriculum.

LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA

Claims to'a zandomized statistical samiLling of begin,-

ning acco(Inting and bookkeeping workers repres ntingthe

United States are not made. Claims are made 'however, that

the list of job tasks drawn from the NOLLLS is_repre-

sentative of the.job tasks of beginning accounting and

bookkeeping workers on a national 1--asis. Alhough a quanti-

tative combination of those 16 studies ident fied as task

140
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specific was not _.ssible, so many of the job tasks reported

in NOBELS were consistertlyireported in the other 15 studies

that generalizations of NOBELS findings can be applied to all

beginning accounting and boOkkeeping workers.

The basis used for identifying and ranking,the text-

books most commonly used in the conventional accounting and
/J

bookkeeping curriculum ilas enrollment and sales information.

As none of the major publishers was willing to sup-ply specific

sales figures for Specific publications, the general percent-

ages offered by South-Western Publishing Company were used as

the basis for the salds information.

The study was concerned only with the content area of

the curriculum as determined by textbooks. No inferences ere

drawn that ranking in the job 4sk lists includes the amount

of time needed to learndifferent job'tasks.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions are discussed in two parts, conclu-
,

sions about the job tasks-of workers and conclusidns about-
.

the high school- curricullum.

ConcIuE....ons about the job tasks of the beginning accounting
and boc):kecping worker

1. The job'tasks of the beginning accOunting and

bookkeeping worker requi,re little or no understanding of the

principles of debit and credit. Only one job task on the

list of 150, 8.01.06.02, "The worker prepares financial

reports," indicated any need fol. understatiding ,hoy to
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analyzd a business transaction into debit and credit parts.

At that, job task 8.01.06,02 did not concern any original

/preparation of financial reports.

2. The job tasks of the beginning accounting and

bookkeeping worker did not include recording J.,7 either a

sales or a purchases journal. The job tasks included much

_recording in accounts receivable and accounts payable

ledgers, possibly indicating that separate journals for

sales and purchases are becoming obsolete in a machine age.

3. The job tasks of the beginning accounting and

bookkeeping worker did not include,any job tasks requiring

posting in a general ledger. Ten tasks of the 150 tasks,

1.01.01.07, 1.01.06.04, 3.01.04.03 3.01.05.06, 3.01.05.08,

4.01.0 .04, 5.01.07.01, 7.01.06.03, 8.01.06.02, and 9.01.04.11

included verification from a general ledger account.

4. Job tasks in the 'electronic data processing'

category were the most frequently performed of all the job

tasks of the beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker.

Out of 39 job tasks accounting fOr 75 percent of the job

task sheets represented, 9 job tasks were in electronic data

processing.

5. The job tasks of the beginning worker included

the usual aspects of payroll accounting except that no

tasks included thc preparation of payroll tax reports, ,

possibly indicating that manual'preparation of payroll tax

reports is becoming obsolete in a. machine age.
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6. The job tasks of the beginning accounting and

bookkeeping worker required little or no understanding of

those steps in the accounting cycle past the trial bala,oe.

JOb task 8.01.06.02, "The worker prepares financial reports,"

required preparation of statements from handwritten reports

using already established formats.- Some of the job tasks

in CategOry 5 (Inventories), 5.01.07.01, 5.01.07.02,

5..09.01.02, and 5.11.00.01 were fairlyfcomple:: but could

be performed without understanding the duality of the

accounting cycle.

7. The job tasks of the beginning accounting and

bookkeeping worker were more concerned with segments of

the accounting cycle than with.tasks requirirg understanding

of the whole accounting cycle. Criteria mentioned in NOBELS

for performance of job tasks stressed computational skills,

accuracy, and checking rather than double-entry bookkeeping

skills.

8. The job tasks of the beginning accounting and

bookkeeping worker indicated that-the worker deals with a

great variety of financial operations, busineSs papers, and

forms.

9. Overlapping of t'asks exist's among many Office

jobs. Both the NOBELS,study and the.West study showed

that classification of data by function rather than by job

title reveals more information about the nature of book-

keeping work.
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10. Most of the job tasks of the beginning account-

'ing and bookkeeping workertdealt with the preparation and'

handling of original business documents rather than with the

actual accounting 6t1,4itries for those'documents. The words

preparing, processing, operating, checking, computing,

compilingr verifying, nd receiving were used throughout

the NOBELS job tasks list. No mention is made on-the list

of analyzing, preparing trial balances, adjusting or revers-,

ing entries) balancing, ru1i14, or summarizing. The one

mentiOn of statement preparation really concerned compiling;

the few tasks in posting referred to posting to customers!

t or creditors' accounts. While many tasks included-recording

accounts receivable, accounts payablc, payroll, and cash,

.those,tasks required only a portion of 'what is meant by

journalizing and posting in the'double-entry accounting

system.

Conclusions-about the conventional high'school accounting
.and bookkec)ing curriculum

1. The conventional high school accounting And

bookkeeping curriculum included a,minor amount of spegific

job task training for the beginning accounting and book-

keeping worker. Of the 150 job tasks on the NODELS list,

'only 36 could be identified in the textbooks representing

the curriculum. The 36 tasks represented only 34 percent

of the textbook'Volume (see Table 22)
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2. The major part of the conventional high sohool

accounting and bookkeeping curriculum was devoted to gen-

eral information. Of the total textbook volume represent-

ing the cur7iculum, 66 percent of the volume of space could

only be ide tiiied as fitting into a general category (see

Table 22).

3. The tasks taught in the-conventional high

school accountin'g and bookkeepilig curriculum have no signifi-
%

cant relationship to the ,job taskG necessary-for employment in-

in beginning accounting and.bookkeeping occuf)ations,when

grouped and ranked by specific job tasks cipmon to both

lists (see Table 24) . Even when a comparison was ma e be-

'tween the curriculum job, task list and the NODELS job

list grouped and Jiked bi generaliied categories,/ no signif-'

icant relationship-was found (see Table 23).

4. The:bookkeeping.tasks r)ost extensively covered

in the convelrticnal high school aCcounting and bookkeeping

curriculum are those most rarely performed by the beginning

accounting and bookkeelping worker. The two categories

,using 42 percent of the space avail&-le in the textbooks,

Category 7_ (General ,iburnal and General Ledger), and

Category 8 (Financial .Statements) accounted for only-A

percent of the task sheets represented on the NOBELS job

task list. Four.of the categories used to analyze the text-

books, Category 7, Category 0, Category 9 (Miscellaneots

Specific Tasks); and Category 10 (Miscellaneous General'

Information) accounted for 52 percent of thc total weighted

16,6
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volume of the textbooks but contained.no individual specific

job tasks common to both lists;

5. Both textbooks selected as representative of the

high school accounting and bookkeeping curriculum, Century

21 Accounting, First-Year Course, and Clerical Record

Keeping, Course 1, 3d ed; are nonfunctional for the pur-

pose of preparing students for ocCupational employment as

beginning accounting and bookkeeping workers. While

CentUry 21 Accounting, First-Year Course covers the entire

double-entry accounting cycle, it is far too general (see

Table 20) to meet the needs of the vocational high school

student who needs job-entry skills for employment. Century

21 Accountil!5, First-Year Course might fill same of the

\ survey course objectives of students planning to take

higher level training in accounting but could not be con-

sidered a substitute for the intenFive first cduose, in

accounting offered on a four-year c011ege level. Much of

tf)e general business and personalAcnowledge available in

this text is also available from general business texts.

. Clerical Record Keeping CoUrse 1, 3d ed.. is much

nore specific. than Century. 21 Accounting, First-Year. Course,

allocating 78 percent of its total volume of space to

sPecific job tasks, and only 22 percent to general informa-

tion (see Table 21). However, only 20 specific job tasks

were covered in this text; and, while much practice in

manual processing of these 20 tasks is given, the omission
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130 tasks on the NOBELS libt, and particularly

the,omissio of all electronic data processing tasks, makes

this textbook relatively useless in meeting either, vocatic

Aor general objectives for the preparation of accounting.an0

bookkeeping workers.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conventional high school curriculum in account-

ing and .bookkeeping is norifunctibnal. Not only does the

curriculum fail to prepare students for vocational job

entry, the personal and social objectives so frequently

cited are not being reached with any measurable amount of

success. When objectives are Vague and general, the eval-

uation of how well / those objectives have been met is also

vague and general. Textbooks in the high school curriculum

are responsible for much of the dissatisfaction expressed

by accounting and bookkeeping teachers.

Teachers look to textbooks in accounting, bookkeep-.

ing, .and recordkeeping fbr expert'guidance in developing the

content of their courses. Recognition of the general value

of concept learning, recognition of the need for general

business vocabulary and knowledges, recognition of the need

to stay abreast of new equipment and procedures, recognitionr

of the need to prepare job-entry students as well as to start

career training for ongoing students has resulted in the

entrenchmentof a textbook-oriented curriculum that skirts but

;Ipils to adequately meet any one of its many stated objectives.
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A need exists for beginning accounting and bookkeep-

ing workers who enter employment from high school. The

review and synthesis undertaken in this study clearly indi-

cates that many of the.job tasks of the beginning accounting

and bookkeeping worker are different from those of the

general clerical worker. 'A place should exist in the high

school curriculum to train those workers. That training

place in high school, however, may no longer exist in the

separate courses in Accounting, Bdokkeeping, RecordkeePing,

Data ProcesSing, and Computers, currently plugged into the

course-segmented and crowded high school business education

sequence. The following recommendations offer suggestions

for change in the high school accounting and bookkeeping

curriculum that arc part of a major change in the entire

high school business education curriculum. Some additional

s4gestions about future research in high 'school accounting

and bookkeeping are also made.

Recommendation 1. Restructure the high school

business education curriculum to move educational emphasis

from courses to goals and/or competencies. The segmentation

of the curxiculum into too many courses which overlap,

repeat, or overlook needed business awareness anAkilis
0

eshould be replaccd by an integrated, flexible core curric-

ulum. The new business education cuiriculum should contain

the following components:
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a. general knowledge-all high school students
should have, e.g., taxes, social.security, medicare,
insurance, consumer buying,.consumer law, credit,

ubanking services, economic nderstanding, value6
exploration, preparation for employment.

b. general knowledge students planning to enter
business careers should have, business machines,
filing, basics of data processing and computers,
communication skills,.business forms, numeric pro-,
cedures including computation', checking, and
accuracy, fundamentals of _offic work.

O. specific training for job Try from high

school.

d. preparation for business careers requiring post

, high school training.

Recommendation 2. Specific training for job entry

as a beginning accounting and bookkeeping worker should

include:

a: a series of modules.built around the segmented
jobs of the beginning accounting and bookkeeping
worker with priority, .given to these categories ranked
highest on the NOBELS, list, e.g.,Sales and Accounts
Receivable, Electronic Bota Processing, 'Cash Receipts

and Cash Disbursements, Inventories, Payroll,
Purchases and Accounts Payable. The modules should
include those specific job.tasks on the NOBELS list
that were well represented by task sheets reportir,

them as major job duties.

b. introduction of a large number of continuously
updated business papers, forms, and terms with
practice in their use to achieve flexibility and
efficiency in handling diverse forms and tz;sks.

c. extensive training in the tasks performed in
electronic data processing and comluter systems,
particularly punching, coding, and checking
inal documents against ElDcline output. Enough
hands-on.training rhould rAxeri on-equipment to

provide least minimal proficiency.

d. usiiig typewriters, adding machines, and calcula-

tors.
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e. ,general knowledge of the steps of the double-
entry accounting cycle. Practice in the steps of
the cycle should deal with the initial stages of
processing and recording busineSs transactions and
should not extend past the trial balance. Concep-
tual understanding should not be completely elimi-
nated but must be judiciously balanced with under-r
standing the kinds of segmented, specific job tagks
performed on the job.

Recommendation 3. Curriculum builders in high

school accounting and bOokkeeping should look to, studies

the job tasks of clerical workers as well as beginning

accounting and bookkeeping workers to gain information about_

appropriate content for training.

Recommendrtion 4. Curriculum builders designi';tz

sp cific training for job entry as a beginning accounting

and ookkeeping worker should look to the detailed sunuuar.;cs

of job tasks contained in NOBEL'S.

:curinendaLion 5. Textbook publishers should pro-

vide textbooks that are in elm:ex agreement with the actuP::

job tasks of the accounting and bookkeeping worker, 4';.,.Lie a

blend of accounting principles and accounting tools A.s

necessary, the laxge proportion of generalized, concept-

oriented content found in textbook< is nc t. in acrd with

the segmented, task specific job of the employed .4,4:ker.

E..extbook priorities that all 66 pe,.cent of their

content to generalized inform,iti n and 5 percent to content

not represented in real employment-are providing. neitnr,

expert guidance nor'the iiPplementation of Objectives in the

conventional accounting and bookkeeping curriculum.
we,*
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5.
Recommendation 6. Regularly update information about

the job tasks of business workers. The job task inventory

system developed by the Air Force offers the most reliable

method for collecting and classifying job task information.

The NOBELS system designed for cotinuoUs business educatio

renewal also offers a reliable but less epen7,:ive system for

colLecting information.

Recommendation 7. ,Research should'be undertaken

about time emphaSis and difficulty leVels in trainingLfor

specific accounting and bookkeeping tasks. Christal's work.

. on the "Relative-TiMe Spent" rating.scale and on a difficulty .

'index equation offer possibilities for instrumentation.

Recommendation S. A stu:iy siMilar to this one

should be made within 8. to 10 years: Synthesis and rbView

about the job tasks of beginning accounting and:bookkeeping

workers .should be undw:taken on a regular basis to. insure
A

appropriate curricnla in high'school traiing.
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APPENDIX B
s.

The Categorjes 'and Job Tasks Used for Textbook Analysis

Category 1. Sales and Accounts Receivable. Includes sales

journal, aceounts receivable,lvdger, controlling accounts
receivable, aging ccounts receivable, valuation of accounts
receivableischedule of accounts receivable, credit selling,
sales invoices, stat'enents of accounts receivable, sales..

,taxes (35 job tasks represented by 420 task sheets).

1.01.01.01 The worker types invoiCes from such documqhts as
.sales tickets, contracts, and receiving reports. 4pre-
pares invoices; computes charges,' discount dates,
freialt, prepares bills 'of lading)*. 59 t.s.

1.01.01.02 The wogker records accounts receivable from

such documents as salesmen's,orders, cash receipts, and

invoices. (records onceccounts.receivable ledger cards)

48 t.s.

1.0X.01.03 The workr prepares billirLg Of sale.;. (rd-

. ceives and sorts.sales data,prepares sa)es order forms,
summarizes,s4es and accounts receivable, prepares
sales tax fo4s) 41 t,s.

1.01.01.-.04 The woZker writes dclinqufnt customer. (com-.

piles past due accounts, galls, writes) 27 t.,s.

1.01.01.05 The worker vdrifies customer's acco4nts

receivable. (checks, corrects, rebills) le.t.s.-

1.01.01.06 The worker completes medical-charges for in-

surance reimbursement. (computes extensions, deduc-
tions, reimbursemdnts, verifies charges) 15 t.s.

/*Read as follows: Job task 1.01.01;01 fits into Cate-

gory 1, can be found in ;the NOBELS study as 01.03:01. The

riotes dnclosed in parentheses are offered to exiplain the
nature of the job task, 59 t.'s. rieans that 59 task sheets

reported-this job task.
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1.01:01.67 The worker completes sales reports. 12 t.s..

1.01.01^.08 The worker'pepares statements from patients'
accounts and charge slips: (monthly statementS) 8 t.s.

1.01.01.09 The worker cdlls deiinquen cusmets. (sub-
sequent to writing) 4 t.s.

'1.01.01.10 "The worker processes changes in status of,
account. 2 t.s.

1.01.01.11 The Worker requests payments from de1inqUent
patients. (writes7 types delinquent account, list,
P,,tches lcng overdue payments for referral) 2 t.s.

1.01.06.04 .1 The worker recrirds receipts and withdrawals
in the ledc:er. (bank payMents recorded in customer's
ledger account) 13 t.s.

1.01.08.01 The worker processes credit applicationst.. 17 t.s.,

1.01.08.02 The worker verifirg-customer credit.. (sWitch-
board verification) 8 t.s.'t;-

1.01.08.03 The worker precegses credit informat4on. (for

outsiders) 8,t.s.

1.01.08.04 The worker informs applicant and company depart-
ment Of apProvedYrejected credit appljcations. tt.s.

1.01.08.05 The wdrker processes credit mworanduMs.
(prepares and records in customer's account,, 5 t.s.

i.01.08:06 The.wor)çer processes 'te.dit information request.
(completes credit ratings) 3 t.s.

11.01.08.07,w, The wo*er answers charge account billing'.
. inquires. 2 t.v.

,

1.U.02.02 The worker'processes membership and. loan
applications in'financial institutions such as a credit'
union.. (compkites loan principal', igterest, and pay-
ments; records in journal and customer's ledger
account) -17 t.s.

,

1.04.02'.03 The,wbrker precesses new -accounts, transfeks.
of accounts-,-and trust accounts foF'cubtomors.' (pre-
pares and recoftts on customer's ledgeraccoulit) 8 t.s.

1.04.05.02 The worker records guest char§es on room folios.
4- t.s.
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1.08.00.02_ The worker processes requests.by telephom and .

over thelcounter. .(referS to inventory, computesTrice,
types invoice, ancl-shipping order) 25 t.s.,

174

- 1.08.00.04 The yorker types salesAtems from rough afts,-

.nroposals, lists, and m,other source docuents. .19t.s.

108.00.09 The worker-processes customers orders, '(new
orders, change orders, computts extensions al:Id-weights,
records'on order cizrds) 10 t..s ,

1.o8.po.10 The Worker,records orders,- printouts, and changes.
(records pn custombrs' cards, types salesmen't monthly,

sales .call lists) 9 t.s.

1.08.00.25. The worker% types orders,.memos and invoices.
eft (applies customerst'credit ratings, com utes taxes,.

types invoices). '16 t.s,

1,09.02..03 . The yorker prodes:3es shipping-and billing febrm

on completed jobS. (tec:ords shipping information, gets
shipping charges, computes discount's; types invoices)

0

t,s. . - .

40

1.01.01.12 The worker processes.follow-up tscOrds of :

patient's visit. 1 t.s.
-

/
1.01.06.'15 The worker.retords.'loan payMent_reversing'

entries. (for bounc(i'd cheek6 on loan carqs) 1 t.s.'

1.01.06.06 Themorkerrecoids monie's'received 'for-or. spent
from internal accounts. 1 t.s.

0

c.r7;

,

1001.0a.08 The WOrker updates delinquent account lists..

1

1.01.08.09 fihe. worker determines extension of additional
credit. 1t.s.

A

' 1.01.08.10 The woxlzer compiles delimauent receipts report
-tram a domptter,printout, dmour(ts'of paper sold, 'and

cash rqceipts. 1 t.s.

1.01.08:11 The worker,verifieS wire .request of amount due
a customer. -1

: ,

Cageocry 2. Purchases and ACcount Receivable. IncIO-des
voucher, register, pukchase6:journa4, aCcountspeyable .

.. ledger, -controlling aCcounts payable', schedule of'tcounts
cayable; credit buyipg, purcykasesinvdices,freight, dscount,,'
oucherS. ,(6 job tasks represente'd by '131 .tasksheets).

si,
1

i

l ' ' / .
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2.01.02.0l The worket CompLtes accounts payable from source
documents. (checks, verifies, 'computeS extensions and

.
discounts, autborizeS%paYments) 69,t.s.

201.02.02 The wocker records accounts paYables. (in

accounts payarle ledger) 47 t.s..

2.09.03.01 The worker records inhound :shipments:, (checks,
'merchandise, compares invoices with receiving document:1
9 t.s.

1

. ,

2.09.03.03 _ The worker isbues a claixn or ap adjuStrgent
alginst the carrier/suPplier damagedLshOrt/bver-
shipments. (purchase return& and.alrowances) 3 t.s.

2.09.03.04 The worker processes-dama45 claims. 2t.s.

2.09.03.05 IThe worker processes freight bilZS for* paYment.'
1 t.s.

Category 3. Cash Receipts and Cash Disbursements. -Includes'
cash journals, cash register, receiving or disbursing cash
or 'checks, entries for discounting notes, 'checkbook, banE
statemcjiti reconciliation,'petty cash, proving or c9n- '.

trolling cah. (30 jcb tasks represented-by 268 task sheets).,.'

.

N...\.,

II

S.442.03 The worker prepares payments from documents
Wsuch as invoics,.bills, arid vouchers. -(accounts'
payable,cleik verifies accuracy, draws checks, r,ecords

, . .
in cash register) p t.s. .

. .

.
. AL. .,

3101.04.02 The worker verifies totals of cancelled checks, '0
computer tapes, and tellers' balance sheets. (verifies
cash accuracy, checks cash drawer etc.) 21 t.s.

c
3.01.04.63 The worker verifies cash receipts-for deposit.

(verifies and records cash receipt0 18 t.s.

3.01.04.04 The workertperforms routine Checks on suc4
items as deposit slips, adding mochine tapes,. and
advices. 15 r.s.

3.01.04:05 'The worker corpects checks, savings and with-.
0 .drawal slips, balance sheets, and other source

`ic, documents. .12 t.s.
.

3.01.04.0G The worker checks computations withAlproofingC
machine.: 8 t.s. ..,, ,. t.,, .

- i4bit .

1 ) j. '
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.

3.01.0.e:a -The woker distributfits daily 'cash-to tellers in
brari

3.01.04.68'
bank daily: 2 t.s.

A

The Worker sorts coins from the federal-reserve
.

n

.
3.01..05.01 'line worker prepares' the b.dbk deposit from, cash

, ,

receipts.: jrecords in cash receipts journal) 27 t.s. )
,

,

3.01.05..02. The worker'receives payment over-the counter:-
.. (including casti Irom accoufits receivable, alse,uSes\

cash register) 20 t.s.

-. .

3.01.05.-03 The worker. records'paymentS received... (..reCords-

in cash reCeipts journal'and accOunts receivable,ledger)
17 t.s. .

..
. . ,

. ,
. .

3.01.05.04 '"The worker records payments fsgimOdical serviceS.,-
(on custoMerS' ledger cards) 16 trslf .-

, . .
-...

.

3.01-05.05, The worker recordp deposits t9 customers'
accounts.- .(passbooks and'CustOmers''. reabrds) '.12:t.s.

.
.., , '. .

3A01.05A6 The worker prepares reconciliation.of banl.
account. 8 t,s... -..

,

..,. 3.01.05-07 T11, worker prccesses.Möhey!for libraty books
IA i

and fi4s from cht;c4-out requests and late-.and loSt
.. .-.

.4 book notices. 3 Ls'. .

, ,

'\
.

3,01.09:01 Vie vorker prelJares disbursements from'-customOr
accounts. (banking, cashes-checks, records withdrezals)
12 t.s. . ,. ,

_

,.
.

:
. r ,

.
.

,

.01.09.02- The worker preparbs disbursements 0t funds,
, (recórds payments other thanaccounts pa le in check.

.
register,- wrttes checks)- .11-t.t. - , ,

, ... -

3.01.09.03 The WO2ker prepares disbursement of petty cash ..
funds. 4 t.s.'

.

31%04..03.06 The-worker receives activity fees and funds
from students. -6 t.s...

-
1/4'3,04.06:03 .The wOrker prOCeSses Patient.funds. (request&

for,Withdrawal of fun4).Y 4 t.t."
,

,.. dool
Alg

3.04.08.01 (_The worker_processeselfare aSsistance claims.
.(checis) detetmine,p, needs; codes; 'comptjteS, records)
8 t...' i ) '':e .7. % .

t

r
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3.01.04809 The, worker verifies installment loan balances.
'1

3.01.05.08 The worker performs -ale bookkeeping duties of
a small bank. 1 t.s.

3.04.62.17 The worl;er procqsses outgoing cash letters-in
foreignturrency. 1 t..

3.04.021,18 The worker-processeS incoming cash lettersTrom
foreign correspondent banks. 1 t.s.

1)

3.04.02.20 -TheCworker prepares curterioy for shipping orders.
1 t"..s.

3.04.02.25 The workS corporations.
(errors on checks

r checks: errors for'large
1 t.s:

3.04.02.27 The worker processes savings certificates to be

redeemed. 1 t.s.

3.04.02.28 The worker.prepares travelers checks for cus-
- tothers4 1 t.s.

3.91.04.10 .The workr prepares night.deposits. 1 t.s.

Category 4. Payroll. Includes all calc0.1ations, records,
tax returns, and'reports relating to"payro21. (11 job tasks
represenV.ed'by 140 task sheets).

,

4.01.03.01 'The worl:er,:prepares payroll. (sorts and checks
-time cards, Computes wages and deductions, records in

N
. -payroll register, prepares checks orcashr--71't.S.

_

4.01:03.02 The worker. records payroll information. (on

employees' ledger cards) 27-t.s.

4.01:03.03- The worker cdmputes payrollchanges

4.01.03:04 The worker compiles Payrotereports.from
f

'
payroll sbeets, time.sheets, job.cardsi and printouts.,
(tax returns not included) 15 t.s.

4.01.03.06 The worker.reoords payroll changes for hospital
employees. .(on master salary schedules) 2 t.6.,

4.61.03.07 The worker prepares a dummy payroll. 1 t.s.

4.01.013.68 -The woikdr computes salesnins' cOmmissions.,

. (for,payroll purposes) 1 t.s.

198 6
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V
4.01.03.69 The workerprepares.time cards. (9ets-up for

ne7.4 pay period) 1 t.i.
,

4.01.03:10 The-worker updates weekly4ayroll,time cards'.
1 t.s.

4.01.03.12 . The yorker processes status time slipS)rll't.s.

:.401.03.3 The worker compiles an eMployee transfer liSt
froM:optput cards. 1 t.s.

. .

Categou 5. Inventories. Includes inVentory recordS,-
inventory counts, cost/records, pnoduetion reporting. '(15s

;job tasks represented.by'228,task sheets).
,

.1

5.0109r01. The worker compiles unit t josts of obs and
sales/pi2)duction estimates from.expense sheets and/or
total sales figures. 33 t.s.

.:5r01.07.02 The worker pielpares bids and costgOstimates of
, products. and serv.ices, 12 t.s.
S

.

..
. .

.,

5.01.07.03 The worker
"
compilet variance rtports from actual

.4
. and standard cost figures. 7 t,s.-

e r .

,The'Worker types.cost analysis reports. 4 t.s.;
5.01.07.05, he worker determines cost.,eStimatesloy observ-

ing production andhscanniw LlucprinIS.(checks, computes,_
analyzes) 2 t.s.

_5.01.07.06 The worker compiles relevant statis,tics and
- determines improvelbents in methods by submitting cOst

analysis of proposed changes. 2 t.sd

5.01.07.07 The worker procesSes new accruai accounts from
current co

is
t analyses and additional secifications.

5.09.01.02 The, worker updates inventory records from
of.fite supply 4i.nventory documents. (rxcorkis on stOek
records, compares physital inventory-to book data,
computes inventory value and costs) 24 t.s.'

.

5.09.01.03 The worker reccilds fini,shed-goods inventory
from prodUction and shipping data. '8 t.s. -

4

5.09.01.04 The wor4er completes physical inventory., 6 t.b.
%

5.09.01.0'5 The 'workei maintains inventory records on stock ,

sent to tsiodutticin. ,4 t.s. -

199
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5.10.00.01 The worker maintains supplies and stock
inventory. (Prepares purchase documents and orders,
records, figure's costs and totals), 94 t.se

541.0.0.01 The wOrker processes schedules and adjustment
of scheduled production orders. (includes some cost A

accounting)- 23 t.s.

5.11.00.02 The.wprker,types production reports. (compiles,
'Composes, checks, verifies) 16 t.s.

5.01.03.11 The-worker maintains records of time`spent .

developing new products from weekly activity tickets
1 t.G.

Category 6. Electronic'Data Processing. Includes coding,
cbmparing, correating, processing, and programming. (36
job tasks represented by 406 task sheets).

.

641.03.05 The,worker punches payroll data. '8 t.s.

6.06.01.01, The worker' puncIlles cards treat-source documents
such as invoices, orders, time cards, and instructions.
96 t.s.

\ 6 d b 01 02 The-worker operates a verifier. 40 t.s.

6.06.01.03, . The -worker -operates_a keytape machine_punching
t

matnetic tape. 8 t.s-.
, t> ,

, .

6.06.01.04 Thp worker pu. nches corrections in cards.' 7 t:s,
, V

1. 6.06.01.05 ,The worker operates optical scanner for-payroll
printout. 2 t,s.

6.0'6.01.06 The worker performs quality control checks-on
-the optical-fOnt printing adding machine bperator's
tape prOduction: 2 t.s.

. 6.06.02.01 &The worker cheeks source documents Such as
-orders, invoices, punched cards, and printouts with
computer printoutS/listings.. ,(comparesi, findserrors)
42 t:s.

6.06-02,02 The.Worker performs efectroriic data processing
- tasks from such items as computer printoutsfiles, :

accounting forms, manua&, naps, and instructions.
22 t.s.

6.06.02.03 The worker codes payment cards/ checks, and
J deposit/withdrawal slips for keypunching. (uses'

. mkcrofilw .and enoodes for.banks) 4 t.s.
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6.06.02.04 'The worker maintains control of input/output
work-flow between corporate trust department and
data.processing department. 2 t.s.

6.0602..05 The worker corrects compUter rejected,debits/
. credits,/ (corrects with:encoding machine) 2 t.s.'

6.06.03.01/ 4The worker operates reproducer-from punched
' cards, printed lists, and summary cards. 35 t:s.

6.0643.02' The worker operates (decollates, 'bursts, bihds)
computer output. 6 t.s. ' .

6.06.03.03 The,worker'plades magnetic tape .on a computer
tape drive. '4 t.s.

- 6,06.03.04 The worker prepares weekly payroll from payroll""'
tapes. 4 t.s.

a

6.06.03.05 The worker Verifies manually prepared totals.
4 t.s.

...6.06.01.06 :The worker operates electronicbomPuttir and
, - periphera1.equipment.,.3.t.s...'

I .

6%.03.6107 The worker sorts batdhes of checks. 2 t.s.

. 6.06.03.08 The worker prepares Punched' cards for computer'

I
.

f p

6.06.03.09 .The'wo'rke determines computer malfunction by
_ running diagnosticg. 2 ,t.s-.

646.04.01 The worker codes.forMS-Such as purchase orders,
,invoices, and.applications for keyRunching. 45 t.s. .

6.06.05.01 The worker operAs unitrecord equipment such-
as the sortv, reproducer, collator, arid interpreter.
22t.s. .

*

6.06.05,42 The worker,codes forms such as.account state-
ments, production iigures, inventory listings, punched

* cards, wired or unwired bOards for-keypunching, 5 t.s.

6.06.05.03 °The.worker' operates optical-Scanning equipment
to convert printed data to punched data. 4.t.s.

6,06.06.01 The worker writes computer piograms. 18 t.s.

6.06.06.02 The worker checks computer prggrams. 4 t.s.

4. 20.1
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6.06.06.03 The worker writes computer programs in final
form. 3 t.s.

6.06.0..07 The worker punches cards coded for school with-
drawal. 1 t.s.

6.06.02.66 The worker prepares batches of checks for data
processing. 1 t.s. 4.*

6.06.02.07 The worker types cash letters for checks drawn
. on bank but cashed elsewhere. (uses microfilmer,

encodes, prepares for data processing) 1 t.s.

6.06.03.10 The worker determines accuracy. of data speqd
-machine sending installation. 1 t.s.

6.u6.05. 04
tape.

6.06.06.04
1 t.s.

The worker adjusts errors on'computer,input
1 t.s.
The worker adjusts present computer programs.

6%.06.06.05 The worker punches prescribed program changes
-

for new coltputer. 1 t.s.
.*

6.08.66.06 The Worker .arranges a time schedule fOr A new
coMputer program. 1 t.s.

Category 7. General Journal and General Ledger. Includes
general journal entries, posting, general leager, adjusting;
clusing, correcting and reversing* entries, balancing and
.ruling, chart of accounts, and transaction,analysis into'

, debits and credits. (1 job task represented by 18 task
sheets).

7.01.06.03 The worker records items such,as stocks, bonds,
. deposit slips, and passbooks, '18 t.s.

Cateciorx_11_2yinancial Statement. Includes trial balance,
worksheet, the balance sheet, the aceountin equation as it
relates to the balance sheet, 'income stater,nt, statement ,

of capital, miscellaneous financial stvtemeLts and schedules,
tax returns other than payroll and'salcL, tax. (2 job"tasks
represented by 54 task sheets). .

8.01.06.01 The worker records data for finncial reports
0,from schedules, license fee forms, and damage claims.
(sorts, financial forms, computes-fees, computes

,claims,..types) 28 t.s.
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8.01.06.02 The worker prepares financial reports. (checks,
verifies, compiles, types using handwritten statements
as source). 26 t.s.

Category 9. Miscellaneous Specific Tasks. Includes specific
tasks not included.elsewhere, recordIET(not analyzing)
combination journal entries, calculating interest on notes,
selecting depreciation methods, calculating gain or.loss on
sale of fixed assets, calculating partnership distributions.
(14. job tasks represented by 176 task sheets).

9.01.04.01 The worker checks the accuracy of source
documents such as sales, purchasing, tax reports and
forms. (checks and corrects rec.-)rds) . 28 t:s.

9.04.01.01 The worker types insurance documents. (checks
policy, determines premium, receives money, adjusts
payments, types invoices and forms) 48 t.s.

9.04.01.02 The worker processes insurance inquiries.
41 t.s.

9.04.01.03 The worker processes in urance claims. 20 t.S.

9.04.02.05 The worker checks Securities and amounts.
(checks accuracy of work already done) 4 t.s,

-9.04-02-06 The worker processes estate settlements for
customers. 3.t.s.

4

9.04.02.09 The worker checks claims for transfer, trade,
or exchange of secur.ities. 2,t.s.

9.04.02.11 The worker processes settlement of buy and sell
orders. 2 t.s.

9.04,0401 The worker processes scock certificates. .10 t.s.

9.04.04.02 The worker prepares stock forms for buying,
selling, and transferrinc, stocks. 9 t.s.

9.04.04.04 The worker answers questions about securities.
(gives quotations, handles complaints) 6 t.s.

9.01.06.07 The worker adjusts property tax records from
transfer forms. 1 t.s.

9.01.04.11 The worker performS audit of perticular
functions in indivilcual departments of the bank. 1 t.s.

9.01.04.12 The worker codes transaction 'tax on tickets.
1 t.s...4
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Category 10. Miscellaneous Generalized Tasks. Includes
the nature of busineSs, types of bUsiness organization, the
accounting cycle, business terms outside of categories 1-9.
(No job tasks specified in NOBELS in this category).

204
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